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Introduction 

The College and Career Academies of Akron Master Plan 
 
What is the College and Career Academies of Akron Master Plan?  
 
The College and Career Academies of Akron Master Plan is a five-year guiding document 
for planning, implementing, and sustaining school reform in the Akron Public School 
District that is updated annually.  This Master Plan is a community-supported guiding 
document that aligns local, state, and national initiatives to provide every student with the 
foundation of knowledge, skills, experiences, and character necessary to excel in all 
aspects of their post-high school lives, whether college, career, or personal.  Grounded in 
the research of Ford Next Generation Learning, this Master Plan outlines the structures, 
systems and strategies used for planning and implementation across the three strands of 
Ford Next Generation Learning: Transforming Teaching and Learning, Redesigning High 
Schools, and Sustaining Change Through Business and Civic Leadership.  
 
Why create the College and Career Academies of Akron?  
 
Akron Public Schools (APS) has one focus — to prepare students for success. For 
generations, the traditional education model has been centered on the student in a 
classroom demonstrating success through mastering academic and testing skills.  These 
traditional methods of instruction are no longer adequate to prepare students for the 21st 
century workforce and for success as global citizens in a network economy.  Most 
good-paying jobs require a solid foundation of academic and 21st century knowledge and 
skills that must be acquired in high school.  
 
Secondary schools within the APS are not currently designed to offer rigorous academics 
coupled with 21st century skills, embedded within career pathways that meet the 
workforce demands of our community.  There are pockets of excellence among our suite 
of high schools and career education programs, but the systemic infrastructure does not 
exist consistently across all schools and classrooms offering students a hands-on, 
problem-based, student-centered learning experience with rich opportunities to apply their 
learning within the community.  This gap results in a misaligned and disjointed pipeline for 
Akron’s workforce development system.  
 
According to the 62.4 Report:  Profile on Urban Health and Competitiveness in Akron, 
Ohio by the Greater Ohio Policy Center (January 2016), Akron was well known for 
weathering rough economic times as the business economy shifted away from its 
industrial roots.  The report, however, highlighted “economic and demographic trends that 
could negatively affect the city’s long-term trajectory.” 
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“Although the decline in rubber manufacturing began decades 
ago, Akron is continuing to experience changes in the core 
industries that make up its workforce and economic base. A shift 
toward a health care- and education-based economy has meant 
that many workers who have little post-secondary education or 
workforce training are ill-equipped to participate in the local 
economy without additional training.” (p. 3) 

 
For today’s economy, more integration must be achieved between high school academic 
subjects, career education, college preparation, and other types of post-secondary 
training. High school programs need to work collaboratively with business and community 
representatives to prepare students with the academic, 21st century, and technical skills 
employers need in the current marketplace.  According to the American Community 
Survey (2016), by the year 2020, 65% of jobs will require post-secondary education and 
training beyond high school.  Business consultant and scholar/author for systems thinking, 
W. Edwards Deming, summed up the reality of our local need regarding talent 
development when he stated:  
 

“Every system is perfectly designed to get the results it gets.”  
 

Akron’s regional talent development system, including PK-12 education, is perfectly 
designed to get these results (62.4 Report, Greater Ohio Policy Center, 2016; Report on 
Educational Attainment in Summit County, Summit Education Initiative, 2016): 
 

● Thousands of job vacancies that can’t be filled due to the lack of qualified 
applicants 

 
● The gap between the City of Akron and Summit County in the percentage of 

workers who have full-time employment grew by 6 percentage points between 
2000 and 2013 (Akron = 50.1%; Summit County = 56.9%). 

 
● Between 2000 and 2013, the unemployment rate more than doubled, going from 

4.7% to 9.8%. 
 

● Less than a quarter (20.2%) of Akron residents had at least a bachelor’s degree in 
2013. 

 
● Only 32% of 9th grade students earn the college and career ready benchmark of a 

3.1 grade point average and 6.5 cumulative credits. 
 

● 42% of Summit County seniors graduate with a college ready ACT rate (i.e., 
scoring a 21 or higher on ACT). 
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● 64% of Summit County seniors enroll into an accredited postsecondary program 
with 87% of these students persisting into year two. 

 
To meet the demands of the 21st century economy and to change the trajectory of these 
results, the system needs to be redesigned.  Workforce needs in high wage, high demand 
areas, such as healthcare, information technology, advanced manufacturing, engineering, 
and education require a restructuring of our current talent development systems to create 
a shared collective vision, aligned services, and explicit progress monitoring across 
systems.  The Ford Next Generation Learning (Ford NGL) framework for transforming 
teaching and learning, redesigning the secondary school experience, and sustaining 
change through business and civic leadership, provides the foundation for redesigning the 
role of PK-12 education in the county’s talent development system.  
 
Where will the College and Career Academies of Akron Master Plan be put into 
effect?  
 
This Master Plan is focused initially on reforming the secondary student experience, first at 
the high school level, then building supports in the middle and elementary grades to create 
a system-wide alignment of college and career preparation.  North High School has 
already launched their implementation of College and Career Academies; this guide will 
serve as an implementation plan for all remaining high schools in Akron Public Schools. 
 
Who are the key partners in the development of the College and Career Academies 
of Akron?  
 
The College and Career Academies of Akron Master Plan is the culmination of a 
partnership between the following essential stakeholder groups:  
 

Akron Public Schools (APS): Akron Public Schools is located in Akron, Ohio, in 
the northeastern part of the state, less than 40 miles south of Cleveland and 20 
miles north of Canton. It is the fifth largest district in Ohio with approximately 
22,000 students enrolled.  The APS mission is to prepare each child for success 
guided through a strategic District Focus.  

 
Ford Next Generation Learning (FNGL): “Driving Transformation” describes how 
Ford Motor Company Fund, through the Henry Ford Learning Institute, supports 
business, civic, and education partners in a community to adopt the Ford Next 
Generation Learning framework and join a national network of communities that 
are transforming education.  Over a 24-month period, Ford NGL guides a 
community to bring together key stakeholders, develop a common vision, and 
begin implementing the Ford NGL essential tactics.  
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ConxusNEO: ConxusNEO is catalyzing growth and opportunity in Summit County 
by working to understand the talent needs of area companies and to cultivate a 
data-informed system that meets those needs. This backbone organization 
connects and aligns companies, education, economic development, and public 
sector partners to foster meaningful, cross-sector collaboration that improves talent 
system outcomes. 

 
GAR Foundation invests in Greater Akron to promote quality of life, education, 
and economic opportunities for its people in a culturally vibrant community.  As a 
major supporter of Akron Public Schools, the GAR Foundation has funded the 
exploration of College and Career Academies of Akron as well as the launching of 
the academies at North High School. 

 
Summit Education Initiative is a nonprofit organization working to enhance the 
educational experiences of individuals and their families living in Summit County. 
Their mission is to improve personal and regional prosperity through increased 
educational attainment.  

 
Parents and Students have been an integral part of the envisioning process for 
the Master Plan. They have provided feedback as members of the steering 
committee as well as participants in the Master Planning Sessions.  Akron Public 
Schools is committed to involving all stakeholders in the transformation to college 
and career academies.  
 
Greater Akron Chamber delivers economic development through a focus on 
talent, leadership, and innovation. By engaging CEOs throughout the region to 
provide knowledge, planning, coordination, and funding, the Greater Akron 
Chamber leverages the region’s private sector to grow the economic base and 
increase prosperity for all businesses and citizens. 
 
Akron Education Association was established in 1946 and has been 
independent since 1978.  The association is one of the largest independent 
teacher unions in the country. They represent more than 2,000 teachers and 
support staff in the Akron Public Schools.  The Association works toward improved 
teaching conditions, wages that attract and retain quality teachers, as well as the 
betterment of student welfare.  
 
City of Akron and County of Summit government officials have provided 
leadership by serving on the Steering Committee, serving on boards of key College 
and Career Academy partners, and assisting with the alignment of talent 
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development systems in the region.  Mayor Daniel Horrigan and County Executive 
Ilene Shapiro personally attended strategy sessions, assisted in the recruitment of 
business leaders to support the master planning process, met with students from 
every high school in the city to re-envision Akron, and charged their highest level 
staff to serve on various planning committees related to the College and Career 
Academies.  

 
 
What is the time frame for the implementation of the College and Career Academies 
of Akron?  
 
This Master Plan covers three main phases of development and implementation of the 
College and Career Academies of Akron:  
 

● North High School: Planning, Preparation & Implementation | Spring 2015 - Fall 
2017 

● All APS High Schools: Planning and Preparation | Spring 2017 - Spring 2018 
● All APS High Schools: Implementation | Fall 2018 - Spring 2021 

 
What are the district, city and regional assets to support the College and Career 
Academies? 
 
Northeastern Ohio, including Summit County and the City of Akron, has a history of 
reinventing itself to remain a vibrant and innovative community.  Akron Public Schools is 
no different.  

Northeast Ohio Regional Profile 
 
The cities of Cleveland, Akron, Youngstown, and 
Canton along with the surrounding areas make up a 
diverse and thriving economic region with a 
workforce of two million. A region boasting more than 
25 accredited colleges and universities, Northeast 
Ohio provides access to a skilled talent workforce 
with training in diverse fields that support the 
regional economy.   
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City of Akron Profile 
The City of Akron is Ohio’s fifth largest urban municipality.  Situated south of Cleveland 
and with easy access to the Ohio-Erie Canal, Akron was a popular destination for new 
industry and immigrants during the early 20th 
century, growing in population from 69,000 in 
1910 to over 300,000 by the mid-1920s.  Once 
the home of B.F. Goodrich Company, The 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Firestone 
Tire and Rubber Company, and General Tire, 
Akron quickly became known as the Rubber 
Capital of the World with a thriving skilled 
workforce in manufacturing.  
 
Even though Akron’s vitality was based - and 
built - upon the manufacturing sector, Akron has reinvented itself into a world-renowned 
center of polymer research and development and a hub for healthcare service and 
innovation.  The healthcare industry accounts for 17% of Akron’s employment. There are 
several factors that contribute to this: 1) three major medical centers (Cleveland Clinic 
Akron General Medical Center, Summa Health System and Akron Children’s Hospital) that 
are nationally recognized; 2) the establishment of the Austen BioInnovation Institute in 
Akron; 3) a world-renowned healthcare industry that is anchored in Northeast Ohio; and 4) 
highly acclaimed healthcare programs offered through local universities along with 
extensive research and development in the biomedical field.  
 
Becoming a center of polymer research and development has attracted more than 35,000 
people in the Akron area to be employed in approximately 400 polymer-related 
companies. The Polymer Science Institute of the University of Akron has made Akron an 
international leader in education in the polymer field.  
 
Akron is also home to many small manufacturing firms and has a large variety of retail 
establishments and shopping complexes.  Manufacturing represents 14% of Akron 
employment with concentration in chemicals, electrical equipment, machinery, molds, 
metal fabrication, plastics, polymers and rubber related manufacturing.  Retail accounts for 
14% and accommodation and food service at 10%. Due to its population and geographic 
location, Northeast Ohio has always experienced a strong presence in the 
accommodations industry. With more than 600+ international businesses located within 
Northeast Ohio, leisure and hospitality are vital components to our global business 
partners.  
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Source: United States Census Bureau American Fact Finder  
 
Akron also has a distinct advantage of being at the center of America’s population:  50% of 
America's population lives within a 500-mile radius of Akron, and within a 150-mile radius 
there are approximately 10 million people. Akron has easy access to a network of 
superhighways and is a major trucking hub. A market potential of 111 million people live 
within a day's drive of Akron.  
  
In 2016, the City of Akron named the top 10 nongovernmental employers in Akron.  
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Source: City of Akron 

Akron Public Schools Profile 
 
The Akron Public Schools’ mission is to prepare each child for success. The mission, 
vision, and district focus for Akron Public Schools provides a set of guideposts marking 
progress to become the number one urban school system in the United States.  
 
Akron Public Schools is one of the largest public systems in Ohio with an enrollment of 
21,126.  The District encompasses more than 54 square miles and manages 4,800,045 
square feet of building space.  Over the last 15 years, Akron Public Schools created, 
through a one-of-a-kind partnership with the City of Akron and its taxpayers, 34 new 
state-of-the-art schools (Community Learning Centers) utilized by students during the day 
and by community members in the evening.  With joint funding from the state (59%) and 
local community (0.25 income tax), more than $800 million was available for this program, 
making it the largest construction opportunity in the history of Akron.  
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Some of Akron’s schools are among the most diverse in Ohio.  In 2015, 45.6% of APS 
students self-identified as African American, 35.5% as White, 8.3% as Multi-Racial, and 
6.8% as Asian.  Of all APS students, 90.85% qualify for free and reduced lunch, but 
because of the high number of students receiving meals, all students are provided a free 
breakfast and lunch at no charge in every school building.  The District is known for 
welcoming and embracing thousands of refugees seeking a better life in the United States.  
 
APS strives to ensure each student in its diverse population reaches her or his fullest 
potential in a safe and affirming environment.  Across nearly every state report card 
indicator, APS ranks at the top compared to the other seven large urban districts across 
Ohio, particularly due to the extensive academic and social emotional supports offered 
students throughout their school career.  Even if students don’t meet all of the graduation 
requirements in four years, the district continues their services resulting in graduation rates 
that increase from a four-year rate of 74.7% to a five-year rate of 80.9%.  
 

Akron’s Clusters 
 
Residents of the City of Akron have a strong connection 
to their neighborhoods.  In fact, the City of Akron has 
identified 21 distinctive neighborhoods which are 
consolidated into seven community clusters, each of 
which offers a comprehensive high school option.  Akron 
Public Schools also offers students four specialty high 
schools: a STEM option, early college option on the 
campus of the University of Akron, a nontraditional option 
at the Akron Alternative Academy, and a national New 
Tech option within Buchtel CLC. All students have an 
opportunity to enroll in college preparatory courses, including honors, Advanced 
Placement, International BaccalaureateⓇ Diploma Programme, and/or in 
Career-Technical Education programs. Each high school offers a variety of visual, digital, 
and performing arts courses.  A district map is given to provide some visual context of the 
seven comprehensive high school clusters in Akron.  
 
East Community Learning Center 
The East Community Learning Center opened in 2010 to serve students in grades 7-12. 
Formerly East High School, the student body population is 619 ninth through twelfth 
graders comprised of an ethnic mix of 63% African American, 24% White, and 9% two or 
more races. The four-year graduation rate is 66.4%, the five-year rate is 81.7% and 24.5% 
of enrolled students have an Individualized Education Plan.  
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Ellet High School 
The existing Ellet High School opened its doors in 1950, and three additions have been 
made since then. A newly constructed Ellet Community Learning Center will open in two 
years after an official groundbreaking in Spring 2017.  A comprehensive high school, Ellet 
serves 988 ninth through twelfth graders who are 67% White and 21% African American; 
19% of students have an Individualized Education Plan.  Ellet graduates 87.2% of their 
seniors in four years and 92% in five years. 
 
Firestone Community Learning Center 
Firestone Community Learning Center, newly opened for the 2016-2017 school year, is 
located in the Northwest quadrant of Akron and serves 1,201 students.  Connected to 
Litchfield Community Learning Center (grades 6-8), Firestone is the home to the Akron 
School for the Arts and the District’s only International Baccalaureate Diploma 
Programme.  Forty-eight percent of the student body identify as African American, 40% as 
White, 7% as two or more races, and 3% as Hispanic. Firestone students graduate in four 
years at a rate of 95.85% with 97.1% graduating in five years.  
 
Garfield High School 
Garfield High School was dedicated in 1926 and has seen several additions and 
renovations over the years.  Six hundred seventy-six ethnically diverse students attend 
this comprehensive high school, 62% of which are African American, 21.5% are White, 4% 
are Asian, and 4% are Hispanic.  At Garfield, 18.9% of students have an Individualized 
Education Plan, 77.9% of students graduate in four years, and 90.8% in five years. 
Garfield High School students and faculty will be relocating to the current Kenmore High 
School building starting in the 2017-2018 school year in order to rebuild a Garfield 
Community Learning Center at its present location.  
 
Kenmore High School 
The original Kenmore High School was built in 1916 and received several upgrades and 
additions, including a major building renovation in 1981 which replaced much of the 
original structure.  Kenmore High School will officially close for the 2017-2018 school year, 
with students becoming Garfield High School enrollees.  The Kenmore building will house 
all Garfield students (and former Kenmore students) while the new Garfield Community 
Learning Center is being built. There are currently 473 students enrolled, and 27% of 
students are on an IEP.  At Kenmore, 53% of students are African American, 39% are 
White, and 6.5% are two or more races.  Kenmore students graduate in four years at a 
rate of 76.6% and 78.2% in five years.  
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North High School 
North High School is the most ethnically diverse of all high schools in Akron Public 
Schools and also in the State of Ohio.  With 827 total students, 42% of 9-12th graders are 
Asian, many of whom are recent refugee immigrants to the United States, 30% of students 
are African American, 14% are White, 11% are two or more races, and 7% are Hispanic. 
North High School has the highest percentage of English Language Learners in the 
District (48%). The four-year graduation rate is 54%. The five-year rate is 70.7%.  All 
freshman students at North High School entered a Freshman Academy in 2016-2017, and 
the building will become wall-to-wall in 2017-2018. 
 
Akron Alternative Academy  
The Akron Alternative Academy (AAA)  is designed for students who are seeking an Akron 
Public Schools' high school diploma outside of the traditional high school setting. Home to 350 
students in grades 9-12, AAA provides small group instruction tailored to the unique 
individualized needs of students.  Students complete their coursework at AAA, but return to 
their home schools for graduation. Of the AAA students, 56.5% are African American, 25% are 
White, 7% are two or more races, 6% are Hispanic, and 4% are Asian.  Eighteen percent of 
students have an Individualized Education Plan.  
 
Akron Early College High School 
The Akron Early College High School is embedded on the University of Akron main 
campus and allows students to earn an associate degree (or two years toward a 
bachelor's degree) at the time of high school graduation.  Currently 100% of students 
graduate in four years.  An application school for first-generation college students, 58% of 
students are female, 38% are African American, 34% White, and 18% Asian.  Akron Early 
College received the National Blue Ribbon Schools designation in 2013. 
 
Buchtel New Tech Community Learning Center 
The John R. Buchtel Community Learning Center opened in 1931 as a comprehensive 
high school and was redesigned and rebuilt to house grades 7-12 in 2012. The high 
school is a part of the national New Tech Network.  The Network works with schools to 
transform their instructional services into innovative learning environments that incorporate 
project-based learning with integrated 1:1 technology into every classroom.  Grades 7 and 
8 are currently making the transformation into a New Tech school.  The current enrollment 
in grades 9-12 is 570.  The student body is comprised primarily of African American 
students (93.8%), the four-year graduation rate is 81.3% and the five-year rate is 86.1%. 
Twenty-four percent of students have a disability and receive services through an 
Individualized Education Plan. 
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STEM High School 
The Akron STEM High School opened in 2012 through a partnership with the University of 
Akron, Invent Now, the City of Akron, the Greater Akron Chamber, and Akron Tomorrow 
as an extension to the National Inventors Hall of Fame Center for STEM Learning (grades 
5-8), the first STEM designated middle school in the State of Ohio. This innovative lottery 
school has an equal number of students from each APS cluster, as well as 10 spots saved 
for open enrollment out-of-district students, totaling 318 ninth through twelfth graders. Of 
the students enrolled at STEM High School, 44.6% identify as White and 36.7% as African 
American.  One hundred percent of students in the first graduating class completed their 
diploma in four years.  
 

 

College and Career Education in Akron  
One area of excellence in Akron Public Schools is its existing College and Career 
Education programming. This division has a clearly defined mission to provide all students 
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with the knowledge, skills, and attitudes essential to meet a lifetime of career challenges in 
a competitive global society by recognizing and drawing upon the strengths and interest of 
each student.  
 
Over 4,500 APS students are currently enrolled in Career-Technical Education (CTE) 
courses and are on their way to completing a pathway, or a recommended sequence of 
four courses, that build upon technical and life skills.  Students in every comprehensive 
high school, in addition to STEM High School, have over 30 CTE programs to choose 
from; and every student in the District is able to enroll in the program of his or her choice 
through the transportation-option program.  This allows students to maintain their 
enrollment in their community cluster high school, take their academic courses in the 
morning, and then receive transportation through special school vehicles to the high 
school in the District that offers their chosen program.  
 
CTE learners as a group are more successful than their peers on student achievement 
measures, such as passing the Ohio Graduation Test and graduating from high school on 
time (89% and 92% respectively). In 2015-2016, 280 students completed an internship at 
a local business, many of these internships were paid positions that turned into full-time 
opportunities post graduation.  
 
Akron students who have enrolled in a CTE program have demonstrated success after 
graduation as well. Six months after graduation, 84% of CTE graduates report being 
enrolled in an apprenticeship program, enrolled at a community college or 4-year 
university, employed in a full-time career path, or enlisted in the military.  One additional 
leverage these students have over their peers in finding employment is the industry 
credentials they earn while still in high school.  Last year there were 57 industry 
recognized credentials awarded in seven separate testing areas.  
 
Akron Public Schools also helps prepare high school students for college by providing 
honors, Advanced Placement, and International Baccalaureate courses.  College-ready 
students are eligible to take rigorous dual enrollment courses that count toward high 
school graduation and can meet requirements at a partner college or university; these 
courses are taught within the high school buildings by qualified APS staff or by visiting 
university faculty.  Students may also elect to go to a local campus to take College Credit 
Plus courses that meet their individualized plan.  Akron currently has agreements with The 
University of Akron, Kent State University, and Stark State College.  In 2015-2016, 150 
students participated in this program earning 8,412 college credits while still in high 
school. 
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Akron Public Schools also provides the opportunity for every high school student to take 
the ACT exam. APS took a strong step toward equity in terms of college access in 2013 
when they registered every high school as an ACT testing center and started annually 
testing all 11th graders during the school day in the spring at no cost to the students. 
Students in 12th grade can also retake the ACT to improve their score.  The District 
composite ACT score for 11th graders in 2012 was 19.0 when only selected students took 
the test.  In 2013 through 2016, when all students tested, the composite score ranged from 
17.3 to 17.5.  
 
Students in Career-Technical Education, honors courses, College Credit Plus, or those 
attending a specialty school have demonstrated heightened success because of the 
opportunities afforded them.  These common themes are motivating factors to transform 
all high schools into College and Career Academies so that every student has access to 
rigorous instruction and experiential learning to lead to high achievement while in high 
school and beyond.  

What are the Key Components of College and Career 
Academies?  
College and Career Academies have three foundational aspects:  
 

1. Small Learning Communities:  An academy is a small learning community made 
up of students who share common classes and a core group of teachers who 
collaborate to develop related lessons.  Every student in an academy feels a sense 
of security, ownership and belonging leading to increased attendance, participation 
and student achievement.  

2. Learning Through a Career Lens:  Courses within an academy and pathway are 
taught through a career lens to leverage an area of personal interest to the student. 
Real world career examples are integrated with core academic knowledge so that 
lessons become relevant and directly linked to a student’s post-secondary plan.  

3. Business and Community Engagement:  Academies rely heavily on business 
and community engagement to provide workplace learning opportunities for 
students and staff.  Internships, mentoring programs, guest speakers, industry field 
trips, and teacher externships provide opportunities for students to apply their new 
knowledge and explore all of their post-secondary options.  

 
In 2011, Superintendent James began researching the best high schools in the country 
who had transformed into College and Career Academies.  His research led him to 
districts, such as, Metro Nashville Public Schools, Pinnelas County Schools in Florida, and 
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Rockford Public Schools in Illinois.  One common thread was they all were a part of the 
Ford Next Generation Learning national network of schools.  

Ford NGL Design 
Ford Next Generation Learning specializes in community-driven education reform and 
works with communities around the country. Practitioners and coaches facilitate 
career-focused reform at the high school level and help communities align public and 
private resources around schools to promote student success and increased economic 
development for the entire region. Ford NGL seeks to help communities achieve the 
long-term outcomes to include: increased community prosperity by all; a strengthened 
talent pipeline; young people prepared for college, careers, lifelong learning and 
leadership; educational equity and justice for all; and the capacity to contribute and to go 
further. The Ford NGL model brings together the three major strands to mobilize 
educators, employers, and community leaders to prepare a new generation of young 
people who will graduate from high school ready for college, careers, and life.  
 

1) Transforming Teaching and Learning 
2) Transforming the Secondary School Experience 
3) Transforming Business and Civic Engagement  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

These three strands align perfectly with the Akron Public Schools District Focus three 
focus areas:  

1) Rigorous Teaching & Learning 
2) Safe Learning Centers 
3) Public Engagement  

 
This alignment is outlined in the figure below, and is included in the Appendices. 
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The alignment between the three Ford NGL strands and the Akron Public Schools focus 
areas  lays a strong foundation for this partnership. Akron Public Schools is steadfast in 
their commitment to the district focus so all partnerships must be connected and must 
support the district in their pursuit to be the number one urban school system in the United 
States. 
 
The strength of the Ford NGL design is in community engagement.  This model blends the 
expertise of stakeholders within and across communities to serve the purpose of 
producing a strong high school graduate and the future workforce for the community. 
Akron Public Schools values this area of strength and has relied on Ford NGL’s  expertise 
in developing the business and community engagement structures to sustain the 
transformation. 
 
Three distinct but interconnected strands comprise the framework, which enables whole 
communities to design and carry out a long-term plan for revitalizing education.  Ford NGL 
provides the infrastructure from exploration to deepening and broadening the high school 
transformation experience. The Ford Roadmap guides the blueprint toward the 
community’s ability to develop, plan, implement, and to ultimately go further as a school 
district and community at large. An in-depth explanation of the Ford NGL Roadmap is 
available in the Appendices. 
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Organizational Structures and Systems to Support Phases 1 - 
3 of the Roadmap 
The College and Career Academy transformational model is designed to carry out a 
long-term plan for revitalizing education in Akron.  The community-driven infrastructure not 
only increases business and civic engagement, but also creates a sense of ownership for 
the community experiencing the transformation. An initial structure was established to 
support the master planning process and additional components will be built to support 
long-term implementation.  
 
Akron Public Schools partnered with ConxusNEO to convene and organize the College 
and Career Academy of Akron structure to support the master planning process. Together 
they created a Steering Committee to represent the diverse viewpoints and constituencies 
invested in the graduates of APS. The Operating Board provides oversight and 
coordination of day-to-day operations.  Tactical teams developed effective implementation 
strategies for each tactic identified in the community’s plan.  
 
The figure “APS Transformation Team” in the Appendices illustrates the organizational 
structure for creating the Master Plan and the initial launch of implementation of 
academies at North High School.  
 

Community Convening Organization 
The Community Convening organization advocates for the shared community vision, 
provides viable and visible community leadership, and offers guidance and oversight for 
the entire community throughout the transformation process.  In addition to being a neutral 
organization in the community, core responsibilities include building community credibility 
for the transformation initiative, engaging business and industry representatives in the 
community-driven process to share the vision and mission, and building community 
support necessary for long-term sustainability.  
 
ConxusNEO was a clear choice to lead this transformational work due to their role as a 
backbone organization committed to aligning company engagement, education, and 
workforce for regional growth and prosperity. ConxusNEO partners with stakeholders 
across the talent system to establish a common language, shared vision and goals, and 
aligned strategies from P-16 and beyond to support adult job seekers. ConxusNEO 
harvests and analyzes reliable labor market data and then shares it with the community to 
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help companies, career seekers, educators, and community leaders make informed 
decisions.  

Operating Board  
The Operating Board is composed of key members of the Steering Committee to oversee 
the day-to-day operations of the transformation.  
 
Operating Board Co-Chairs 

● David James, Superintendent, Akron Public Schools 
● Sue Lacy, President, ConxusNEO 

 
Members 

● Ellen McWilliams-Woods, Assistant Superintendent, Akron Public Schools 
● Kirstin Toth, Senior Vice President, GAR Foundation 
● Rachel Tecca, Principal at North HS and CCAA District Lead, Akron Public 

Schools 
● Annie Hanson, Community Engagement Coordinator, ConxusNEO 
● Derran Wimer, Executive Director, Summit Education Initiative 
● Barbara Williams, Director of College and Career Services, Akron Public Schools 
● Mark Black, Executive Director of Secondary Education, Akron Public Schools 
● Kenya Harrington, Director of School Improvement, Akron Public Schools 
● Tamiko Hatcher, Director of Specialty Programs, Akron Public Schools 

Steering Committee 
The Steering Committee serves as the primary driver of the College and Career Academy 
transformational effort.  The collective membership is tasked with providing oversight and 
guidance for the community through all phases of the Ford NGL Roadmap. Meeting 
quarterly, the Steering Committee is a permanent leadership team that mobilizes 
community engagement, cultivates community ownership, guides continuous 
improvement, removes barriers, and finds the resources to support and sustain the 
transformation.  
 

● David James, Akron Public Schools 
● Ellen McWilliams-Woods, Akron 

Public Schools 
● Rachel Tecca, Akron Public Schools 
● Annie Hanson, ConxusNEO 
● Derran Wimer, Summit Education 

Initiative 

● Sue Lacy, ConxusNEO 
● Kirstin Toth, GAR Foundation  
● Para Jones, Stark State College 
● Shelly McCombs, Stark State 

College 
● Dave Sattler, Sattler Co. 
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● Bill Considine, Akron Children’s 
Hospital 

● Bernett Williams, Akron Children’s 
Hospital 

● Gregory Kall, Summa Health System 
● John Jones, GOJO Industries 
● Michael Gaffney, Junior 

Achievement 
● Denice Schafer, Junior Achievement  
● Jim Mullen, United Way of Summit 

County 
● Dan Colantone, Greater Akron 

Chamber 
● Megann Eberhart, Greater Akron 

Chamber 
● Christine Mayer, GAR Foundation 
● Sue Hobson, Cleveland Clinic/Akron 

General 
● Elizabeth Kennedy, The University 

of Akron 
● Brad Schroeder, ACRT, Inc. 
● Terry Albanese, City of Akron 
● John Moore, City of Akron 
● Robert DeJournett, Summa Health 

System 
● Melody Tankersley, Kent State 

University  
● Michelle Campbell, LeBron James 

Family Foundation 
● Carolyn Lanier, Northeast Ohio 

Medical University  
● Erik Porfeli, Northeast Ohio Medical 

University  
● Jay Gershen, Northeast Ohio 

Medical University  
● Joey Johnson, House of the Lord 
● Seth Kujat, United Way of Summit 

County 
● Tom Ghinder, Akron Promise 

● Tina Boyes, Akron Community 
Foundation 

● Jackie Silas-Butler, Project GRAD 
● Alison White, The Goodyear Tire 

and Rubber Company 
● John Lucas, The Goodyear Tire and 

Rubber Company 
● Curtis Walker, Akron Public School 

Board 
● Tim Miller, Akron Public School 

Board 
● Pat Shipe, Akron Education 

Association 
● Ryan Pendleton, Akron Public 

Schools 
● Sasianna Meadows, Akron Public 

Schools (student) 
● Shermaine Meadows, Akron Public 

Schools (parent) 
● Ra’Chandra Decatur, Akron Public 

Schools (teacher) 
● Stacey Rice, Akron Public Schools 

(teacher) 
● Michelle Marques-Kearns, Akron 

Public Schools  
● Kathryn Rodocker, Akron Public 

Schools 
● Sam Crews, Akron Public Schools 
● Mark Black, Akron Public Schools 
● Barbara Williams, Akron Public 

Schools 
● Kenya Harrington, Akron Public 

Schools 
● Karen Gegick, Akron Public Schools 
● Karen Liddell-Anderson, Akron 

Public Schools 
● Tamiko Hatcher, Akron Public 

Schools 
● Mary Outley-Kelly, Akron Public 

Schools 
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● Yvonne Culver, Akron Public 
Schools 

● Christine Marshall, County of 
Summit 

● Connie Krauss, County of Summit  
 

Tactical Teams  
Tactical teams were tasked to develop implementation plans for each of the District’s 
identified transformation challenges that will require a strategic implementation plan to 
address. Each tactical team was co-chaired by a school leader with expertise in the 
existing supports and structures related to the topic and a community representative 
committed to overcoming specific challenges.  Every tactical team leader brought specific 
knowledge, skills, and abilities to the process.  All tactical team implementation plans are 
provided in the appendices.  
 
 

Tactical Plans  Charge Akron Public Schools 
Chair 

Community Chair 

Transform the student learning experience 
College & Career 
Exploration 

Academies provide a variety of experiences to 
help students learn about career academy 
options in their communities. A highly visible 
one is the career exploration fair or expo. 
Academies create displays that describe their 
offerings, and business partners may also 
participate, helping students learn about 
potential career paths and employment 
options.  This team will create a proposal for 
what college and career exploration will look 
like in APS under the new CCAA model. 

Darlene Shuler 
College Access Program 
Manager, College and 
Career Services 
 
 
  

Dr. Erik Porfeli 
Assistant Dean for 
Community Engagement 
and Admissions, NEOMED 
 

Elementary Grades 
Program 

To create elementary student readiness 
experiences to provide the foundation 
knowledge and skills needed to be successful 
in College and Career Academies. 

Grace Tome 
Coach, Office of School 
Improvement, Arnold 
Community Learning 
Center 

Annie Hanson 
Community Engagement 
Coordinator, ConxusNEO 

Freshman Academies The Freshman Academy is a transitional 
program for incoming high school students. 
Interdisciplinary teams of teachers help 
Freshman Academy students develop and 
practice a range of skills they need for 
success in school and the workplace. The 
Freshman Academy also introduces students 
to the culture of a career academy and to the 
career academy options available to them, 
typically beginning in grade 10.  This team will 
create a proposal for what freshman 
academies will look like in APS under the new 
CCAA model. 

Tamiko Hatcher 
Director, Specialty 
Programs 
 
 

Denice Shafer 
Senior District Director, 
Junior Achievement 
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Low Incidence The goal of the low incidence tactical team is 
to build a system of accessibility and support 
for students with disabilities. College and 
career academies of Akron will be meaningful 
and impactful for all students as they graduate 
from high school and transition into adulthood. 

Michele Angelo 
Program Specialist, Special 
Education  

Jackie Owens 
Manager of Community 
Support & Development, 
Summit Developmental 
Disability 

Middle Grades 
Program 

Focused upon career exploration, career 
assessments and exploration of local career 
academy programs, middle grades programs 
begin the process of developing the culture of 
the academy through teacher teaming and 
strategic career studies. Academies within a 
high school can experience greater retention if 
they have been connected to a middle to high 
school transition program. This team will 
create a proposal for what middle grades 
programs will look like in APS under the new 
CCAA model.  

Kathryn Rodocker 
Building Principal, Innes 
Community Learning 
Center 
 
 

Daniel Diaz-Nilsson 
Director, Academic 
Diversity Outreach and 
Development  Kent State 
University 
  

Problem-Based 
Learning 

PBL is a robust framework for inquiry based 
learning that engages students in exploration 
of authentic, real time and open-ended 
problems introduced by community partners. 
PBL provides a process and tools for learners, 
coaches and community members to 
collaborate on designing, teaching and 
assessing student learning so students are 
prepared for 21st century employer needs. 
This team will create a proposal for what 
middle grades programs will look like in APS 
under the new CCAA model. 

Sam Crews 
Hub Manager, Ohio STEM 
Learning Network - Akron 
 
 
 
 

Josh Bates 
Ranger, Cuyahoga Valley 
National Park 
 
 

Student Leadership  Academies provide numerous opportunities 
for students to develop and use leadership 
competencies. The Student Ambassador 
program is a common student leadership 
experience in which student leaders represent 
their academies and career pathways. 
Ambassadors develop communication and 
leadership skills that enable them to serve as 
hosts for visitors to their academies and to 
share their academy experiences with 
employers, parents and others in their 
community and beyond. This team will create 
a proposal for what student leadership 
programs will look like in APS under the new 
CCAA model.  

Yvonne Culver 
Career Advising 
Coordinator, 
College and Career 
Services 
 
 
 

Maria Miller 
System Director, Talent 
Acquisition, Summa Health 
System 
 

Workplace Learning Student internships and job shadowing are 
two of a variety of work-based learning 
experiences that can help students explore 
careers, develop work-related knowledge and 
skills, and connect school learning to the real 
world. This team will create a proposal for 
what student workplace learning programs will 
look like in APS under the new CCAA model.  

Ron Boldry 
Pathway Specialist, 
College and Career 
Services 
 

Gary Miller 
Director, Training and 
Education, Kyocera SGS 
Precision Tool 

Transform the teacher/teaching experience 
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Academy Coaches The Academy Coach serves as a liaison to 
the school’s administration and is a point of 
contact for business and industry partners. 
The Coach may also identify and secure 
professional development to support ongoing 
learning by academy teacher teams. An 
academy coach may serve multiple 
academies within a high school. This team will 
create a proposal for what academy coaches 
will look like in APS under the new CCAA 
model.  

Kenya Harrington 
Director, School 
Improvement 
 

Laura Cessna 
Deployment Leader, 
Operational Effectiveness & 
Organizational 
Transformation, Akron 
Children’s Hospital 

Stop, Start & Sustain The role of the Stop, Start, Sustain committee 
is to make data-driven decisions, advise and 
provide strategic oversight for academies and 
pathways in APS.  As the region’s workforce 
needs evolve and student interest changes, 
some pathways and academies may need to 
be created or eliminated. This team will create 
a proposal for what this start, stop, sustain 
process will look like in APS under the new 
CCAA model.  

Barbara Williams 
Director, College and 
Career Services 
 
 

Jenny Stupica 
Human Resources 
Manager, SSP 
 
 

Logistics  This team will create a proposal for how to 
approach logistical challenges in APS under 
the new CCAA model.  

Debra Foulk 
Executive Director, 
Business Affairs 

Doug Romstadt 
President, Ken-Tool 

Transform the business and community experience 

Parent / Family 
Engagement 

Districts, schools and career academies use a 
variety of proactive strategies to build 
partnerships with families to support their 
children’s success in school and preparation 
for further education and careers. This team 
will create a proposal for how to engage 
parents and families in APS under the new 
CCAA model.  

Carla Sibley 
Director, Community 
Engagement 
 
 

Kenya Henry 
Parent/Family Liaison, 
Schumacher CLC 
 

Shared Accountability 
& Program Evaluation 

The master planning process identifies 
systems and processes for monitoring tactical 
plan implementation fidelity and quality and for 
using indicators and measures for assessing 
the achievement of intended outcomes, 
primarily focused on the desired graduate. 
Often, a data dashboard(s) is used to provide 
a visualization tool that shows the current 
status of key performance indicators. Use of 
data dashboards can help to support 
continuous improvement and ensure 
accountability for results.  This team will 
create a proposal for what shared 
accountability will look like in APS under the 
new CCAA model. 

Aaron Markovic 
Coordinator, School 
Improvement 
 

Cristina Gonzalez-Alcala 
Tech Wizard and Research 
Associate, Summit 
Education Initiative 
 
 

Development of Akron 
Partnership for 
Community 
Engagement 
 

The master planning process identifies 
systems and processes for engaging 
community and business partnerships, 
sustaining relationships and growing 
grass-root support for student success. The 
Nashville model includes an organization 

Ellen McWilliams-Woods 
Assistant Superintendent 
 
 

Darren Wimer 
Executive Director, Summit 
Education Initiative 
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called PENCIL, who manages these 
relationships for MNPS. This team will identify 
the needs in Akron and create a proposal for 
what this broker/partnership organization will 
look like in APS under the new CCAA model.  

 

Academy Business 
Advisory Structure  

In academies, the advisory boards required of 
CTE programs by the Perkins legislation take 
on deeper and broader roles in their work with 
pathway faculty and students. These roles 
include such activities as curriculum 
development, mentoring, working with 
students on projects and working with 
academic teachers. This team will create a 
proposal for how to design academy advisory 
boards in APS under the new CCAA model.  

Linda Dillon 
Career Technical 
Education Coordinator, 
College and Career 
Services 

Alison White 
Director, Community 
Engagement and Vice 
President, The Goodyear 
Foundation, Goodyear Tire 
and Rubber Company 

Communications Communication is a key element in the 
planning and implementation of College and 
Career Academies.  All constituency groups 
from parents to teachers to students, business 
partners, and support staff need to have 
adequate information in order to design a 
system that meets the needs of students. 
This tactical team will build a communications 
plan for communicating with all major 
stakeholders for the next five years of 
implementation.  

Rachel Tecca,  
District Lead, College and 
Career Academies of 
Akron and Principal, North 
High School 

Annie Hanson 
Community Engagement 
Coordinator, ConxusNEO 

 

The Transformation Team 
 
The Transformation Team was established to inform and guide the College and Career 
Academy planning process particularly in the components requiring shifts in teaching 
practices and/or responsibilities.  The Transformation Team is comprised of 6 members of 
the Akron Education Association (AEA) including the AEA president and 6 District 
administrators.  The Transformation Team’s work is rooted in the three strands of 
transformation established by Ford Next Generation Learning as well as the three focus 
areas described in Akron Public Schools District Focus graphic.  
 

● Transforming Teaching and Learning/Rigorous Teaching and Learning 
● Transforming the Secondary School Experience/Safe Learning Centers 
● Transforming Business and Civic Engagement/ Public Engagement 

 
The Transformation Team members volunteer to serve on sub-committees designed to 
address specific College and Career Academy components.  Transformation Team 
members serve as co-chairs (one co-chair from AEA and one co-chair representing 
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District administration).  Co-chairs are able to recruit other team members to serve in 
reviewing the structures and systems necessary to implement the college and career 
academy model.  They are also charged with developing an action plan across the three 
strands to address the unique needs of educators throughout the implementation process.  
 
Upon agreement of both the President of AEA and the Board of Education, a 
memorandum of understanding (MOU) will be signed to implement components of the 
College and Career Academies that may conflict with current language within our 
collective bargaining agreement.  
 

Creating the Master Plan 
The Akron Public Schools District Focus Area 3 of Public Engagement resolves to make 
focused connections with parents and maximize business and community partnership 
opportunities to support student success.  These two directives were foundational to the 
master plan writing process.  
 
A group of business and community leaders first met in May 2016 after Superintendent 
James put out a call to existing partners in business, government, community 
organizations, and higher education.  Over fifty individuals representing diverse interests 
attended an initial meeting to better understand the existing landscape of secondary 
education in Akron Public Schools and to be introduced to the College and Career 
Academy concept.  Representatives from each of the organizations in attendance 
committed to serving on a formal Steering Committee that would meet four more times 
over the next six months.  A strategic partnership was formed with Ford Next Generation 
Learning (NGL) to lead this process.  The Ford NGL model aligns curriculum, instruction, 
and assessment through thirteen Essential Standards of Practice.  These guiding 
principles help school districts develop wall-to-wall academies that create a level playing 
field for all students.  
 
Next, key members of the Akron Public Schools central office staff, teacher leaders, and 
strategic business representatives from the Steering Committee attended an Academies of 
Nashville Study Visit to better understand the implementation process for an urban district. 
Participants in the Hub Study Visit toured successful academies, met with student 
ambassadors, learned about the implementation process, and participated in role-alike 
sessions with teachers, counselors, and business leaders.  This conference had a lasting 
impact on the attendees who then took ownership of the process and participated in the 
Steering Committee and tactical teams.  
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A detailed date-by-date timeline of key events throughout the creation of the master plan 
can be found in the Appendix.  

Steering Committee 
The purpose of the Steering Committee’s work was to envision what College and Career 
Academies could look like in Akron and to provide valuable feedback to the master 
planning and implementation process.  The first Steering Committee meeting took place at 
the Andrew Jackson House Ballroom on September 22, 2016, where the fifty plus 
members were asked to create a shared vision of the skills and competencies a graduate 
of the College and Career Academies of Akron would display.  Members used their own 
experiences and perspectives to offer valuable feedback on technical and personal skills 
needed to succeed in life.  
 
The second Steering Committee meeting was held on October 10, 2016,  where members 
followed up on ideas generated during the first meeting by asking individuals to finalize the 
Portrait of a Graduate describing the expectations that students might have of their 
secondary experience. Creating meaningful relationships between teachers and students 
and developing relevant lessons linked to the business world were two of the common 
themes that led the conversation. The members also discussed the important elements of 
a strategic communication plan.  
 
On November 30, 2016, the Steering Committee convened to start to develop and recruit 
members for fourteen tactical teams.  Each tactical team had co-chairs present to describe 
the important function of their team and give a broad overview of the implementation plan 
they would work on over the following weeks.  Pam Daly of DK Brand Strategy provided a 
short overview of the process for the College and Career Academies to create a marketing 
and branding strategy.  Finally, student ambassadors and faculty from North High School 
invited Steering Committee members to attend their upcoming Academy Launch where 
the academies and pathways would be announced to the public with a hands-on 
exposition and interactive fair showcasing the linked careers to each pathway.  
 
On January 11, 2016, the Steering Committee met again for a final time in this first phase 
of planning to learn about the future tasks and responsibilities of a Steering Committee 
2.0.  Tactical team leaders shared their implementation plans.  Members participated in an 
interactive exercise to create a vision for data dashboards and shared accountability 
features to identify critical data points that need to be tracked to serve multiple 
constituencies, including parents, business leaders, higher education partners, and more.  
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Master Planning Sessions 
Over 100 individuals representing school leadership, teachers, students, business 
representatives, community partners, and central office staff attended the first Master 
Planning Session on December 1, 2016, at the Hilton Garden Inn in Akron.  The full-day 
agenda asked participants to create a shared vision for College and Career Academies of 
Akron by building upon the Steering Committee’s proposed Portrait of a Graduate. 
Tactical team leaders gave brief overviews of their tasks on each committee and recruited 
team members from the participants.  Members were asked to identify key community 
assets and companies that might align to the work.  Finally, the Master Planning 
participants worked on developing a communications plan that would be transparent and 
effective for all constituency groups.  
 
The second Master Planning Session was held on January 12, 2016, to help stage the 
tactics beyond the tactical teams into the implementation of the plans.  Participants 
created a timeline for implementation over a three-year period based on the urgency of 
tasks and the availability of current programming. The committee worked on a plan for 
future implementation monitoring by the Steering Committee, Academy Advisory Boards, 
Industry Partnership Councils, and beyond.  

Portrait of a Graduate 
A driving process in the master planning has been developing consensus around the 
Portrait of a CCAA Graduate.  Steering Committee members and participants in the 
Master Planning Sessions, including business and community leaders, administrators, 
teachers, and students, agreed that every graduate will be academically prepared and well 
rounded.  Graduates of the College and Career Academies of Akron will demonstrate 
these competencies and accomplishments:  
 

1. CCAA graduates have developed strong habits of mind consisting of persistence, 
grit, flexibility, strategic thinking, self-confidence, self-directedness and creativity. 

2. CCAA graduates have, individually and with others, identified challenges and 
successfully designed and implemented a plan to move forward. 

3. CCAA graduates have established a variety of social skills that allow them to 
collaborate, build relationships, communicate effectively, lead others and accept 
feedback. 

4. CCAA graduates are culturally competent and have contributed to the community, 
both global and local, and are members of a social network through which they 
make those contributions. 
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5. CCAA graduates have academic and real work experiences in their field of interest 
resulting in the development of transferable skills and competencies, regardless of 
their future direction. 

 

College and Career Academies of Akron Brand Promise 
The Communications Tactical Team, along with five marketing students from North High 
School, worked with DK Brand Strategy communications consultant, Pam Daly, to create a 
brand promise for students in an academy.  Members of the committee identified 
functional and emotional benefits of academies. This internal statement of external value 
positions the College and Career Academies to a strategic vision for student satisfaction 
and success. This brand promise directed by students has become the guiding principal 
and mission of the College and Career Academies of Akron.  
 

My academy offers every student opportunities to explore hands-on experiences in and 
out of the classroom. I feel supported by a broad community of educators who help me 

build relevant skills, make connections and give me confidence in my future.  

Academy Design 
The College and Career Academies of Akron implementation design has been structured 
to bring the brand promise and the Portrait of a Graduate to life.  Systems are designed to 
build small learning communities, teach through a career lens, and engage business and 
community partners in order to engage students and prepare them for college and career 
goals after graduation.  This transformation will be accomplished by building upon best 
practices in teaching and learning, redesigning the high school experience, offering 
relevant and rigorous programs, and preparing students to design and pursue their 
passions and dreams.  
 

Freshman Academies 
Every ninth grader in Akron Public Schools will enter into a personalized small learning 
community as part of his or her freshman experience.  Freshman Academies will provide 
supports to transition successfully into high school and focus on personal academic, 
social, and emotional development.  Students will work with teachers to explore college 
and career opportunities and align these with personal strengths, skills, and interests. 
Every student will participate in a Freshman Seminar course to examine different career 
pathways and research the skills and competencies needed to succeed in those roles. 
The Freshman Seminar will also include team building activities; leadership development; 
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21st century skill growth in creativity, collaboration, communication, and critical thinking; 
and digital citizenship.  
 
As part of the Freshman Seminar, every student will participate in two exploration events. 
First, they will identify colleges, universities, and training opportunities related to a career 
path of interest and will visit that campus.  This will give the students early and clear 
communication about the expectations of high school students who wish to pursue 
post-secondary options, and will allow them to see themselves on a college campus. 
Additionally, every ninth grader will attend a career fair designed not as a recruiting event, 
but to help students broaden and deepen their knowledge of possible career paths.  Both 
of these activities will be supported by modules in the Career Cruising software, where 
students can start to build their electronic database of college and career research.  
 
Students will work closely with their team of core teachers and a school counselor to 
explore college and career academy and pathway options available in Akron Public 
Schools.  All students will select a pathway in January of their freshman year to pursue in 
their 10th-12th grade years.  
 

College and Career Academies 
During the freshman year, students, with guidance from teachers, counselors, and 
parents, will select an academy and career pathway based on their interests.  The skills 
and passions of the student determine which academy program he or she enters and what 
pathway courses to take.  After selecting an academy and pathway, students will officially 
join a College and Career Academy in the 10th grade.  
 
Every College and Career Academy will consist of a core team of collaborative teachers in 
core subjects, electives, and career technical education; an academy principal; a school 
counselor; and an academy coach.  This team of professionals will design courses to be 
taught through a career lens to prepare students to work in one of many pathways within 
an industry or to pursue additional education to support a chosen path.  These 
professionals work with community and business partners to better understand the 
relevance of academic standards and to design problem-based learning units.  
 
Students enrolled in an academy take increasingly focused coursework, starting in the 
10th grade with one introductory career course. The sequence of career-related courses 
continues with one class in the 11th grade and two in the 12th grade. These career 
courses will culminate in an end-of-course exam that may help prepare students for 
industrially recognized certifications and licenses.  Every academy will have elective 
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offerings to help support the exploration of these careers and other skills and interests, 
such as honors courses, fine arts, and physical education.  

Personalized Experiences 
The academy design, student experiences, teacher opportunities, parent engagement, 
and business partnerships prepare all students for the transition to post-secondary life 
through a personalized education.  
 
Student Experiences 

● All academy students will work through 
authentic problem-based learning units 
designed collaboratively by their academy 
teachers and academy business partners. 
These PBLs help build 21st century skills 
such as critical thinking, collaboration, 
communication, and problem solving.  

● Academy students have several 
opportunities to experience college and 
careers outside of the classroom.  In the 
10th grade, every student will participate in 
an industry field trip to explore the many career pathways in a particular industry. 
In the 11th grade, students participate in a one-on-one or small group job shadow 
to experience a day in the life of someone working within a particular industry. In 
the 12th grade, students lead their own capstone project which could include an 
internship, research project, or extended job shadow.  This deeper dive into a 
career field will help students understand the day-to-day demands of a career path 
and create a meaningful connection with a mentor.  

● Opportunities to earn industry credentials and dual enrollment for college credit will 
be embedded in every academy.  

● Assessment of student performance will use multiple measures, stressing 
exhibitions, simulations, and other performances that demonstrate skill and 
understanding.  

● The goal is for every student to have a personalized experience that can include a 
variety of workplace and experiential learning options.  It is important to note that 
not every student will have all of the listed learning and work experiences.  Every 
student will have options, and with the help of his or her school counselor and 
parents, will create a meaningful plan for success.  
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Teacher Opportunities 
Teachers in an academy will work in collaborative teams to serve a cohort of students. 
Teachers may gain real-work experience in business and industry by participating in 
experiences, such as, visitations to businesses, business roundtables, and job shadowing 
arranged by the District during workdays (e.g., during professional development days) 
and/or on a voluntary basis outside of their scheduled work days. Faculty will receive 
state-of-the-art professional development in strategies including problem-based learning 
design, digital literacy, teaming, teaching on the block (if approved to implement 
District-wide), and more. They will have support to develop cross-curricular modules and 
plan instruction with internal and external resources.  
 
Parent Engagement 
School buildings, academies and pathways will provide consistent and comprehensive 
parent engagement programming.  Parents will serve as partners with teachers and 
mentors in designing student learning experiences and will be included in college and 
career exploration activities for personal development.  
 
Business and Community Partners 
Business, industry, and community partners established through the Akron Partnership for 
Community Engagement will spend significant time in the academies and pathways at the 
Academy Advisory Board level, working alongside teachers to help students build 
competencies and skills through mentoring and modeling. 

College and Career Academies of Akron Implementation Timeline 
2016-2017: North High School launched its first Freshman Academy for 280 students 
enrolled in the ninth grade.  Every freshman participated in a Freshman Seminar class to 
explore college and career options, identify personal interests, and build a 10-year 
academic and career plan.  
 
A Steering Committee of over 50 business and community leaders, as well as teachers, 
parents and students convened to develop a vision for College and Career Academies of 
Akron. One hundred partners participated in two Master Planning Sessions to inform the 
Master Plan.  
 
An Academy leadership team at North High School selected academies and pathways for 
their current 9th-11th grade students to choose from for the following year. Pathways are 
clearly outlined for all students and parents in multiple exploration activities. All North 
9th-11th graders selected their academy and pathway in January 2017. 
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2017-2018: All North High School students enter into their selected career academy and 
pathway.  All ninth grade students belong to the Freshman Academy, while all 10th-12th 
graders belong to either the Academy of Health and Human Services or the Academy of 
Global Technology and Business.  
 
Tactical Plans are executed for North High School.  Academy Advisory Boards and 
Industry Partnership Councils are developed and begin meeting.  
 
All high schools across the District develop leadership teams of teachers, students, 
parents, and community members to explore workforce data supplied by ConxusNEO, 
along with student and parent interest surveys.  Each high school submits a plan for 
implementation of College and Career Academies in their building along with proposals for 
academies and pathways.  
 
Fall 2018: All ninth grade students across the District enter into a Freshman Academy at 
every building. These small learning communities offer student advocacy and support, 
promote a successful transition to high school, and foster optimum success in ninth grade. 
Students learn to adjust to high school expectations, routines, and rigorous standards in a 
supportive environment.  The Freshman Seminar allows students to explore their college 
and career interests aligned to their skills and strengths. Every student across the District 
will participate in a team supported by a group of dedicated core teachers, a school 
counselor, and a principal. 
 
Data will be collected across the District to monitor student achievement and to ensure 
equity of services and outcomes.  
 
Fall 2019: All high school students in every building will belong to a College and Career 
Academy.  Using a “wall-to-wall” design, all high school students will be part of a college 
and career academy that engages students in academically rigorous courses, electives, 
and career-focused specialized courses aligned with the Ohio Department of Education 
standards.  Every student will be challenged to apply their learning to real-world 
applications.  
 
Data will be collected across the district to monitor student achievement and to ensure 
equity of services and outcomes. 
 
Spring 2020: The first four-year graduates of College and Career Academies will graduate 
from North High School.  
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Akron Public Schools is preparing every child for success, and to be both college and 
career ready.  

 
The development of the five-year plan for College and Career Academies of Akron, 
including selection of academy themes and pathways, is a community-driven effort. 
Representatives from business, industry, higher education, nonprofit and community 
supports, parents and teachers contributed to this framework and timeline through the 
Steering Committee, Master Planning Sessions, and community cluster meetings.  
 

Organizational Structures and Systems to Support Phases 4 
and 5 of the Roadmap (Implementation and Beyond) 

Business and Community Engagement Structure  
 
The College and Career Academy of Akron places emphasis on business and community 
engagement in order to sustain the transformation of teaching and learning and secondary 
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schools.  This structure provides multiple means for engagement for companies, 
organizations, and individuals, requiring varying amounts of time, talent, and expertise.  
 
Moving forward toward implementation, the Steering Committee will continue to provide 
oversight to the execution of the master plan by meeting quarterly in addition to an annual 
summer retreat.  The Operations Committee will meet bi-monthly to provide operational 
support to implementation.  
 
The figure “College and Career Academies of Akron Business Engagement Structure” 
located in the Appendices illustrates the business engagement structure for College and 
Career Academies. 

Academy Coaches 
Academy coaches will be the primary contacts for business and community engagement 
at the school level.  Each high school building will have a dynamic academy coach to 
manage partnerships introduced through the Akron Partnership for Community 
Engagement.  The coach will staff the Academy Advisory Boards and support the school’s 
staff to implement the academy model.  

Academy Advisory Boards  
Academy Advisory Boards exist at the school level to ensure that every pathway is 
meeting the three goals of academies: small learning communities, teaching through a 
career lens, and business engagement.  Led by a teacher and a business partner, the role 
of these Academy Advisory Boards is to provide insight into course curriculum and 
content, provide opportunities for workplace learning, and help to develop cross 
disciplinary problem-based learning units. Individual members of the Academy Advisory 
Boards may serve as guest speakers or career mentors, or they may help cultivate 
relationships with other business and community partners to fulfill these needs.  Academy 
Advisory Boards will also plan and execute the annual career fair.  
 
Academy Advisory Boards are comprised of teachers, administrators, academy coaches, 
and school counselors assigned to an academy along with official business partners in an 
academy.  Parents, students, and CTE representatives will also participate. The Boards 
will meet quarterly to review data from the previous year, create a plan for the following 
year, and will organize a one-day summer retreat to provide input on academy 
sustainability. 
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Each high school’s academy coach will convene the Academy Advisory Boards and will 
assist with the recruitment of business partners from Akron Partnership for Community 
Engagement. 
 
At North High School, an Academy Advisory Board is being established to support each of 
the two College and Career Academies:  
 

1) Academy of Health and Human Services 
2) Academy of Global Technology and Business 

Industry Partnership Councils  
The Industry Partnership Council is a district-wide committee comprised of the co-chairs of 
the Academy Advisory Boards from across the district in related industries. Additionally, 
business partners, higher education partners, and professional societies will participate to 
create a career pipeline plan for students in pathways related to that industry.  These 
Councils review labor market data and help identify current trends that would support 
growth in a given industry sector. The Councils will meet quarterly along with a one-day 
summer retreat to review district-wide data and ensure equity across all academies and 
pathways.  
 
Five Industry Partnership Councils will be developed to support the College and Career 
Academies of Akron.  They will be convened and managed by ConxusNEO:  
 

1) Arts, Media and Communication 
2) Business, Marketing and Information Technology 
3) Healthcare 
4) Public Service 
5) Manufacturing, Engineering, and Industrial Technology 

CEO Champions 
Top level business leaders and executives have already shown great support in the 
transformation of Akron Public Schools into College and Career Academies.  The CEO 
Champions group will be convened by the Greater Akron Chamber, and supported by 
ConxusNEO, in order to cultivate strategic support at the highest level. These executives 
will be called upon to advocate for change that will impact the broader Akron region and 
help communicate the successes and needs of the academies.  They will also champion 
business and community involvement in the academies based on the needs identified. 
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North High School College and Career Academies 
North High School is the first comprehensive high school in Akron Public Schools to 
launch wall-to-wall College and Career Academies beginning with the 2017-2018 school 
year.  All students will be in one of three academies: Freshman Academy, the Academy of 
Health and Human Services, or the Academy of Global Technology and Business.  
 
The focus of Freshman Academy will be to first transition students successfully to high 
school.  There will be a heavy emphasis on self-discovery, where students will be charged 
with understanding themselves as learners, as potential college students, and as 
professionals.  They will also participate in a Freshman Seminar course where they will 
learn in a blended learning environment and spend considerable time exploring the college 
and career academies offered at North High School. 
 
The Health and Human Services Academy will serve over 300 students who have an 
interest and passion for working with people.  The four pathways offered in this academy 
include: 
 

● Biomedical Science 
● Early Childhood Education 
● Allied Health 
● Healthcare Operations 

 
This academy will provide students with all of their academic core courses, as well as their 
career pathway courses. Teachers will be teaching the Ohio state standards in their 
content area, while simultaneously looking for ways to incorporate standards through each 
student’s career interest lens. This academy will partner with businesses across Akron, 
including Akron Children’s Hospital, to  provide opportunities for students to learn from 
experts in the medical and human services fields. 
 
The Academy of Global Technology and Business will serve over 275 students who are 
interested in a variety of hands-on activities that challenge them to think like an 
entrepreneur.  This academy will offer the following pathways: 
 

● Marketing and Entrepreneurship 
● HVAC 
● Information Technology and Support Services 
● Software Development  
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This academy will provide students with all of their academic courses, as well as their 
career pathway courses.  Teachers will be teaching the Ohio state standards in their 
content area, while simultaneously looking for ways to teach the standards through each 
student’s career interest lens.  This academy will partner with businesses across Akron, 
including Akron Children’s Hospital, to  provide opportunities  for students to learn from 
experts in the business and technology field. 
 
North High School developed its academies and pathways by using data from multiple 
sources.  The first source was student career interest data.  Students in  9th-11th grade 
completed a career interest inventory in Career Cruising.  This data was synthesized and 
was the starting point for the academy development discussion.  Secondly, families were 
invited to participate in focus groups to review community workforce data and discuss 
what academies and pathways they felt would provide the best opportunities for North 
High School students.  Lastly, the Academy Team at North High School were brought 
together to review the community workforce data, review the student interest inventories 
and feedback from parent focus groups.  Every pathway selected for North High School is 
based on high-demand positions with over 1,000 predicted job openings over 10 years in 
Northeast Ohio (EMSI) and sustainable wage medians over $15 per hour.  Every pathway 
has multiple career opportunities with a variety of post-secondary options that students will 
be able to select from upon graduation, including entering the workforce immediately, 
enrolling in the military, or pursuing a certificate, associate degree or bachelor’s degree 
program. The team worked through the data to establish the academies and pathways that 
best represented the stakeholders view for the North community. A description of North’s 
academies and pathways can be found in the Appendices. 
 

Selecting College and Career Academies  
Academies and pathways will be selected for all APS high schools using a similar 
community and data-driven methodology with particular emphasis on finding balance and 
equity across the District.  A collaborative process promotes a partnership between 
schools and the community for the development of academy themes and pathways. The 
process for selecting a pathway ensures the validity and fidelity of proposals designed to 
meet the needs and demands of students.  The proposal system will require thorough 
research, data, and cost analysis in order to provide the necessary validation for students, 
parents, and community partners to support the decisions that are made. The steps for 
initial academy and pathway selection are provided here: 
 
Every high school will follow this process to create a proposal for their Academies and 
Pathways:  
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1. Each high school will be asked to identify a committee of volunteers to include 
students, teachers, parents, business partners, and community thought leaders to 
lead the exploration process.  

2. Community interest data will be surveyed to include: 
a. Student career interest data for middle and high school students using 

Career Cruising 
b. Parent career interest data for elementary, middle, and high school 

students (by cluster) using a web survey 
c. Teacher career interest data by cluster using a web survey 
d. Community career interest data by cluster using a web survey 

3. ConxusNEO will provide workforce data to include: 
a. 10 year projections of growth 
b. Projected demand (number of positions) 
c. Evidence of average wages per hour 

4. APS will provide Career-Technical Education data to include: 
a. Post-secondary options (certificates, accelerated training, apprenticeships, 

2-year and 4-year degree options) 
b. Certification options (during high school and beyond) 
c. Career Technical Student Organization availability 
d. Ohio Department of Education pathway options 
e. Availability of space, technology, tools, and equipment 

5. Akron Partnership for Community Engagement will provide data to include: 
a. Possible business and community partnerships 

 
Every academy and pathway must demonstrate a commitment to creating a system that 
will prepare a student to meet the Portrait of a Graduate vision and have a plan for college 
and  career upon graduation.  Guidelines will be given to each Academy leadership team 
to consider.  A proposal will be submitted for the Steering Committee, Superintendent, and 
Board to approve.  Initial pathways will be determined by October 1, 2017, with 
adjustments available beyond that using the Stop, Start, and Sustain process developed 
by the corresponding tactical team. The detailed process is outlined in the Appendices. 
 
All pathways will feed into an academy represented by an Academy Advisory Board. 
Pathways will be consolidated based on several factors, including Ohio Department of 
Education Career Pathways and United States Standard Occupational Classifications. 
Five Industry Partnership Councils are proposed to help convene business partners with 
similar career pathways.  A distribution of the current Career-Technical Education 
programs, including the Academy pathways at North, is provided in the Appendices. With 
an ever-changing economy and the speed at which advancements in technology are 
continually altering workforce needs and opportunities, deliberate feedback and input will 
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be sought from Industry Partnership Councils about the current and future academies and 
pathways in Akron.  
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Transforming Teaching and Learning 
The College and Career Academies of Akron will create meaningful learning experiences 
that enable students to learn and apply academic, 21st century, and technical knowledge 
and skills to real-world challenges that equip them for success in college and careers. This 
strand will emphasize the continued support of collaborative professional learning 
communities (PLCs) for all high school staff, creating differentiated instruction to meet 
individual student needs, and evaluation systems for teachers, principals, and academies.  
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Transforming Secondary School Experience 
The College and Career Academies of Akron will create and maintain the collaborative 
culture, structures, and practices necessary to transform the secondary school experience 
by implementing unique strategic initiatives in each building to enhance learning. College 
access services, service learning, extracurricular activities, workplace learning, 
enrichment, and electives will ensure success for every child.  
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Transforming Business and Civic Engagement 
The College and Career Academies of Akron will engage and maximize business and 
community partnership opportunities to support student success and will make focused 
connections with parents.  The entire community will be engaged in building and 
sustaining transformed secondary schools that promote regional growth and prosperity by 
preparing students for college and career.  
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Sustainability 
As the College and Career Academies of Akron move from design to implementation to 
successful sustainability, the framework and infrastructure must support the continuation 
of the goals, strategies, culture, and efforts.  Achieving the desired outcomes requires 
implementation fidelity, assessing student achievement and academic rigor, reporting and 
communicating outcomes, and ensuring academies and pathways align with local and 
regional workforce development needs.  

Monitoring for Fidelity  
Implementation influences the outcomes; therefore, implementing the Master Plan without 
compromising the core components of the transformative characteristics of the Ford NGL 
Roadmap and the CCAA tactical plans is imperative.  Core components must be 
implemented with fidelity in order to produce the expected student and community 
outcomes. All stakeholders share responsibility for the quality of the execution of the 
tactical plans in order to achieve intended outcomes. The Shared Accountability team is 
charged with identifying key performance indicators that will be used in evaluating and 
communicating progress at regular intervals.  

Assessing Program Quality  

National Standards 
In order to assess the quality of Akron’s current and future success, the College and 
Career Academies of Akron will use the National Career Academy Coalition (NCAC) 
National Standards of Practice. North High School is first eligible to apply in 2020. After 
providing a detailed report and career academy review, two nationally certified reviewers 
are assigned to make a site visit.  They will meet with administrative staff, the academy 
team and team leader, students and the Academy Advisory Board. Following the visit, an 
assessment is completed and a rating of model, certified, or in progress is given to the 
academy being assessed.  
 
The Ten National Standards of Practice for Career Academies 
 

1. Defined Mission and Goals 
The career academy has a written definition of its mission, goals, and benchmarks. 
These are developed by and available to the administrators, teachers, students, 
parents, advisory board, and others involved in the academy.  
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2. Academy Design 
An academy has a well-defined design within the high school, reflecting its status 
as a small learning community.  

3. Host Community and High School 
Career academies exist in a variety of division and high school contexts, which are 
important determinants of an academy’s success.  

4. Faculty and Staff 
Appropriate staff selection, leadership, credentialing, and cooperation are critical to 
an academy’s success.  

5. Professional Development and Continuous Learning 
Since an academy places teachers and other adults into roles not normally 
included in their previous training, providing adequate professional development 
time, leadership, and support is critical.  

6. Governance and Leadership 
The academy has a governing structure that incorporates the explicit roles of all 
stakeholders and the leaders of the advisory board. 

7. Teaching and Learning 
The teaching and learning within an academy meets or exceeds external standards 
and college entrance requirements while differing from a comprehensive high 
school by focusing learning around a theme.  

8. Employer, Post-Secondary Education, and Community Involvement 
A career academy links a high school to its host community and involves members 
of the employer, post-secondary education and civic community in certain aspects 
of its operation. 

9. Student Assessment 
Improvements in student performance are central to an academy’s mission.  It is 
important to gather data that reflect whether students are showing improvement 
and to report these accurately and fairly to maintain the academy’s integrity. 

10. Sustainability 
No new academy functions perfectly.  Even well established and highly functioning 
academies benefit from self-examination and refinement.  Ensuring and improving 
the quality of a career academy requires engaging in a regular cycle of 
improvement.  

 
 

State of Ohio Standards 
College and Career Academies of Akron will also follow strict procedures to meet rigorous 
guidelines set forth by the Ohio Department of Education for Career-Technical Education 
programs. A Quality Program Standards instrument is provided to CTE programs to serve 
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as a foundation for program improvement with a common vision across the state. The 
instrument employs standards, indicators, and criteria for an understanding of what is 
specifically needed for a program to reach the exemplary level in order to prepare students 
for connections to post-secondary education and careers. Every CTE program, or pathway 
within an academy, completes a rubric annually to self-assess their success in ten areas. 
These metrics, as well as student technical skills attainment, participation in end-of-course 
exams, and post-secondary action of CTE students are reported in a public Report Card.  
 
Ohio’s Quality Program Standards for Career-Technical Education Programs 
 

1. Instructional Facilities and Resources 
The facility supports implementation of the career-technical program and provides 
students with opportunities for the development and application of technical 
knowledge and skills. 

2. School and Community Relations 
School, community, and industry partners are engaged in developing and 
supporting the career-technical education program. 

3. Program Planning and Evaluation 
A results-driven needs assessment and evaluation exists for continual program 
development and improvement.  

4. Quality Educators that Contribute to the Profession 
Career-Technical educators continuously develop as professionals and support the 
growth of the profession they serve. 

5. Curriculum and Program Design 
The career-technical education program includes foundational and specialized 
courses designed to prepare students for lifelong learning within a career pathway. 

6. Instruction 
Career-Technical Education programs promote high academic achievement, 
technical knowledge and skill development of all students. 

7. Assessment 
Career-Technical Education programs use authentic and performance-based 
assessments to measure student learning and skill attainment of Ohio’s Career 
Field Technical content standards. 

8. Experiential Learning Experience Programs 
All students participate in an experiential learning program that connects the 
technical knowledge and skills learned in both classroom and laboratory to the 
workplace.  

9. Leadership Development/ CTSO 
All students participate in intra-curricular Career Technical Student Organizations 
(CTSO) that promotes cognitive knowledge and skill and leadership development.  
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10. Student Access 
Career-Technical Education programs serve all students interested in preparing for 
a career in any of Ohio’s 16 Career Fields and are reflective of the school’s student 
population.  Capacity should permit students to schedule first choices of career 
area.  
 

 

Implementation Oversight 
 
The Steering Committee will be responsible for strategic oversight of the transformation of 
Akron’s high schools into College and Career Academies.  The Steering Committee will 
monitor progress in the implementation of the tactics identified by the tactical teams in the 
transformation process and provide timely, regular updates to the District leadership, 
Akron School Board, and the community.  The tactical plans delineate specific action 
steps, measurable outcomes, and a detailed timeline. The College and Career Academies 
will report on a bimonthly basis to the Operating Board the progress on the identified 
action steps.  The Operating Board will provide the Steering Committee quarterly 
implementation reports and progress updates on metrics identified in the tactical plans. 
The Steering Committee will assess the results for implementation fidelity and adequate 
progress toward the tactics and goals, and equity of programs, pathways, academies, and 
business partner engagement across the District.  
 
The College and Career Academies shared accountability system will track the 
implementation progress and outcomes in the following areas:  
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A data dashboard will be created to communicate the progress in the key high-leverage 
indicators above and updates will be provided during the Steering Committee quarterly 
meetings and annual retreat. The Steering Committee will identify the high-leverage data 
points and will reevaluate the mission and goals at each annual retreat.  The remaining 
indicators listed will also be monitored in support of the high-leverage indicators.  
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Akron Public Schools 
College & Career Services
Explore a Career – Discover Your Future 

at an APS School near you! 

For more information contact: 
Your school counselor or 

www.apscareers.com 
330.761-3131 

Arts, Media 
& Communication 

Interactive Media – Ellet, Firestone, East 
Media Arts – Buchtel 
Visual Design – STEM 

Business, Marketing & IT 

Business Management – Firestone, Kenmore/Garfield 
Business-Marketing – Firestone 
Healthcare Operations – North 
High School of Business – Ellet 
Information Support and Services – Kenmore/Garfield, North 
Marketing – Buchtel, East, Ellet, Kenmore/Garfield,  
Programming & Software Development – North 

Engineering, 
Manufacturing 

& Trades 

Automotive Technology – East, Ellet 
Building Technology – Kenmore/Garfield 
Carpentry – Ellet 
Electronic Engineering – East 
Heating, Ventilation, Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration – North 
Masonry – Buchtel 
PLTW Engineering – Firestone, Kenmore/Garfield, STEM 
Precision Machining – Kenmore/Garfield 
Welding & Cutting – East 

Healthcare 

Animal Science/Management – Ellet 
Biomedical Sciences (PLTW) – North 
Dental Assisting – STEM 
Firefighting/EMS – Ellet/Stark State 
Medical Technology – North 
Pre-Nursing – Buchtel 

Public Service 

Cosmetology – Kenmore/Garfield 
Culinary Arts – Buchtel, Kenmore/Garfield 
Early Childhood Education – Ellet, North 
Firefighting/EMS – Ellet/Stark State 
Hospitality – East, Ellet 
Teaching Professions – Buchtel 
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Assist 

 

Industry Partnership Councils

Partnership Councils look across academy 

lines to: 

 Ensure equitable academy resources

 Ensure adequate academy resources

 Identify untapped resources

 Ensure workforce demands are met

Partnership Council needs and successes 

are presented to CEO Champions. 

Advise 

Needs of individual academies are assessed by the Academy Advisory Boards who: 

 Ensure academy curricula meets industry standards

 Provide work-based learning opportunities for faculty and students

 Identify additional academy needs

This information along with related academy data is presented to the Partnership Councils. 

College and Career Academies of Akron Business Engagement and Oversight 

Advocate 

CEO Champions 

Communicate needs and success to the 

broader Akron area.  

Reporting Structure/ 

Data Sharing 

The Steering Committee, co-convened by APS and ConxusNEO, consists of businesses, universities and 

community colleges, community organizations, professional associations, faith-based organizations, 

government departments, teachers, parents and students committed to the success of College and 

Career Academies of Akron.  The Steering Committee oversees the implementation of the master plan 

and monitors the overall health of the academy model. 

Meeting quarterly, the Steering Committee helps guide the work of Academy Advisory Boards and 

Partnership Councils and may call on the CEO Champions to act when necessary. 

Align 

Steering Committee 2.0 

Community Engagement 

The College and Career Academy Transformational 

Leadership Group provides ongoing oversight and 

accountability to the five-year plan.  

Academy Partner Recruitment 

Prospective Academy Partners can be identified in a variety of ways 

and at any level.  All prospects should be indicated to the Partnership 

Broker Organization (TBD) and the District Leader for College and 

Career Academies of Akron (Rachel Tecca) to ensure that Partners 

find the most appropriate places to become engaged.  

 To Be  

Determined 

ConxusNEO coordinates the College and Career 

Academies of Akron Partnership Councils for 

the identification of community resources. 

Greater Akron Chamber leads in 

coordination with ConxusNEO 

and the CEO Champions. 

Academy  Academy Advisory Board 

Academy  Academy Advisory Board 

Academy  Academy Advisory Board 

Academy  Academy Advisory Board 
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College and career academies transform the traditional high school model to 
prepare all students for 21st century careers, linking academic subjects to industrial 
themes.  Students and teachers use experiential learning to make lessons come 
alive.  Different pathways designed and supported by community partners are 
created to introduce students to a variety of college and career options.  

The academy and pathway selected by the student leverages an area of personal 
interest and integrates it with core academic knowledge in a small learning 
community environment. Lessons become relevant and directly linked to a 
student’s post-secondary plan, increasing academic achievement, attendance and 
graduation rates.  

Academies will catalyze and grow the regional talent pipeline by preparing 
graduates to work in high-demand, sustainable fields.  Graduates immersed in 
relevant coursework will have developed 21st century skills that align college and 
career preparation to local workforce demands.  
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Freshman Academy launched this fall at North High School to pilot the College and Career 
Academies of Akron model for the district.  All 9th graders will participate in career 
exploration as part of a small learning community, focused on post-secondary 
opportunities, such as careers, military experience, apprenticeships or college. All North 
High School students will select their career academy and pathway option in a 
designation ceremony this winter.  

Community Partners are needed to

support this transformational effort: 

 Master Planning Committee

 Tactical Teams

 Job Shadowing and Internships

 Guest Speakers and Field Trips

 Career Mentors

 Curriculum/Career Advisory Committees

APS has partnered with ConxusNEO to track regional career data to establish academies 
focused on high demand skills and careers providing a pathway to prosperity for 
graduates. ConxusNEO connects teachers to companies and higher education institutions 
to cultivate relationships and align curriculum to meet current needs. In an academy 
model, every student will have the opportunity to: 

career options in high demand industries 

multiple post-secondary opportunities in each academy 

    these skills through career shadowing and internships 

  with community experts engaged in real world application 

     by completing industry credentials and college courses while in high school 
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Detailed Timeline of Master Plan Completion 

Phase 1 - Explore 

Explore - Understand the benefits and features of transforming the secondary school 
experience using the Ford NGL community-driven approach.  Determine readiness and 
commitment to embrace the Ford NGL transformation. 

Akron Public Schools began to explore the College and Career Academy model in 2011 when 
Superintendent James led a small group of business and community leaders in an initial 
exploration of the Metro Nashville Public Schools’ Academies of Nashville. APS visited 
communities within the Ford NGL network to better understand how Ford NGL’s model might be 
applied in Akron.  These site visits led to a series of informal conversations between the District, 
community and business partners and Ford NGL representatives.  The Greater Akron Chamber 
also hosted a representative from Nashville’s Chamber of Commerce to come to Akron to speak 
to a diverse group of business leaders to gauge the level of interest and support of transforming 
our schools into College and Career Academies.  

From 2012 to 2015, the District initiated foundational structures and systems needed prior to 
launching College and Career Academies:  a) professional learning communities (PLCs), b) 
data-driven instructional practices, c) instructional coaches in each school, and d) transforming 
career education programs into course pathways. 

In 2015, the Superintendent outlined a formal timeline for engaging with Ford NGL and the 
Nashville Hub to move into the Envision phase of planning and implementation.   

Phase 2 - Envision 

Envision - Deepen community-wide understanding of the benefits and features of transforming 
the secondary school experience using a community-driven approach.  Understand and identify 
the systems, structures, processes, and competencies needed to implement the plan and guide 
continuous improvement.  

Using the Ford NGL Roadmap as a guide, representatives from Akron Public Schools worked 
with the Ford NGL consultants to learn more about the process and created a vision for how 
Akron Public Schools could be at the center of a transformational effort for the city.  During this 
phase, Ford NGL consultants toured the high schools and learned more about the uniqueness 
of each cluster.   

April, 2015 - North High School announced as first to launch College and Career Academies 
Superintendent David James presented  the vision of transforming North High School into the 
first wall-to-wall college and career academy in Akron.  Mr. James described what an academy 
was and what it would do for students in a brief presentation and then reassured staff that 
support and professional development would be provided as they begin the transformation 
process. 

November 2015 - North High School and select Central Office staff attend the Nashville Hub 
Study Visit 

Appendix G
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Six staff members from North High School, as well as ten other District administrators and 
Akron Board of Education members attended the Nashville Hub Study Visit to learn more about 
the academy model.  Upon return, the North High School staff developed an Academy 
Leadership Team and began to onboard and educate all other staff at North about the academy 
model. 

February 2016 - North High School and select administrators attend the Nashville Hub Study 
Visit 
Six additional faculty members from North High School, as well as central office, business 
partners and Akron Board of Education leadership attend the spring Nashville Hub Study Visit to 
learn about the academy model.  Upon return, the North High School staff who attended joined 
the academy leadership team and continued to onboard and educate all other staff at North 
about the academy model. 

April 2016 - Nashville Hub: Academy overview coaching 
Paula Barkley, academy coach at McGavock High School, Nashville Hub trainer and Ford NGL 
associate, provided an overview of academy structures to the North High School leadership 
team.  The team also used this time to ask questions and began to build a plan for implementing 
a Freshman Academy for the 2016-2017 school year. 

May 2-4, 2016 - Ford NGL Site Visits to Akron high schools 
Ford NGL consultants and APS administrators visited every high school for tours led by 
principals, teachers, and students.  The high schools showcased their areas of excellence, 
including Career- Technical Education programs, specialty programs, advanced and honors 
courses, and extracurricular activities.  The Ford NGL consultants provided feedback about the 
existing programs and opportunities for growth and development. The Ford NGL team and the 
Akron Public Schools leadership team also meet with high-level business community partners to 
introduce the concept of academies and to gauge community interest. 

June 19-21, 2016 - North High School attends the Nashville Hub Deeper Dive 
Members of the North High School academy leadership team attended a three-day professional 
development program where participants could choose structures in the academy model to 
investigate and experts from Nashville provided deeper context for those structures. Participants 
were able to engage in small group discussion with the experts. 

June 22-24, 2016 - Ford NGL Site Visit 
The Ford NGL coaches met with various Akron Public Schools leadership team members to 
design the structures and systems needed to support the transformation into College and 
Career Academies.  There was  a heavy emphasis on determining leadership roles and 
establishing the community connector organization. 

September 21-23, 2016 - Ford NGL Site Visit 
The Ford NGL coaches and the College and Career Academies of Akron leadership team met 
to begin designing the Master Planning Sessions. The Steering Committee convened to begin 
designing the portrait of what a College and Career Academy graduate would look like.  The 
Steering Committee also began to envision what this transformation would look like in the 
community and what role each member could play its design and inception. 

September 26-28, 2016 - Akron Public Schools and Akron Business and Community partners 
attend the Nashville Hub Study Visit 
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Staff members from three high schools, as well as central office, business, community and post- 
secondary partners and Akron Board of Education members attended the fall Nashville Hub 
Study Visit to learn about the academy model.  Upon return, school staff attended a retreat to 
debrief and also to begin planning for informing and educating all staff at the schools that 
attended. 

October 10-12, 2016 -  Ford NGL Site Visit: 
The Ford NGL coaches and the Akron Academy leadership team met to continue designing the 
Master Planning Sessions and met with the Steering Committee to envision what the academies 
could look like in Akron.  At the Steering Committee meeting, many members were 
commissioned to co-chair one of fourteen tactical teams.  If they were not asked to lead a 
tactical team, they were asked to serve or volunteer a colleague for a tactical team that was 
aligned to their work or an area of interest for them. 

October 10, 2016 - Ford NGL Presentation to the Akron School Board  
Ford NGL coach, Charlie Mojkowski presented an overview of the benefits of the college and 
career academy model, the partnership established with Ford NGL, and the next steps in the 
envisioning process to the Akron Board of Education. 

October 19-21, 2016 - Ford NGL National Conference 
Rachel Tecca, district lead, and Annie Hanson, community engagement coordinator, attended 
the Ford Next Generation Learning national conference.  Superintendent James participated in 
the special track for District leaders.  Sessions focused on envisioning academies and following 
the Ford NGL phases, and tours were available of Ford NGL-designated communities. 

November 31-December 2, 2016 -  Ford NGL Site Visit 
The Ford NGL coaches and the Akron Academy leadership team met to continue designing the 
master planning sessions. Co-chairs of the tactical teams presented to and recruited from the 
Steering Committee to participate in creating implementation plans on 14 different areas. 

March 6-8, 2017 - Akron Public Schools and Akron Business and Community partners attend 
the Nashville Hub Study Visit 
Staff members from all high schools, as well as central office, business, community and post 
secondary partners, Akron Education Association leaders, CCAA Transformation Team 
members, and Akron Board of Education members attended the spring Nashville Hub Study 
Visit to learn about the academy model.  Upon return, central office administrators attended a 
debrief session and began discussing how academies will impact the work of central 
office.  Also, a retreat was planned for April 26, 2017, for all transformation team members to 
capture the momentum established during the study visit. 

Phase 3 - Plan 

Plan - Achieve community-wide consensus on and ownership of a vision for transformation and 
learn what it will take to implement the vision.  Create community-wide three-year master plan 
for achieving the vision that is aligned with the school division’s plans.  Agree on a set of 
priorities for the first-year implementation.  Strengthen the systems, structures, processes and 
competencies needed to implement the plan and guide continuous improvement.  

July 8, 2016 - Nashville Hub: Freshman Academy Design Session 
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Paula Barkley, academy coach at McGavock High School, Nashville Hub trainer and Ford NGL 
associate facilitated a design session where parents, students, and the North High School 
leadership team developed the Freshman Academy tactical plan which was used as a template 
when the Freshman Academy was launched in August 2016. 

August 22-25, 2016 - Nashville Hub: Academy overview and Team Training 
Paula Barkley, academy coach at McGavock High School, Nashville Hub trainer and Ford NGL 
associate provided a one-day overview of academy structures to the North High School staff 
then spent four additional days providing team training for the Freshman Academy teachers at 
North.  During this training, teachers developed the skills necessary for them to function as a 
team. They also created a  team mission, colors, rituals, routines and celebrations.  They built a 
pyramid of both academic and behavioral interventions and practiced how to organize and 
execute a weekly team meeting based on their academy needs. 

November 2, 2016 - Nashville Hub professional development: Teaching on the Block 
A Nashville Hub trainer provided a one-day session for North faculty on the advantages in an 
academy model for teaching in a 90-minute period of time, instead of the current 50-minute 
traditional class period. The professional development was provided as if the participants were 
students in a 90-minute class.  The training emphasized instructional planning, multiple activities 
and adjustment of instruction during the 90 minutes of instruction. 

December 1, 2016 - Master Plan Session I 
Over one hundred stakeholders gathered together on December 1 to begin envisioning and 
planning for the academies of Akron.  The one-day session was a collaborative effort between 
APS and Ford NGL leaders where all parties were engaged in deep discussion about what 
academies are, what an academy graduate should look like, and what are stakeholders’ 
expectations of schools.  All stakeholders were invited to sign up for a tactical team and have a 
voice in the design of the College and Career Academies of Akron.  

January 12, 2017 - Master Plan Session II 
Over one hundred stakeholders gathered together on January 12 to continue envisioning and 
planning for the academies of Akron.  The one-day session was a collaborative effort between 
APS and Ford NGL leaders where all parties were updated on the tactical plans, shared 
accountability to the success of academies was discussed, and the need for frequent, 
consistent  communication was established. 

Phase 4 - Implement 

Implement - Strengthen community-wide capacity to implement and continuously improve the 
master plan; implement the systems, structures, processes, and competencies to support and 
sustain continuous improvement with all key individuals and groups engaged; and, inspire, 
share, and contribute to the Ford NGL network.  

November 29, 2016 - Nashville Hub professional development: Team meeting coaching 
Paula Barkley, academy coach at McGavock High School, Nashville Hub trainer and Ford NGL 
associate provided coaching to the Freshman Academy Team at North High School.  The 
Freshman Academy held their weekly team meeting and were observed.  Paula then provided 
feedback to the Freshman Academy principal, North Principal, and instructional coach of 
strengths and weaknesses observed.  She also followed up with the team in writing. 
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January 10, 2017 - Nashville Hub professional development: Team meeting coaching and 
support 
Paula Barkley, academy coach at McGavock High School, Nashville Hub trainer and Ford NGL 
associate provided coaching to the Freshman Academy Team at North High School.  She also 
supported the scheduling process, the design of the Stop, Start, and Sustain tactical plan and 
academy coach posting. 
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What’s Next? 

Akron Public Schools, ConxusNEO, and Ford Next Generation Learning 

have partnered to develop strong College and Career Academies that will 

provide all students with opportunities to pursue their interests and 

passions related to high demand careers in Northeast Ohio.  Business and 

community partners, teachers, students, parents, and friends are all 

working collaboratively to design academies with a comprehensive plan 

that will serve every student, to enrich their talents and interests.   

North High School students entering grades 10, 11, and 12 in Fall 2017 will 

have the opportunity to select their academies and pathways in January 

2017.  Prior to this, the students will work with their teachers and 

counselors to explore their career and skill interests and make a selection 

best suited to their passion and goals post-graduation.  

Contact Us 

Please contact us if you have any questions or would like to become 

engaged in the master planning process of implementation of College and 

Career Academies in Akron Public Schools.  

Rachel Tecca        Annie Hanson 

APS District Lead   ConxusNEO Community Connector 

985 Gorge Blvd       277 E. Mill Street      

Akron, OH 44310   Akron, OH 44308 

(330) 761-2668 (330) 639-2941

rtecca@apslearns.org ahanson@conxusneo.jobs

North High School 
College and Career 

Academies 

    #WePointNorth
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Academy of Health & 
Human Services 

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, positions in the 

healthcare industry are projected to grow 19% from 2014 to 

2024, much faster than the average growth for all occupations, 

adding about 2.3 million new jobs.  

Over 70,000 health-related positions are expected in 

Northeastern Ohio alone over the next 10 years. 

Positions in healthcare and human services are varied and 

rewarding. Healthcare careers encompass occupations such as 

physicians and surgeons, nurses and nursing aides, dentists and 

dental assistants, social workers, physical therapists, medical 

assistants, medical sales, home health aides, medical coding and 

billing specialists, dietitians, forensic scientists, and many more. 

Important Skills Learned in this Academy: 

 Empathy

 Communication

 Dealing with Pressure

 Positive Mental Attitude

 Time Management

 Strong Work Ethic

 Overview of Pathways 

Biomedical Science 
Whether discovering new cancer treatments or 
teaching healthy lifestyle choices to their 
communities, today’s biomedical professionals 
are tackling big challenges to make the world a 
better place.  

Early Childhood Education 
The first years of a child’s life is a formative 
period that can lay the foundation for growth into 
adulthood, emotionally, physically, and 
intellectually. Early Childhood Education 
prepares you with the skills necessary to help 
cultivate healthy growth in children, shaping their 
lives and the communities that they live in for the 
better. Students interested in teaching careers 
will benefit from this pathway. 

Allied Health 
Few professions give you as many choices of 
where to work, areas to specialize in, or degrees 
to use. The range of nursing and patient care 
specialties is almost as varied as the personalities 
of the professionals themselves, so no matter 
what kind of person you are, there’s a place in 
allied health for you. 

Healthcare Operations 
The career opportunities in healthcare 
management are practically endless and can be 
applied to many fields. With skills in healthcare 
management, healthcare administration, or public 
health, students in this pathway can pursue a 
variety of career options including hospital 
administration. 67



Academy of Global 
Technology & Business 

We use technology more than ever these days to stay connected 

to our friends and family, get up-to-date on the latest and 

greatest happenings in our world and sometimes just to pass the 

time. With all the computers and other high-tech devices our 

society is dependent on, we need the skills of professionals in 

technology careers to make our obsession with tech possible. 

Now more than ever we need creative, inventive professionals 

to help us tackle global issues in business and technology.  

Over 100,000 positions are expected to open in IT, 

business management and office administration 

over the next 10 years in Northeastern Ohio. 

Positions in these fields will continue to grow and evolve 

providing endless opportunities for students with an interest in 

technology and business with a global focus.  

Important Skills Learned in this Academy: 

 Problem Solving

 Listening

 Teamwork

 Creativity

 Determination and Focus

Freshmen Academy 

All entering 9th grade students are automatically 

enrolled in the freshmen academy. During their 

freshmen seminar class, the students will learn 

skills that are necessary to be successful in high 

school, complete career exploration activities, and 

visit college campuses.  

In January of the freshmen year, all ninth-grade 

students will select an academy and pathway to 

participate in during the 10th, 11th, and 12th grade 

years.  
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What is an Academy? 

Small Learning Communities 

Academies and pathways allow faculty to work with a reduced 

number of students, which allows students and teachers to form 

deep and meaningful relationships.  Students who participate in 

small learning communities experience the benefits of a 

personalized learning environment with the diverse benefits of a 

large comprehensive high school.  

Learning Through a Career Lens 

Small teams of teachers work collaboratively across several 

academic and technical subjects, focusing their lessons on a 

career theme that is interesting to the students.  Engaging 

problem-based learning units take real world problems being 

faced in industry today and bring them to life in the classroom 

with the help of business and community advisors.  Both technical 

and soft skill development related to specific careers are then 

transferrable to many career options.  

Business and Community Engagement 

Companies in industries related to the academies serve as 

advisors to the teachers and as mentors to the students in an 

Academy model.  Teachers work collaboratively with business 

advisory boards to create curriculum that is responsive to current 

needs and that will prepare students for college or a career 

directly after graduation.  Students will have access to early 

college and career exploration through job fairs, career 

shadowing, internships, and capstone projects.  

Overview of Pathways 

Entrepreneurship & Marketing 

Marketing and entrepreneurial careers attract 
creative and driven individuals.  Best for self-
starters who can manage multiple tasks, a career in 
marketing or business can be demanding—long 
hours and travel are often required—but the field 
rewards merit, performance and creativity. 

Heating, Ventilation, & Air Conditioning 
Technology (HVAC) 

HVAC technicians have an exciting professional 
path that promises job security and excellent 
earning potential. Skills acquired in this pathway 
provide hard working, committed students with the 
rewards of advancement potential within their field 
that can be applied to a variety of careers. 

Programming & Software Development 
Software developers are the creative minds behind 
computer programs. Some develop the applications 
that allow people to do specific tasks on a computer 
or another device. Others develop the underlying 
systems that run the devices or that control 
networks. This pathway supports creative and 
technical minds! 

Information Support & Services 
Computer support professionals specialize in 
troubleshooting and fixing a wide variety of 
primarily software-related personal computer 
issues and network connectivity problems.  These 
skills can be applied to numerous positions in large 
companies, small businesses, and for personal use. 
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COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 
TACTICAL PLAN:  COLLEGE AND CAREER EXPLORATION 

VISION To assure APS graduates are college or career ready 

GOAL OF TACTICAL TEAM: To prepare and provide a platform to engage academy students in college and career exploration in Akron 
Public Schools 

LIST APPLICABLE RESULTS & GOALS 

Student Performance Outcomes: (How will you know action steps are improving student achievement?) 

● 100% of APS graduates will be enrolled, enlisted or employed upon earning their high school diploma.
● 90% of students will participate in the established number of college and career experiences each year of their high

school career.
● 100% of students will graduate with an online career and college readiness portfolio in Career Cruising.

Adult Implementation Indicators : (What will adults say and do to implement this action plan?)  Once the 
participating schools are identified, baseline data and goals will be established for the following outcomes: 

● 100% of teachers and counselors at the high school level will provide college and career exposure for all students
in grades 9-12.

● 100% of Community Learning Centers within Akron Public Schools will work collaboratively to educate, inform and
engage the public in preparing students for their futures.
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ACTIONS 
List one or more specific actions you will take to build the system and 
pursue the goal listed above. 
I. Action

a. Task
b. Task

TIMELINE FOR ACTIONS 
For each action, provide a 
timeline for completing the 
action (when) 

RESPONSIBLE PERSON 
For each action, list the 
person responsible for 
ensuring the action is 
complete (who) 

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS 
TOWARD GOAL 
Define what measurable evidence 
would indicate completion 

Community Involvement and Mentoring 
Students will be encouraged to participate in community-based 
programing and volunteer opportunities aligned with their 
college and career interests. These activities are particularly 
useful to set students in a very positive light in competitive 
health professions degree programs (e.g., nursing, medicine, 
occupational and physical therapy and pharmacy) 

● Academy coaches in coordination with the district
Service Learning lead staff member will develop and
maintain a directory of community-based programming
and volunteer activities aligned with various professions
in the Academy

● Twice per year (early fall and late spring) academy
coaches in coordination with the district Service
Learning lead staff member will convene students to
share opportunities aligned with their college and
career interests. The fall meeting will focus on
school-year opportunities offered nights and weekends,
and the spring meeting will focus on summer
opportunities.

● Students will be organized by interests and encouraged
to participate with peers in community-based and
volunteer activities.

● Academy coaches, in coordination with the district
College Access department, will canvas
university/college sponsored after-school pipeline

August 2018 - North 
August 2019 - All other 
schools  

Josh Allen  
Jonathan Greer 
Annie Hanson 
Rachel Tecca 
Academy coaches 

Yvonne Culver 
Annie Hanson 

50% of students will 
participate in community- 
based programs and/or 
volunteer in their area of 
career interests as measured 
by the experiential tracking 
system.  
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programs and encourage students to participate in at 
least two during their high school experience. This will 
offer students a more personal and engaged 
connection with university faculty/staff and local college 
campuses. Conversely, this connectivity will help 
showcase academy students within the higher 
education community.  

In conjunction with iCARE mentoring and the established 
partner broker (Akron Partnership for Community 
Engagement), students will be assigned a mentor.  The 
mentors will be tasked with  providing students with academic, 
career and peer advisement as it relates to college and career 
choices and will meet with students at least 2 times per year. 

● Possible groups to become mentors:
○ Local university and business partners
○ Upper-level APS career pathway teachers and

students at other district high school vocational
programs

○ Adults (APS parent communities)
○ More teen extracurricular activities
○ Faith-based organizations

● A tracking document will be created to monitor mentors
and students and logged hours.

Community Learning Centers will assist college and career 
academies in educating, informing and educating the 
community they serve. 

August 2019 - North  
August 2019 - All other 
schools 

Rachel Tecca 
Academy coaches 

Jonathan Greer  
Annie Hanson 
Rachel Tecca 
Academy coaches 

100% of students who have 
been assigned a mentor as 
well as 100% of mentors will 
annually complete a mentor 
assessment reporting on 
their satisfaction and 
involvement with their 
mentor/mentee and offer 
suggestions to enhance the 
program as measured by the 
mentor assessment 
documentation. 

College and Career Experiences 
Academy coaches, HS counselors and the College and Career 
Department members will design college and career 
experiences for different grade levels and an action plan with 
established timeline will be submitted for approval.  

August 2017 - create 
action plan 

Darlene Shuler 
Yvonne Culver 
Barbara Williams 
Academy coaches 

75% of students will have an 
experiential learning 
experience each year of high 
school as measured by the 
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All students will have the opportunity to participate in the 
following experiences based on an overarching program plan 
based on a model of the intersection of college, career and 
community. 

FRESHMAN 
● APS College Fair - allow freshmen to investigate and

then select the college they would like to visit during
2nd semester.  Included in the college fair:

○ Accelerated training options and bootcamps
○ 2 and 4 year institutions
○ Public vs Private institutions

● Every freshman will visit one college (within a 4-hour
radius).

● Every freshman will participate in a career exploration.
Fair in November of the 9th grade with an emphasis on
career pathways aligned to training and education
(North model).

● Every freshman will have a one-on-one meeting with a
school counselor after completing the Career Cruising
career assessments to discuss pathway placement and
potential career options related to educational
attainment.

● Every student will prepare a professional resume by the
end of the first semester of the freshman year.  It will be
required to be updated every year and placed in their
online Career Cruising portfolio.

SOPHOMORE 
● Every student will participate in an industry-related field

trip to explore career options during the sophomore
year.

○ Consider working with the district to develop a

experiential learning tracking 
system. 

90% of students will log their 
college and career 
experiences in “My Activities 
and Experiences” in Career 
Cruising as measured by 
Career Cruising reports. 
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system for students to take industry-related field 
trips on in-service days while teaching staff is 
getting PD. 

● Every student will have at least one mock interview with
a business professional volunteer by the end of the
sophomore year.

JUNIOR 
● Every junior will participate in a group discussion with

college-level academic advisors about best practices
for entering college related to their anticipated major.

● Every student will prepare a common college
application by the end of the second semester of their
junior year.

● Every student and at least one parent/guardian will
prepare a scholarship application essay by the end of
the second semester of their junior year.

● Every student will receive financial aid information by
the end of the junior year related to training and higher
education options. There will also be at least two
partner sessions to support families to complete all
aspects of the FAFSA.

SENIOR 
● Every senior will participate in a Career Hiring Fair in

December of 12th grade with emphasis on
post-graduation plans and immediate employment
(Dream Day model).

● Every senior will receive individualized and group
support for finalizing college applications, financial aid
applications, scholarship submissions and employment
or military applications
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Career Cruising 
APS counselors, in conjunction with their building-level 
leadership teams, will create a building-level implementation 
plan to use CC assessments to drive the college and career 
explorations for all students. 

● Students will be required to create an online career and
college readiness portfolio that will be monitored for all
students each quarter.

○ Create monitoring form in Career Cruising that
counselors will submit quarterly.

● Academy students will receive:
❏ Self-knowledge
❏ Skills strength
❏ College awareness
❏ Career interest
❏ Learning style

● Parent training for Career Cruising

August 2017 - create 
action plan 

November 2017 

Fall 2017 at a Parent 
Advisory Meeting (Open 
House, Parent Teacher 
Conference) 

Dreama Whitfield 
and APS 
counselors 

Dreama Whitfield 

75% of all high school 
students in every building will 
have an online career and 
college readiness portfolio 
that includes “My Activities 
and Experiences” as 
measured by completion 
status reports  generated in 
Career Cruising. 

Seminar Course Suggestions 
A committee will be formed to provide guidance to the design 
and focus of a seminar course. There may be seminar courses 
at different grade levels. 
Current Suggestions: 

● Understanding the career and academic process to
promote various career and academic pathways

● Understanding and engaging in curricular, co-curricular
and extracurricular activities to improve each student's
preparation for competitive college pathways and
career fields.

● Develop, revise and continue to use the portfolio in
Career Cruising as a career and academic portfolio

● Financial Literacy

August 2017 - Freshman 
Seminar course for 9th 
graders  

October 2017 - High 
School 101 elective for 
8th graders  

December 2017 - Middle 

Rachel Tecca 
Dreama Whitfield 
Barbara Williams  
Adam Motter 
Academy coaches 
CBI teachers 
Middle school 
leaders 

100% of 9th graders in the 
Freshman Academy will be 
scheduled in a Freshman 
Seminar course as 
measured by eSchool 
reports for each building 
offering Freshman Academy. 

The Freshman Seminar 
course, the High School 101 
course and Middle School 
Readiness course will 
include a course of study that 
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● Professionalism and professional conduct
● Resume writing and interview skills
● College application process with a focus on finding the

best college fit, academic expectations and writing
college essays

● Use the portfolio to prepare college applications,
specifically the common app and job applications.

● Strategies that students may use to partner with their
parents/guardians (e.g., FAFSA) in the college and
career exploration process. This may include parent
sessions that offer students an opportunity to practice
these skills in a guided fashion.

School Readiness 
elective for 5th/6th 
graders 

includes the standards 
addressed, a curriculum map 
and resources as measured 
by a course of study 
examples. 
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COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 
TACTICAL PLAN:  ELEMENTARY STRATEGIES 

VISION To assure APS graduates are college or career ready 

GOAL OF TACTICAL TEAM: To create elementary student readiness experiences to provide the foundation knowledge and skills needed 
to be successful in College and Career Academies. 

LIST APPLICABLE RESULTS & GOALS

Student Performance Outcomes: (How will you know action steps are improving student achievement?)  

● Based on Career Cruising pre and post survey results, students will increase their understanding of their own interests and
college and career ready skills.

● 100% of students will complete the Career Cruising modules assigned to them.
● Student ambassadors will be selected and trained.

Adult Implementation Indicators: (What will adults say and do to implement this action plan?) 

● Student ambassador action plans will be created and implemented with leadership development opportunities embedded.
● 100% of teachers will demonstrate how they are building 21st Century Skill training into their classrooms at least weekly.
● 100% of teachers will ensure their students complete the assigned Career Cruising modules.
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ACTIONS 
List one or more specific actions you will take to build the system and 
pursue the goal listed above. 
I. Action

a. Task
b. Task

TIMELINE FOR ACTIONS 
For each action, provide a 
timeline for completing the 
action (when) 

RESPONSIBLE 
PERSON 
For each action, 
list the person 
responsible for 
ensuring the 
action is 
complete (who) 

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS TOWARD 
GOAL 
Define what measurable evidence would 
indicate completion 

Student Ambassadors: 
● Explore creating an ambassador program at the

elementary level.
● Have ambassadors from North support, train, and

possibly interview students for the program at the
elementary level.

April 2017 -  tactical team 
develops strategies 

September 2017 - 
interviews & ambassador 
training 
September 2017 - June 
2018 - ambassador 
program  
Summer 2018 - new 
ambassador training 

Tactical 
Team 
Grace Tome 
Building 
administrator 
Teachers 

100% of participating elementary 
buildings will have an active 
ambassador program that is 
aligned with CCAA Elementary 
Action Plan.  

Professional Skills: 
● Identify new strategies to teach to elementary

educators to align with academies (e.g., soft skills,
such as, shaking hands, making eye contact before
s/he enters the room every day.

April 2017 -  tactical team 
develops strategies 

September 2017-2018 

Tactical 
Team 
Grace Tome 
Building 
administrator 
Teachers 

100% of staff and students will 
actively participate in developing 
21st Century Skills on a daily 
basis. 

Industry/Career Opportunities: 
● Begin to make those connections to field trips already

occurring at the elementary level and more. For
example, if our students visit the Civic Theater for a
play or concert, we can provide the opportunity to also
see and learn about what happens behind the curtain.

September 2017 - June 
2018 

Tactical 
Team 
Grace Tome 
Keith Liechty 
Teachers 

100% of students will have 
opportunities to make connections 
between learning standards and 
careers 
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Who’s in charge of the production? Advertising? 
Props? Lighting? Etc.  

● Link other community experiences to academy career
themes (e.g., field trips through the Lebron Foundation,
Little Tykes, Chase, WKYC)

Implement Career Cruising: 
● Train elementary teachers and instructional coaches in

key elementary Career Cruising modules
● Implement and monitor completion of key elementary

Career Cruising modules

September - October 
2017 

October 2017 - June 2018 

Dreama 
Whitfield 

Dreama 
Whitfield 

100% of students will complete 
the assigned modules 
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COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 
TACTICAL PLAN: FRESHMAN ACADEMY 

VISION To assure APS graduates are college or career ready 

GOAL OF TACTICAL TEAM: 
To provide 9th graders with a solid foundation that will serve as a launch pad for them to pursue their 
personal life goals (college and career goals). 

LIST APPLICABLE RESULTS & GOALS 

Student Performance Outcomes: (How will you know action steps are improving student achievement?)  Once the participating 
schools are identified, baseline data & goals will be established for the following outcomes: 

● Academic - increased number of students with:
○ 3 or better on OSTs
○ 3.1 GPA or higher
○ 6 credits earned (see chart)
○ Identified career path
○ 95% attendance rate

● Social/Emotional
○ Joined a school group, organization or participated and remained on an extracurricular team

● Soft Skills
○ Visited a college campus
○ Met with local business professional in their area of interest

Adult Implementation Indicators: (What will adults say and do to implement this action plan?)  Once the participating schools are 
identified, baseline data & goals will be established for the following outcomes: 

● School staff will create systems and structures that will support freshman from the summer before high school until a
successful transition to 10th grade.

● School leaders will schedule common planning time for the Freshman Academy team that will be utilized to ensure student
success.
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ACTIONS 
List one or more specific actions you will take to build the system and 
pursue the goal listed above. 
I. Action

a. Task
b. Task

TIMELINE FOR ACTIONS 
For each action, provide a 
timeline for completing the 
action (when) 

RESPONSIBLE 
PERSON 
For each action, list 
the person 
responsible for 
ensuring the action 
is complete (who) 

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS TOWARD 
GOAL 
Define what measurable evidence 
would indicate completion 

Transition (8th to 9th) 
Each HS will build an action plan for 8th to 9th grade transition 
that includes the following components: 

● Quality time for in-depth scheduling of 8th graders for
high school

● Small group sessions for 8th graders with 9th grade
counselors

● Focus groups with 8th graders conducted by 9th grade
faculty 

● 8th grade parent night at the high school

Action plan submitted by 
August of transition year 

March of year before HS - 
beginning in 2018 

Fall of 8th grade year - 
beginning in 2018 

January of year before HS 
- beginning in 2018

9th grade/ 
Freshman 
Academy 
counselor at 
each building 

100% of Freshman Academy 
counselors will submit their 
action plan for approval by 
August 31 each year to the 
director of secondary 
education and academy 
coordinator as measured by 
work samples and checklists. 

Personalized 9th grade year for each student 
The Freshman Academy team will include the following 
experiences for ALL 9th graders and monitor the execution and 
implementation during their weekly academy meeting: 

● Advisory period with a staff member/mentor
● Special orientation for extracurricular opportunities
● Every 9th grade student receives a mid-year transcript

with graduation and college entrance requirements
● Freshman Seminar course that includes:

○ Organization skills
○ Time management
○ Goal setting
○ Building specific needs

Academy weekly agenda 
submitted electronically 
each week - beginning the 
18/19 school year. 

Transcripts provided each 
semester - beginning the 
18-19 school year.

Quarterly college and 

9th grade/ 
Freshman 
Academy lead 
teacher and 
administrator 

100% of students in the 
Freshman Academy will be 
scheduled into a freshman 
seminar course and have 
dedicated time to meet with an 
advisor as measured by 
eSchool reports and review of 
master schedules at each high 
school. 
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○ Digital citizenship
○ Mastery learning
○ 21st century skills
○ Career Cruising

career goal 
setting/updates recorded 
in Career Cruising - 
beginning the 18-19 
school year. 

. 

Early identification of “at promise” students 
Each Freshman Academy team will build systems to support 
all students beginning in the summer before 9th grade and 
throughout the 9th grade year that includes: 

● Plan for summer bridge programs that induct students
into the high school

● Clearly defined and consistent written plan of pyramid
of interventions

● Plan for career exploration initiatives that connect
academies to the world of work

Plan submitted by 
January - beginning in 
2018  

Pyramid completed by 
August - beginning in 
2018 

Plan completed by August 
- beginning in 2018

9th grade/ 
Freshman 
Academy team 
and adminstrator 
at each building 

100% of high schools in the 
academy model will provide 
systems of support to all 
freshmen that are captured in 
the school’s 90 Day Plan, as 
measured by evidence in the 
90 day plan. 

100% of students in the 
Freshman Academy will have 
individualized academic/career 
plans that are housed in the 
Career Cruising digital 
portfolio, monitored by their 
advisor and measured by 
Career Cruising reports. 

Instructional and organizational strategies that focus on 
learning and keep students motivated 
Recommendation is for each Freshman Academy team to 
have the following structures in the master schedule and the 
Freshman Academy syllabus: 

● Common planning time
● Consistent procedures, rules, expectations
● Designated counselor and administrator
● Student-led parent/teacher conferences of individual

Master schedule 
submitted by spring of 
previous year - beginning 
in 2018. 

9th grade/ 
Freshman 
Academy 
administrator 

100% of high schools will have 
a master schedule that reflects 
common planning time for the 
Freshman Academy and a 
budget that reflects awards 
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data and progress 
● Team meetings with parents and students about issues

and concerns
● High school teachers to work on the Freshman

Academy team  who are passionate, enthusiastic and
committed to the success of 9th grade students

Syllabus provided to 
students and families 
during the first day of 
school- beginning in 2018. 

Freshman 
Academy lead 
teacher 

and incentives related to 
students’ accomplishments as 
measured by the master 
schedule and proposed 
budgets. 

Transition from 9th to 10th grade 
Each high school will build an action plan for 9th to 10th grade 
transition that includes the following components: 

● Parent Night focused on academy/pathway exploration,
scheduling and pathway options

● Each student will select a pathway within their academy
● Update their Career Cruising profile.

Parent meetings held by 
February 2019 

Pathway selections by 
March 2019 

By end of the academic 
year - beginning in the 
2018-2019 school year 

9th grade/ 
Freshman 
Academy 
administrator 
and counselor 
and team lead 

100% of high schools will 
submit a communication plan 
outlining meeting dates and 
times as well as an agenda as 
measured by work samples 
submitted and a checklist of 
schools. 
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COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 
TACTICAL PLAN:  LOW INCIDENCE SYSTEMS

VISION To assure APS graduates are college or career ready 

GOAL OF TACTICAL TEAM: The goal of the low incidence tactical team is to build a system of accessibility and support for students with 
disabilities. College and career academies of Akron will be meaningful and impactful for all students  as they 
graduate from high school and transition into adulthood. 

LIST APPLICABLE RESULTS & GOALS  

Student Performance Outcomes: (How will you know action steps are improving student achievement?)  
● 100% of students with low incidence disabilities will be served within a college and career academy in their high school

based on one of their top career interests.
● 100% of students will receive educational services with the career interest area within their academy infused in their

coursework.

Adult Implementation Indicators: (What will adults say and do to implement this action plan?) 

ACTIONS 
List one or more specific actions you will take to build the system and 
pursue the goal listed above. 
I. Action

a. Task
b. Task

TIMELINE FOR ACTIONS 
For each action, provide a 
timeline for completing the 
action (when) 

RESPONSIBLE 
PERSON 
For each action, 
list the person 
responsible for 
ensuring the 
action is 
complete (who) 

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS TOWARD 
GOAL 
Define what measurable evidence would 
indicate completion 

Instructional supports 
Assistive technology 
Social Skills Instruction/Unique Transition - Michele Angelo 
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Self-advocacy  
Model of service provider schools across the state - Jackie 
Owens 

Best Practices in Nashville - David Bruce 
Roles of JTC- Heather Richard 

Supports current North High School students might need - 
Nicole Delahanty, Mark Nicolino 

The Freshman Experience (9th grade) 
Based on a student’s needs and IEP goals, 9th graders will 
attend the Freshman Seminar course.  

● The Discovery Process  through Summit DD will be
integrated during the IEP meeting when a student is 14
years of age to drive the transition services.

● A MAP plan (Multi-Agency Plan) will be generated to
guide the transition plan for each child at least 2 times
per year

● One central point of contact will be established for each
IEP team to keep the document and facilitate the
meetings for each student.

● Summit DD will provide Discovery Process training
which can be provided to APS staff and technical
assistance provided as follow up.

Fall 2017 Counselors 
for scheduling 

Intervention 
specialists 
and 
educational 
assistants for 
classroom- 
based 
support 

Support staff 
and case 
managers 
from Summit 
DD/OOD to 
provide 
consult/info 
as needed 

Student schedules reflecting 
participation in Academies 

In-progress MAP planning 
document for each student with 
additions and adjustments made 
by the IEP team on a quarterly 
basis 

Student IEP transition goals that 
reflect participation in Academy 
activities that support transition 
goals 

Parent Involvement 
Clear, coherent communication will be provided to parents 
about all transition services and paperwork managed in a 

Quarterly IEP case 
manager 
Support staff 

In-progress MAP planning 
document for each student with 
additions and adjustments made 
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systematic way. 
● MAP - Multi-Agency Planning will be provided
● Flowchart provided about all services available
● Description of  each
● Timeline of submission requirements

and case 
managers 
from Summit 
DD/OOD 

by the IEP team on a quarterly 
basis 

Career Academies and Pathway Access (10-12) 
Based on a student’s needs and IEP goals, 10th-12th graders 
will attend each grade level course in a selected pathway. 

● Students will not take WebExam in their pathway
courses

● Grades are based on employability skills
● Scheduling will require students to be placed in a

transition employment course instead of the pathway
course code

● Intervention specialists or educational assistants will
support students in the pathway course

2017-2018 academic year Counselors 
for scheduling 

Intervention 
specialists 
and 
educational 
assistants for 
classroom- 
based 
support 

Support staff 
and case 
managers 
from Summit 
DD/OOD to 
provide 
consult/info 
as needed 

Student schedules reflecting 
participation in Academies 

In-progress MAP planning 
document for each student with 
additions and adjustments made 
by the IEP team on a quarterly 
basis 

Student IEP transition goals that 
reflect participation in Academy 
activities that support transition 
goals 

Professional Development 
Professional development will be provided to both general 
education teachers, intervention specialists, and educational 
assistants to support access. Training could be provided by 
Summit DD, OOD, APS staff or other agency experts.  

● MAP Overview training (OCALI)
● UDL training (OCALI)

Summer - Fall 2017 SPED 
program 
specialists 
and 
coordinators 

Summit DD 

Scheduled trainings, sign-in 
sheets reflecting participation of 
staff in completed training 
sessions 
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● Discovery training
● Mixed ability training for CTE teachers
● Job coaching for educational assistants
● Co-teaching support model

as consult/ 
support 

OCALI online 
training 
modules 

Building 
administrators 
for planning/ 
scheduling of 
training and 
identifying 
targeted 
areas of need 

Career Assessment Process 
● Discovery Plan - Positive Personal Profile for each

student.  Staff can be trained to administer.  Discovery
Plans will be completed for students by the end of 8th
grade so that there is the correct information to make
decisions about academy choices/opportunities.

● APS specific information relating to academies can be
built into the DIscovery Plan so that it includes
necessary info that is needed to make decisions

● APS Career Assessment Reports completed by the end
of 8th grade

● Career Cruising

Fall 2017 
*Process should begin
during 7th-8th grade year
before students enroll in
Academies

IEP case 
managers 

Summit 
DD/OOD for 
consult and 
support in 
completing 
documents 

Job training 
coaches 

In-progress Discovery Plan and 
MAP documents for each student 
on IEP entering Academies 

Documentation of career and 
transition assessment results in 
students’ IEPs 

Work Experiences/Site Visits/Job Shadowing 
● Create list of established job/community sites that meet

the focus of each academy and pathway
○ Summit DD can help provide access to sites

August 2017 (1st 
semester)  
January 2018 (2nd 
semester) 

Building 
administrators, 
counselors, 
and academy 

In-progress MAP planning 
document for each student with 
additions and adjustments made 
by the IEP team on a quarterly 
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○ JTC programs sites
○ Summit DD partnerships
○ MD sites should be aligned and included (not

separate)with entire academy sites. 
● Supports needed

○ Educational assistants, teachers, trained job
coaches (school based)

○ Providers, SSAs, OOD job coaches
○ Streamlined MAP planning supports
○ Travel training
○ Increased JTC staffing?

● Special Transportation needed
● Summit DD can help to develop additional sites that are

aligned with existing academy sites
● MD students will have access to the same framework

made available to other students (with supports).   IEP
team determines most appropriate type and frequency
of job experiences:

○ 9th grade - career exploration, tours, job
shadowing in different areas

○ 10th grade - job shadowing/training
○ 11th grade - job training
○ 12th grade -  further training/community

employment
● MD students should have access to increased and

additional opportunities to provide repetitive, ongoing
opportunities to develop skills (weekly opportunities)

● Replace study halls with other opportunities (vocational,
community)

teachers 
involved in 
alignment of 
activities 

IEP case 
managers 

Educational 
assistants as 
needed to 
support 

Summit 
DD/OOD as 
consult/ 
support 

Job training 
coaches 

basis 

Student IEP transition goals that 
reflect participation in Academy 
activities that support transition 
goals 

Evidence of participation of 
MD/AU students in Academy work 
experience opportunities 
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COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 
TACTICAL PLAN: MIDDLE GRADES 

VISION To assure APS graduates are college or career ready 

GOAL OF TACTICAL TEAM: To prepare and educate middle school students, grades 6-8, for College and Career Academies in Akron 
Public Schools.  

LIST APPLICABLE RESULTS & GOALS  

Student Performance Outcomes: (How will you know action steps are improving student achievement?)
● 100% of middle school students will have exposure to identified college and career explorations.
● 100% of middle school students will participate in at least 4 problem-based learning units during their time in middle school.

Adult Implementation Indicators: (What will adults say and do to implement this action plan?) 
● 100% of middle school staff will be able to articulate what the college and career academy is and also provide guidance to all

students they serve in understanding their high school choices.
● 100% of middle school families will have been afforded the opportunity to learn more and  get involved in the college and

career experiences that will be provided to students in middle school.
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ACTIONS 
List one or more specific actions you will take to build the system 
and pursue the goal listed above. 
I. Action

a. Task
b. Task

TIMELINE FOR ACTIONS 
For each action, provide a 
timeline for completing the 
action (when) 

RESPONSIBLE PERSON 
For each action, list the 
person responsible for 
ensuring the action is 
complete (who) 

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS TOWARD 
GOAL 
Define what measurable evidence would 
indicate completion 

Communication about Academies 
 A team will build and share collateral materials about 
college and career academies that is specific to the needs 
of middle school students.  There will be a clear 
connection between high school selection and 
academies. 

● Big picture overview
● High school specific materials

November 2017 -  
completion of materials 

January - June 2018 - 
information sessions for 
students and families 

Annie Hanson 
Rachel Tecca 
Kathryn Rodocker 
Communication 
Department 

100% of middle school students 
and their families will be provided 
information in various formats 
about college and career 
academies and high school 
options as measured by student 
reflection in Career Cruising 
portfolios and  parent survey data. 

Preparing middle school students for high school 
academies 
Students in middle school will be exposed to all high 
schools academies and pathways.  Each grade level will 
have specific experiences to educate and expose. 

● Class designed to expose and teach what
academies and pathways are

● Establish procedures for all students to  attend
showcase event during the day and evening for
parents

● Build and show 360 virtual tours for each high
school and academy

● Assign specific modules for each grade level that
must be completed in Career Cruising

Virtual tour videos - 
completed by December 
2017 (of North) all other 
schools - December 
2020 

December 2018 
schedule visits to 
academies - (2) based 
on student’s Career 
Cruising results, (1) 
student choice 

For additional choices, 
“Academy Exploration 
Night” at each school in 
the Fall, beginning in 
November/December 

Rachel Tecca 
Communications 
Department 
(Ryan Rittenhouse 
or outside video 
production 
company) 

100% of high schools will have a 
video that can be used as a virtual 
tour of each school’s academies 
and pathways as measured by 
video production. 

80% of all 8th graders will have 
the opportunity to attend 2 
showcase events at the schools 
with the academies they are most 
interested in as determined by 
their Career Cruising data and 
measured by showcase event 
sign-in and feedback forms. 
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2018 

Freshman focus groups 
to present to 8th graders 
beginning in the 
2018-2019 school year 

Career Education classes 
● Develop a course of study as well as grade level

expectations and experiences necessary to
prepare students for College and Career
Academies (utilize Career Cruising)

○ Course needs to be taught by career
education teachers with the same
curriculum districtwide

● Draft proposals to develop structures needed to
provide advisory-like classes at each grade level

● Structures, expectations and experiences will be
vetted by middle school principals, Career
Education staff  and teams of teachers at each
middle school (for the district)

● All proposed structures, expectations and
experiences will be shared, discussed and
approved at district transformation team meeting.

Utilize time during the 
principals’ and 
counselors’ meetings 
beginning in October 
2017 to develop 
structures, expectations 
and experiences for 
implementation Fall 
2018. 

Leads for principal 
and counselors 
(TBD by each 
group) and career 
education 
department staff 

90% of all middle school students 
will participate in preparation 
courses and advisories that will 
build foundational skills necessary 
for success in high school. This 
will be measured by the % of 
students in each grade level 
accessing advisories and career 
education classes as evidenced in 
the master schedule and eSchool 
reports. 
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Professional Development 
All middle school teachers will be trained in 
Problem-Based Learning. 

● Develop a schedule for training
○ TBD by PBL Tactical Team and District

● Determine funding source
● Set expectations of implementation

○ Start training 8th grade, then 7th grade,
then 6th grade (and possibly 5th grade)

○ Designate 1-2 people per school to
become a trainer of PBL’s (academy
coaches, administrators, etc.)

Training will begin in the 
summer of 2017 with all 
middle school teachers 
trained by 2020. 

Sam Crews-OSLN 
Hub 
Rachel Tecca 
Middle school 
principals 

100% of middle school teachers 
will be trained in Problem-Based 
learning by 2020 as evidenced by 
training documentation, unit 
design and implementation of 
problem-based learning units 
taught in each middle school. 
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COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 
TACTICAL PLAN:  PROBLEM-BASED LEARNING 

VISION To assure APS graduates are college, career or life ready. 

GOAL OF TACTICAL TEAM: Create a proposal for what Problem-Based Learning will look like in secondary education in APS under the 
new College and Career Academies of Akron model. 
How can we as the PBL Tactical Team, create a 0-barrier proposal for what secondary grades 
programs will look like (through the lens of PBL)  in APS under the new CCAA model, in such a way 
that we consider: 

- Training
- Timeline
- Support Framework

LIST APPLICABLE RESULTS & GOALS

Student Performance Outcomes: 
● 100% of high school students will have participated in a problem-based learning unit, which will have resulted in the

compilation of a digital portfolio; the portfolio will document student experiences and competencies such as: collaboration,
communication, creativity, self-direction and critical thinking. Students will exhibit their work to share in their senior workplace
learning experience, research project or capstone experience and will be made available to share with future employers.

● 80% of high school students will progress in his or her learning and meet a year’s growth in all content areas.
● Every student graduates prepared for his or her postsecondary choice of advancement: enroll, enlist, employ.

Adult Implementation Indicators: 
● 100% of educators will employ inquiry based instructional delivery strategies that develop learners’ knowledge and skills for

college and career readiness.
● 100% of secondary educators will be trained in problem-based learning instructional strategies.
● 100% of secondary core content educators will deliver two problem-based learning units per academic year.
● 100% of secondary educators will be part of an academy problem-based learning planning team, including one academy

coach per building.
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ACTIONS 
List one or more specific actions you will take to build the system and 
pursue the goal listed above. 
I. Action

a. Task
b. Task

TIMELINE FOR ACTIONS 
For each action, provide a 
timeline for completing the 
action (when) 

RESPONSIBLE 
PERSON 
For each action, 
list the person 
responsible for 
ensuring the 
action is 
complete (who) 

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS TOWARD 
GOAL 
Define what measurable evidence would 
indicate completion 

I. Training and Professional Development

 PBL Design Professional Development Progression 
● Phase One: All North High School teachers are trained

in 3-day PBL workshop, including new NHS academy
coach and principals.

○ 11th grade teachers
○ 12th grade teachers
○ Specialists and new hires

● Phase Two: Train 8th and 9th grade teachers by cluster
● Phase Three: Train 10th, 11th and 12 grade learning

coaches, by academy, including specialists and
administrators

● Parallel training for academy coaches to serve as
program specialists assisting in implementation of PBL

● Ongoing training for all above as attrition occurs
● Phase Four: Train teachers and administrators by

cluster in grades 5-7

In order for this tactical plan to be successful, additional 
training needs to occur for students during their Academy 
Seminars in the following areas: 

● Digital Literacy
● Mastery Learning
● 21st Century Skills (including collaboration)
● Strategies to Identify Student’s Learning Strengths

(e.g., Let Me Learn) 

August 2017 - North 
training complete 

August 2018 - complete 

August 2019 - complete 

August 2017 - North 
coach 
August 2018 - All others 

Ongoing 2017 forward 
Complete by August 2020 

August 2017 - North 
August 2018 - All others 

OSLN Akron 
Training 
Center 

OSLN Akron 
Training 
Center 

OSLN Akron 
Training 
Center 

OSLN Akron 
Training 
Center 

Academy 
coaches, 
Principals, 
Curriculum 

100% of teachers in grades 5-12, 
including academy and 
instructional coaches as well as 
administrators, will be trained in 
problem-based learning as 
evidenced by 2 PBL’s designed 
and implemented each year.  This 
will be also be evidenced by 
training agendas, sign-in sheets 
and academy team meeting 
agendas.  

All Academy Seminar courses will 
include curriculum developed to 
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specialists train students in the skills 
identified as evidenced by the 
course of study, curriculum maps 
and pacing guides. 

Support Framework for Problem-Based Learning 
● Academy coaches (program specialist role)
● Schedule (recommend common planning through Block

and AB)
● Administrative modeling of high-quality instructional

practices
● Akron Partnership for Community Engagement (training

is recommended for partners who wish to serve as the
point of contact on PBL units to be developed by OSLN
Akron Training Center)

● Academy Coach Director
● OSLN Akron Hub Training Center

Create a system to have Akron Partnership for Community 
Engagement facilitate a session with community partners and 
PBL team at the end of the 3-day workshop 

August 2017 -  North 
August 2018 -  All other 
schools 

Central Office 
All participating high schools will 
have an academy coach and an 
A/B block schedule as evidenced 
by master schedules. 

100% of all business partners will 
have the opportunity to attend a 
condensed training on the 
problem-based learning model 
offered by OSLN/Akron 
Partnership for Community 
Engagement. This training will be 
created and evidenced by the 
presentation and materials and 
participation tracked by the Akron 
Partnership for Community 
Engagement in a specific 
database. 

Expectation of PBL Implementation 

Every academy student will experience at least 2 
problem-based learning units per academic year, 1 per 
semester. 

Teaching staff will be provided necessary time to plan these 
units.  

2017-2018 - North 
2019-2020 - All others 

Fall PBL planned in 
Spring 

Secondary 
teachers, 
principals, 
academy 
coaches 

100% of completed PBL units 
(9-step process LED) will be 
uploaded to a central repository, 
and 100% of teachers will be 
provided time in Block/AB 
schedule and in PLC/Academy 
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Every Problem-Based Learning Unit at the secondary level will 
have the following elements: 

● Pathway-connected partners to assist in (at least)
planning, rollout and presentation of learning

● Completed Learning Experience Design Template
● All 9-steps of the OSLN modeled PBL design

○ Meet the problem
○ Know/need to know
○ Define the problem statement
○ Gather information/research
○ Share information
○ Generate possible solutions
○ Determine best-fit scenario
○ Present the solution
○ Debrief the solution

● Staff reflection at PBL unit conclusion
● Pathway-connected partner reflection via electronic

survey at PBL unit conclusion 

Spring PBL planned in 
Fall 

August 2017 OSLN 

team meetings to plan next 
semester’s PBL. This will be 
evidenced by the central 
repository and team meeting 
agendas and meeting minutes. 
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COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 
TACTICAL PLAN: STUDENT LEADERSHIP 

VISION To assure APS graduates are college or career ready 

GOAL OF TACTICAL 
TEAM: 

To create a framework for CCAA Student Leadership requirements, expectations and opportunities. 

LIST APPLICABLE RESULTS & GOALS  

Student Performance Outcomes: (How will you know action steps are improving student achievement?) 
● 75% of all CCAA students will be actively involved in leadership as evidenced by leading roles in PBLs, service learning

projects, school clubs, teams and/or activities.
● 80% of student ambassadors will rate the ambassador program as satisfactory or higher on their end-of-year satisfaction

surveys.

Adult Implementation Indicators: (What will adults say and do to implement this action plan?) 
● The adults in each building will provide leadership training opportunities for all students (lead a group project, present out to a

large group of students or adults).
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ACTIONS 
List one or more specific actions you will take to build the system and 
pursue the goal listed above. 
I. Action

a. Task
b. Task

TIMELINE FOR ACTIONS 
For each action, provide a 
timeline for completing the 
action (when) 

RESPONSIBLE 
PERSON 
For each action, list 
the person 
responsible for 
ensuring the action 
is complete (who) 

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS TOWARD 
GOAL 
Define what measurable evidence 
would indicate completion 

Ambassador Application Process 
Ambassadors will be recruited at each school by a testimonial 
video from Ambassadors at North and STEM. 

An application process will be developed to build ambassador 
programs at each school and will be a holistic process.  
District minimum standards for ambassadors will include:  

● Minimum 2.0 GPA
● Attendance 93% (including tardies to school)
● On-track for graduation
● Discipline history and citizenship grades considered
● 10th-12th grade
● Diversity
● Goal-oriented individuals to provide critical feedback on

flaws/ways to improve; see/look outside the box
● Includes all APS students, even those who open enroll

into district
Each building may then adjust the criteria as they feel it is 
beneficial to their school. 
The application will include: 

● Essay
● Recommendation checklist from a staff member
● Interview
● Commitment/Contract letter

ALL students interviewed will be provided feedback by the 
academy coach if they have not been selected. 

June 2017 

June  2017 

August 2017 

Rachel Tecca 
Krista Kolich 
Ryan 
Rittenhouse 

Krissa Duhon 

Building advisor 
Building 
committee 

50% of high schools will have an 
ambassador program in place 
for the 2017-2018 school year.  

100% of high schools will have 
an ambassador program in 
place for the 2018-2019 school 
year as measured by leadership 
training sign in sheets. 

100% of schools that have 
initiated an ambassador 
program will submit the school 
criteria used for selection as 
measured by ambassador 
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● Why? Develop student leadership skills; looks good on
college applications; incentives?; build communication
skills and interpersonal relationships

● How do we get the students on-board? How to take it
all seriously?

○ Make training and participation fun and
engaging

○ Create opportunities for current ambassadors to
share with potential ambassadors

program guidelines from each 
school. 

Ambassadors 
All high schools will have ambassadors in place for the 
2018-2019 school year. 

● Designated school staff member will be identified to
train, schedule and monitor the ambassador program.

● District training will take place by November 15.
● Applications, interviews and selection will be conducted

by a team of professionals which could include 
community and business partners and will be 
completed by November 1, 2017. 

● Submit ambassador names by building
● Training to include team building and leadership

building; train the trainers
● No need to reapply, but advisor will provide a review or

exit interview 
● Co-chairs

○ Additional leadership within the groups
○ Possibly one per academy
○ Juniors and seniors:  juniors being groomed for

following year
● Be sure to include summer training dates in information

sheet/contract for future years. Not necessary this year

June 2017 and June 2018 

November 2017 and 
November 2018 

November 2017 and 
November 2018 

November 2017 

Yvonne Culver 

Yvonne Culver 

Rachel Tecca 

Yvonne Culver 

100% of student ambassadors 
will be provided leadership 
training  and 100% of high 
schools will have a school 
advisor that supports 
ambassadors as measured by 
ambassador database and 
google folder that will house all 
pertinent documents. 

Ambassador Jacket Ceremony 
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An evening event/reception at the Akron Public Library will be 
held to provide student ambassadors with their ambassador 
jacket. 

● All APS ambassador jackets will be one color so that
they can be shared among all high schools.

● Formal invitations mailed home for district ambassador
jacket ceremony and reception

● Community and business partners associated with the
academies will be invited and share in the ceremony.

● NEOMed white coat ceremony will be model for event
● District videographer, Ryan, will document and promote
● Scarves/ties in school/academy colors; lapel pins for

unique academy; celebrate accomplishments;
parent/guardian places jacket on son/daughter, so ties
parents/students to school academy

December 2017 

NHS - March 2017 
All other schools -  
November 2017 

November 2017 

November 2017 

Attend NEOMed 
ceremony - September 
2017 
November 2017 

Darlene Shuler 

Yvonne Culver 
Rachel Tecca 

Krissa Duhon 
Rachel Tecca 

90% of student ambassadors 
will participate in an 
ambassador jacket ceremony 
that will promote the importance 
of the leadership position and 
celebrate student success. This 
event will be measured by a gap 
analysis tool to determine 
strengths and weaknesses in 
the event to improve it for the 
following year. 

District Ambassador training 
● Build  2-day training for high school ambassadors

○ Include NHS ambassadors to help train
○ Include a business partner to help lead the

training (possibly Patrick Johnson, Summa)
○ Include a panel of business partners and district

administrators (APS graduates first priority) on
leadership skills they use and how they
overcome challenges

○ Include team training components
○ See MNPS training agenda
○ Returning ambassadors act as mentors to new

ambassadors
● Local community participants to have better tie with

community

November  2017 
November  2018 

Krissa Duhon 
Alana Treen 
Yvonne Culver 
Krista Kolich 

100% of student ambassadors 
will be provided leadership 
training measured by 
ambassador database and 
google folder that will house all 
pertinent documents. 

Building Level Ambassadors training November 2017 Building advisor 100% of student ambassadors 
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Each building will develop a building-specific training program 
that includes: 

● Building expectations
● School specific criteria/knowledge
● School/academy traditions

Ambassador Advisor Support 
● Bi-annual joint meetings to share ideas, problem solve,

accountability for minimal standards

November 2018 

October 2017 Rachel Tecca 
Yvonne Culver 

will be provided leadership 
training measured by 
ambassador database and 
google folder that will house all 
pertinent documents. 

Student Leadership Opportunities 
A unit of instruction with multiple lessons on leadership 
development will be included in the Freshman Seminar class 
and in the advisory time in each building.  There will be 
scaffolded lessons for students in grades K-12. 

The weekly academy team meeting agenda will include a 
“student leadership” standing agenda item. 

The list of student leadership opportunities that are available to 
all students could include, but is not exhaustive: 

● Socratic discussions
● Group leader in a PBL
● Community service within and outside the school
● Capstone projects
● Internships
● Athletic captains
● Student Council
● National Honor Society

June 2018 

August 2017 - NHS 
June of 2018 

Yvonne Culver 

Rachel Tecca 
Yvonne Culver 

The Freshman Seminar course 
will include leadership lessons 
throughout the course.  For all 
other grades, leadership lessons 
will be incorporated in advisory 
periods and other CTE 
courses.This will be measured 
by curriculum maps and course 
of study documents.  

100% of academy team meeting 
agendas will include a standing 
agenda item to discuss student 
leadership as evidenced by 
team meeting agendas and 
team training materials.  
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● CTSO
● Science Fair
● Superintendent’s seminar
● Junior Leadership Akron
● Roundtables luncheon
● First Friday
● Mayor’s State of the City
● Summa Forum Speaker Series - Schwartz Center
● Soft skills needed for life; collaboration and problem

solving
● Service Learning requirements = community service

hours to graduate
○ May not be a requirement but will be noted for

other needs/opportunities
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COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 
TACTICAL PLAN: WORKPLACE LEARNING 

VISION To ensure APS graduates are college or career ready 

GOAL OF TACTICAL 
TEAM: 

College and Career Academies will provide all high schools students with multiple opportunities to learn from experts as 
well by doing the work. 

LIST APPLICABLE RESULTS & GOALS 

Student Performance Outcomes: (How will you know action steps are improving student achievement?)  
● 100% of Akron high school teachers will be instructing in a College and Career Academy.
● 70% of high school students will participate in an industry exploration visit (field trip).
● 70% of high school students will participate in a job shadowing experience.
● 70% of high school students will participate in a capstone project that could include an internship.

Adult Implementation Indicators: (What will adults say and do to implement this action plan?) 
● 50% of teachers will participate in an externship in a business setting within the first three years of teaching in an academy.
● 100% of teachers will participate in an externship in a business setting within the first five years of teaching in an academy.
● 100% of teachers on an academy team (not including freshman academy) will work collaboratively with business partners to

provide relevant lessons.
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ACTIONS 
List one or more specific actions you will take to 
build the system and pursue the goal listed above. 
I. Action

a. Task
b. Task

TIMELINE FOR ACTIONS 
For each action, provide a timeline for completing 
the action (when) 

RESPONSIBLE PERSON 
For each action, list the 
person responsible for 
ensuring the action is 
complete (who) 

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS 
TOWARD GOAL 
Define what measurable evidence 
would indicate completion 

Teacher/Business Requirements: 
● The district will arrange for

opportunities for at least key
academy teacher reps to take an
extended tour of all applicable
academy business participants

● Teachers and business will
collaborate in building relative
academy curriculum and create
goals of shadowing to teach through
a career lens

● Teachers will understand the
current age requirements and minor
labor law restrictions related to their
academy career pathways

● Teachers will understand safety
requirements and concerns related
to their academy career pathways

August 2017 Academy coach 
CCS 
Akron Partnership for 
Community 
Engagement 
T&I/SME 

T&I/Attorney/Teacher 

T&I/SME/AC 

100% of academy team 
teachers will work 
collaboratively with 
business and community 
partners at least 2 times per 
school year as measured 
by interaction logs that 
each academy coach will 
keep for the building. 

8th Graders/ Freshman: 
Mentoring 

● Set up mentoring program with
businesses in each applicable
academy

● Mentors talk with students, in
appropriate school, interested in
academy

● Mentors answer student questions

September 2017 

October 2017 

Scheduled - 1X per semester 

Semester 1 - beginning in 2018 

Jonathan Greer 
Akron Partnership for 
Community 
Engagement 
Principal/Counselor 

50% of 9th graders in the 
Freshman Academy will be 
assigned a mentor, either 
through a face-to-face 
model or online through 
Career Cruising as 
measured by Career 
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● Mentors are part of “Career Day” in
each high school career academy

Tours of Businesses and Academies 
● 8th grade students will visit high

schools with their specific academy
interest

● 8th grader students narrow their
career academy decision down to
two top choice academies

● 9th grader students and their
families will be invited to attend
optional tours of businesses in their
career of interest in the evening and
on weekends

Semester 1 - beginning in 2018 

Semester 2 - beginning in 2018 

Academy coach 
CCS 
Counselor 

Cruising reports and 
interaction logs that the 
academy coach will keep 
for the building. 

90% of 8th graders in 
middle school will visit 2 
academies that are aligned 
to their interest inventory 
data in Career Cruising as 
measured by field trip 
documentation and 
reflection surveys 
conducted by 8th grade 
teachers upon return from 
the field trip. 

Sophomores: 
Industry field trips 

● Students are scheduled for group
business visits (field trips) or job
shadowing in their sophomore year

● During group business visits or job
shadowing students learn about the
applicable career by watching
Subject Matter Experts (SME’s)

● Students will receive a basic
understanding of the business and
its operation

Semester 2 - beginning in 17-18 school 
year 

Academy coach 
Academy principal 
Akron Partnership for 
Community 
Engagement 

70% of all students in 10th 
grade will participate in an 
industry field trip and reflect 
on their experience in their 
online portfolio in Career 
Cruising as measured by 
the interaction logs that the 
academy coach will keep 
for the building and Career 
Cruising reports. 
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Juniors: 
Job Shadowing 

● Students are scheduled for
individual or small group shadowing
in their junior year

● During individual or small group job
shadowing students learn about the
applicable career by watching
Subject Matter Experts (SME’s)

● Students will receive a deeper
understanding of the business and
its operation

October 2017 - before shadowing occurs Teachers/T&I/ 
Student 

70% of all students in 11th 
grade will participate in a 
job shadowing experience 
and reflect on their 
experience in their online 
portfolio in Career Cruising 
as measured by the 
interaction logs that the 
academy coach will keep 
for the building and Career 
Cruising reports. 

Seniors: 
Career Training 

● Students will be scheduled for their
workplace learning, research project
or capstone assignment

● Students will have hands-on training
of the applicable career

● Every student will complete a letter
of agreement with the company,
advisor or organization in which
they will complete the workplace
learning, research project, or
capstone assignment

o Outline expectations,
responsibilities, timeline and
contacts

● Teachers will review and sign off
monthly

Beginning in the 2019-2020 school year: 

Before start of 2nd Semester 

Before start of 2nd Semester 

During 2nd Semester 

During 2nd Semester 

Academy coach 
Teachers 

Academy coach 
Teachers 

Business partner 
Academy coach 
Teachers 
Students 

70% of all students in 12th 
grade will participate in a 
career training experience 
and reflect on their 
experience in their online 
portfolio in Career Cruising 
as measured by the 
interaction logs that the 
academy coach will keep 
for the building and Career 
Cruising reports. 

Academy Advisory Boards: 
● Building level Academy Advisory

Boards will be responsible for
Beginning in the 2017-2018 school year Academy Advisory 

Boards (including 
100% of high schools will 
have an academy advisory 
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developing a training plan 
consisting of technical skills and 
personal competencies desired of 
every pathway graduate 

● Students will keep an ongoing
checklist in their electronic portfolio
indicating the skills and
competencies mastered

● This checklist will be shared with
the advisor to their senior workplace
learning experience, research
project or capstone assignment

Fall 2017 

Fall 2017 

Fall 2019 

business partners, 
higher education, and 
building teachers) 

board that will collaborate 
to ensure a high-quality 
academy experience that 
provides multiple 
opportunities for workforce 
learning during high school. 
This will be evidence by 
academy advisory board 
meeting agendas and 
minutes and by measured 
by % of students earning 
industry credentials and 
earning postsecondary 
credits. 
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COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 
TACTICAL PLAN:  ACADEMY COACHES 

VISION To assure APS graduates are college or career ready 

GOAL OF TACTICAL TEAM: Create a proposal for the purpose, roles and responsibilities of Academy Coaches within APS under the new 
CCAA model. 

LIST APPLICABLE RESULTS & GOALS

Student Performance Outcomes: (How will you know action steps are improving student achievement?)  Once the 
participating schools are identified, baseline data and goals will be established for the following outcomes: 

● Increased number of college and career learning experiences for students, including internship programs and job
shadowing

● Articulation by students detailing gains from academy model
● Increased number of students enrolling into institutions of higher education
● Increased performance in the classroom (homework completion, quizzes/test grades)
● Increased performance on high stakes tests (ACT & SAT)
● Closure of the achievement gap (based on subgroups)
● Increased achievement on state-mandated tests (OST)

Adult Implementation Indicators: (What will adults say and do to implement this action plan?) 
● 100% of participating high schools will have an Academy Coach.
● 100% of Academy Coaches will meet the criteria outlined in the job description.
● 100% of Academy Coaches will provide the data needed to analyze student and partner outcomes, including providing

data to school improvement planning teams.
● 100% of Academy Coaches will develop goals across key partner, faculty and student indicators.
● 100% of Academy Coaches will achieve at least an 80% rating on a satisfaction survey of faculty and partners on their

performance.
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ACTIONS 
List one or more specific actions you will take to build the system and 
pursue the goal listed above. 
I. Action

a. Task
b. Task

TIMELINE FOR ACTIONS 
For each action, provide a 
timeline for completing the 
action (when) 

RESPONSIBLE PERSON 
For each action, list the 
person responsible for 
ensuring the action is 
complete (who) 

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS 
TOWARD GOAL 
Define what measurable 
evidence would indicate 
completion 

Create Position Description  (Brainstorming Document) 
● Research existing job description

○ 2011 job description from MNPS
● Identify responsibilities. What skills do they need to

complete the job?
● Write the overview

○ College and Career Academy Coach Posting
● School year or year-round? Yes to year round
● Submit to Human Resources

December 2016 

12/23/16 

Tactical Team 

Tactical Team 

Janice Weaver 
Jen Mothersbaugh 

Tactical Team 
Human Resources 

Annie Hanson 

80% or more of the 
proposed components 
will be included in the 
academy coach posting 
as measured by the job 
description and the 
academy coach posting. 

Evidence: Completed job 
description submitted to 
the Human Resource 
Office outlining 
qualifications, position 
description, and 
responsibilities. 

Framework within the District 
A team will create a framework design template that identifies 
the interactions between the academy coach and school(s), 
District, business partners, and civic leaders.  The interactions 
identified will include face-to-face and electronic 
communication.  

August 2017 

Rachel Tecca and 
Supervisor 

100% of coaches in 
Akron Public Schools will 
use the framework design 
template when interacting 
with business and 
community partners as 
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● How do they interact with each other?
● How do they interact with businesses? Rachel Tecca, Annie 

Hanson, Barbara 
Williams, and identified 
staff 

measured by the 
interaction logs each 
academy coach keeps. 

Develop Accountability Measures 
A team will develop a clear and concise documentation 
process  that denotes expectations, ways to achieve the 
expectations and accountability to the expectations. This 
document will be provided to each academy coach upon 
hiring. 

July 2017 Rachel Tecca and 
Supervisor 

100% of coaches in 
Akron Public Schools will 
have an expectation and 
accountability document 
that sets the expectations 
and monitors 
performance as 
measured by the signed 
document between each 
academy coach, principal 
and district supervisor of 
academy coaches. 

Professional Development  
Professional development will be provided weekly to academy 
coaches. The districtwide professional development will be 
supported by the academy coaches. 
Tasks: 

● Develop and implement  a Professional Development
Calendar for academy coaches

● Professional Development Catalog for the entire
district - who should attend what academy PD
sessions and why?

● Coaches to attend Nashville Study visit

August 2017 Ellen McWilliams- 
Woods 

Rachel Tecca, Karen 
Gegick, Kenya 
Harrington and 
identified staff 

100% of coaches will 
attend weekly 
professional development 
sessions as measured by 
weekly agenda, meeting 
minutes and sign-in 
sheets.  
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Delineate the difference between the roles and 
responsibilities of the Academy Coach and Instructional 
Coach. 

● Who does what and why
● Include guidelines for meeting participation/

expectations for academy coaches (PLC, SIP,
Academy Meeting (building), and academy coach
(district)

○ 100 % participation in all meetings
○ (PLC’s- instructional coaches (number outlined

by OSI) SIP-both academy and instructional
coaches

○ Academy Meeting-Academy Coach
○ All meetings will have completion of required

documentation (agenda, minutes, sign-in sheet,
and completed tasks).

○ Establish an Academy Coach Handbook

August 2017 Tactical Team, HR, 
Kenya Harrington and 
Kristi Sacha 

Kenya Harrington, 
Rachel Tecca, and 
Karen Gegick 

100% of instructional 
coaches and academy 
coaches will have a clear 
understanding of the job 
responsibilities of both 
positions as measured by 
survey results of 
principals, academy 
coaches, and 
instructional coaches.  

Instructional Coach and 
Academy Coach 
Handbook  
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COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 
TACTICAL PLAN:  START, STOP and SUSTAIN 

VISION To assure APS graduates are college or career ready 

GOAL OF TACTICAL TEAM: Create a system to monitor development, modification, and closure of academies and pathways. 

LIST APPLICABLE RESULTS & GOALS  

Student Performance Outcomes: (How will you know action steps are improving student achievement?) 
● 100% of students in grades 10-12 will be involved in a college and career pathway that is aligned with their abilities and

interests.
● 90% of students in grades 10-12 in a college and career academy will take at least 3 of 4 courses in their pathway to be

considered a concentrator.
● 70% of students in grades 10-12 in a college and career academy will take all courses in their pathway (4-6) to be considered

a completer.
● 70% of students who are considered a completer will earn an industry credential in their pathway, if applicable.
● 70% of students will take at least one College Credit Plus or CTAG course within their pathway courses.

Adult Implementation Indicators: (What will adults say and do to implement this action plan?) 
● 80% of teachers in a college and career academy will offer College Credit Plus or CTAG courses within their pathway.
● 100% of teachers in a college and career academy will engage students and promote pathways so students take 4 pathway

courses to ensure students are completers.
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ACTIONS 
List one or more specific actions you will take to build 
the system and pursue the goal listed above. 
I. Action

a. Task
b. Task

TIMELINE FOR ACTIONS 
For each action, provide a 
timeline for completing the 
action (when) 

RESPONSIBLE 
PERSON 
For each action, list 
the person 
responsible for 
ensuring action is 
complete (who) 

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS 
TOWARD GOAL 
Define what measurable 
evidence would indicate 
completion (what) 

Identify the Need for a New Program 
● Create a universal START, STOP and SUSTAIN

form to be submitted by a stakeholder identifying a
new pathway or academy with all necessary
research and  justification

● Stakeholder is given an advisor/ chaperone in
College and Career Services department to help
guide through the process

● After initial submission indicating workforce
demand, Operating Committee will endorse demand

● Form is processed through the proposed
decision-making pathway:

○ Academy Advisory Board
○ Industry Partnership Council
○ Assistant Superintendent/ Superintendent
○ Board of Education

Meet with industry and 
education partners to create 
a process 

Write a descriptive rationale 
of the process and a 
one-page graphic 
representation 

Process steps: 
a. Identify
b. Prepare
c. Submit
d. Review
e. Act

January 2017 - Form created 

Jenny Stupica, 
Barb Williams, 
co-chairs 

Barb Williams 

Agendas, minutes and signature 
sheets 
 SSS  Team List 

Have descriptive rationale of 
process 
SSS Process Description 

SSS Graphic 

Note that the process was 
renamed “START, STOP and 
SUSTAIN” to reflect a more 
positive process (START) and to 
differentiate it from the Nashville 
and other models from whom we 
borrowed ideas. 

SSS Checklist  Tab 1 

Modification of Current Programs (no impact on 
staffing or funding) 

● Use the universal START, STOP and SUSTAIN

January 2017 - Form created 

Review with team 

Jenny Stupica 
and Barb 
Williams 

Have a form 
SSS Checklist  Tab 2 
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form that is submitted by a school or program 
identifying a need for program change, such as a 
course substitution, curriculum adjustment  

Minutes from meetings 

Establish Process for Program Closure 
● Use the universal START, STOP and SUSTAIN

form that is submitted by a school or program
identifying a need for closing a program

January 2017 - Form created 

Review with team 

Jenny Stupica 
and Barb 
Williams 

SSS Checklist  Tab 2 
Consensus is that the same data 
is required for decisions to close 
(stop) or continue (sustain) a 
program, so there is not a need 
for two different checklists. It is 
more efficient to use the same 
checklist for stop or sustain.  

Work with Business Advisory Tactical Team on 
Structure 

● Use common language:
○ Industry Partnership Council (District level)
○ Academy Advisory Board with

subcommittees as needed (Building Level)

Ongoing review with other 
tactical team 

Barb Williams 
working with 
Linda Dillon 

Structure and language 
compared and updated. 
Changes are reflected in all 
three documents. 
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1 

Start, Stop and Sustain Process 

Akron Public School Procedures for the Development, Modification or Closure 
of Career Technical Pathways in College and Career Academies 

PURPOSE: To establish a standardized, transparent, collaborative and data-driven process between 

all stakeholders for the development, closure or modification of career technical pathways in College 

and Career Academies of Akron. These procedures will ensure the validity of new proposals, closure 

proposals or changes to existing pathways. The procedures apply to those decisions which constitute 

a modification in district curriculum, academies, programs of study, personnel and/or funding and are 

designed to ensure the consistency, equitability and feasibility of proposed changes. 

Community members, schools or Academy Advisory Boards (AAB) considering the development of a 

new pathway or changes to an existing pathway will consider the impact on students, schools, the 

district, local employers and the community. 

School leaders will contact appropriate district personnel with expertise in the pathway or curriculum 

under consideration for development or modification prior to school-level action.  

The proposal will go through a Level System of approvals prior to the implementation of the proposed 

change(s). 

Level 1: Decisions that do not have an impact outside of the school and will not compromise staffing 
or funding of the school or district. Level 1 decisions typically involve minor modifications to existing 
pathways, scheduled updates to curriculum and learning resources, modifications to career technical 
content standards as directed by the state board of education, and repairs or replacement of existing 
equipment under $7,000.  

Level 2: Decisions that impact programming including personnel, funding, multiple district 
departments and overall delivery of educational services.  Level 2 decisions typically include 
significant changes to existing pathways and proposals to open new or close existing pathways. 

PROCESS: The following process will be followed before curriculum or pathway changes are 
implemented. 

I. Identify Pathway Need
a. A building-level Academy Advisory Board team is created, including representation from

appropriate business and community stakeholders
b. Need is articulated with the team
c. Academy Advisory Board Team and/or ConxusNEO provide preliminary industry/workforce

related input (data, trends, needs, etc.)
i. Information is captured in the minutes of the Academy Advisory Board meeting

d. Academy Coaches share information with Academy and Building Principals
e. Need is reviewed with administration, staff, and leadership team for consensus
f. When there is team consensus to proceed, a Pathway Proposal (electronic form) is prepared
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II. Prepare Pathway Proposal

a. The Academy Advisory Board reviews data pertaining to the proposal
b. The AAB researches the feasibility of achieving the desired outcome of the proposal
c. The AAB completes a cost analysis of the impact of the new/closed pathway or change to an

existing pathway.

d. The AAB identifies the potential impact of the new pathway or the change to an existing

pathway on the school, the district and the workforce development pipeline by considering

the following:

Other schools Curriculum, textbooks 

Personnel Staff development 

FTE funding Equity of services 

Transportation Business partners 

Facilities Graduation pathway, credits 

Technology Other resources 

III. Submit Pathway Proposal
e. Level 1 Proposals: Coordinate with the Director of College and Career Services regarding

submission timelines

f. Level 2 Proposals: Coordinate with the Director of College and Career Services on or before

July 1st of each year for submission to the appropriate Industry Partnership Council (IPC) in

the fall of each year. Board of Education approval is needed in time to meet state required

submission dates in February of each year for implementation in September. Refer to Figure 1

below for timeline guidance.

IV. Review Pathway Proposal
a. Level 1 Proposals:

1. The Director of College and Career Services reviews with District staff or other

appropriate stakeholders and provides approval/disapproval decision to the

Academy Advisory Board

2. Decisions may be appealed to Industry Partnership Councils

a. Level 2 Proposals:

1. Academy Advisory Boards coordinate with the Director of College and Career

Services to submit proposal(s) to respective Industry Partnership Council chair(s)

by October 31st.

2. The Industry Partnership Council Chair

a) Designates the appropriate committee of personnel to review the proposal
i. Committee may request additional information from schools

ii. Committee may suggest changes to proposals

iii. Committee reports to Partnership Council chair and members
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b) Solicits feedback from Partnership Council members during winter meeting

c) Enters comments/feedback/recommendations from Partnership Council

into meeting minutes by December 15th and submits proposal(s) to the

District Superintendent for review

d) The District Superintendent forwards the proposal with a recommendation

to the Akron Public Schools Board of Education for final review and

approval/disapproval in January.

V. Act on Proposal

a. Industry Partnership Councils and Academy Advisory Boards are informed of Akron

Public Schools Board of Education’s decision by January 31st.

b. The Director of College and Career Services will submit required documents to the

state board of education by February 15th to create, close or modify pathways within

the Career Technical Planning District.

Figure 1             Timeline for Start, Stop, Sustain Process 

Action Responsible Entity Timeline 

Identify Need Stakeholder / Academy Advisory Board Ongoing 

Prepare Proposal Academy Advisory Board / College & Career Services July 1 

Submit Proposal Academy Advisory Board October 31 

Review Proposal Industry Partnership Council December 15 

Act on Proposal Superintendent & Board of Education January 31 

Process Proposal College & Career Services February 15 

The closure of pathways is effective at the end of the current school year. 

The creation of new pathways is effective at the beginning of the following school year. 

Modifications to existing pathways are effective as appropriate, depending on required changes. 
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    Start, Stop, Sustain Process* 

Updated March 11, 2017 

* “Start, Stop, Sustain” is the process to create new career pathways or to modify or

close existing pathways in the College and Career Academies of Akron (CCAA). This

process may not be linear in all cases, depending on the proposal and/or the

stakeholder submitting the proposal.  All proposals that meet the minimum criteria

will move to the INdustry Partnership Council for a district- level analysis.

• Final Approval

Board of Education

• Recommendation

Superintendent

• Industry Sector business leaders

• District-level

Industry Partnership Council

• Representatives from academy pathways

• Building-level

Academy Advisory Board

• Local employer, educator, community or school
member

Stakeholder
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Main Contact:
Name
Email
Phone
High School Cluster
Circle one:      Student          Staff               Parent          Industry       Other

All proposals require a community sponsor (company, government, community support organization)
Community Sponsor:
Organization 
Contact Name For Internal Use Only: 
Email Assigned Pathway Specialist: 
Phone Assigned Partnership Council: 

This section is to be completed by the main contact and the community sponsor: 
Proposed Pathway

Is this Pathway aligned with an approved Ohio Department of Education career pathway?

Why is this Pathway being suggested?

What will this Pathway provide that isn't already available?

Could a modification of an existing program serve the same purpose?

What careers are possible with this Pathway?

What transferable skills and competencies will be attained in this pathway?
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This section is to be completed by a Pathway Specialist assigned to the proposal in conjunction with the main contact, community 
sponsor and ConxusNEO. Upon completion the proposal will be presented to an Industry Partnership Council.  [1]

Section 1: Workforce Demand (criteria must be met before moving on to Section 2)
Is there an identified need or projected need in the regional workforce or economy? 

Yes No Evidence: 

Section 2: Pathway Alignment (3 of the 4 criteria must be met before moving on to Section 3) 
Do careers in this pathway offer sustainable wages and careers? 

Yes No Evidence: 

Is this pathway aligned with postsecondary institutions and/or industry certifications? 
Yes No Evidence: 

Are there business/ community partners available for collaboration and workplace learning opportunities? 
Yes No Evidence: 

Does this pathway align with an approved career technical student organization? [2]
Yes No Evidence: 

Section 3: Stakeholder Interest (2 of the 3 criteria must be met before moving on to Section 4) 
Is there a demonstrated student interest in this pathway? 

Yes No Evidence: 

Is there a demonstrated community interest in this pathway? 
Yes No Evidence: 

Is there a demonstrated businees or industry interest in this pathway?  [3]
Yes No Evidence: 
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Section 4: School Infrastructure (3 of the 5 criteria must be met before submitting this proposal to the Industry Partnership Council) 
[4]

Does Akron Public Schools currently have the appropriate staffing needed to offer this pathway? 
Yes No Evidence: 

Does Akron Public Schools currently have the facilities needed to offer this pathway? 
Yes No Evidence: 

Does Akron Public Schools currently have the technology, equipment and supplies needed to support this pathway?
Yes No Evidence: 

Does this pathway expand career offerings and not supplant other similar pathways existing in the district? [5]
Yes No Evidence: 

Does this pathway at this academy support the goal of providing equitable services and resources across the district? [6]
Yes No Evidence: 

Recommendation to forward:
Yes No

Summary comments:
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Main Contact:
Name 
Email
Phone
Circle one:      Student          Staff              Industry              Parent             Other

All proposals require a community sponsor (company, government, community support organization)

Community Sponsor:

Organization For Internal Use

Contact Name Pathway Specialist:

Email Industry Partnership Council:

Phone

This section is to be completed by the main contact and the community sponsor: 
Affected Pathway

Why should this Pathway be retired?

Is there a replacement Pathway that will provide similar instruction/credits/certifications?

Is a modification of the Pathway an option?

What careers will be impacted by the retirement of this pathway?

How many students will be impacted by this closure?

How will staff members will be impacted by this closure? 
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This section is to be completed by a Pathway Specialist assigned to the proposal in conjunction with the main contact, 
community sponsor and ConxusNEO. Upon completion the proposal will be presented to an Industry Partnership Council. 

Strength of program as measured by  ODE Quality Program Standards:
Quality Program Standard Level Achieved

Facilities & Resources

Industry Partners

Program Planning & Evaluation 
(Business Advisory Committee)
Quality Educators that Contribute to the 
Profession

Instruction

Assessment

Experiential Learning Opportunities

Career Technical Student Organization (Skills 
USA)
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Section 1: Workforce Demand (criteria must be met before moving on to Section 2)
Is there an identified need or projected need in the regional workforce or economy? 

Yes No Evidence: 

Section 2: Pathway Alignment (2 of the 3 criteria must be met before moving on to Section 3) 
Do careers in this pathway offer sustainable wages and careers? 

Yes No Evidence: 

Is this pathway aligned with postsecondary institutions and/or industry certifications? 
Yes No Evidence: 

Are there business/ community partners available for collaboration and workplace learning opportunities? 
Yes No Evidence: 

Section 3: Stakeholder Interest (2 of the 3 criteria must be met before moving on to Section 4) 
Is there a demonstrated student interest in this pathway? 

Yes No Evidence: 

Is there a demonstrated community interest in this pathway? 
Yes No Evidence: 

Is there a demonstrated business or industry interest in this pathway? 
Yes No Evidence: 
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Section 4: School Infrastructure (2 of the 3 criteria must be met before submitting this proposal to the Industry Partnership 
Council)

Does Akron Public Schools currently have the appropriate personnel needed to offer this pathway? 
Yes No Evidence: 

Does Akron Public Schools currently have the facilities needed to offer this pathway? 
Yes No Evidence: 

Does Akron Public Schools currently have the technology, equipment and supplies needed to support this pathway?
Yes No Evidence: 

Recommendation to forward:
Yes No

Summary comments:
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COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 
TACTICAL PLAN: LOGISTICS 

VISION To assure APS graduates are college or career ready 

GOAL OF TACTICAL TEAM: The logistics team will develop systems that will address: transportation, student health, facilities, 
infrastructure, safety and security 

LIST APPLICABLE RESULTS & GOALS  

Student Performance Outcomes: (How will you know action steps are improving student achievement?) 
● 100% of students will have necessary supports, such as food and medical supports, to participate in all activities in the

academy model.
● 80% of high school students will complete the necessary paperwork to be provided a free bus pass.

Adult Implementation Indicators: (What will adults say and do to implement this action plan?) 
● 100% of adults will complete all paperwork necessary to facilitate successful field trips, including securing nutrition.
● 100% of adults will plan and execute safety plans for students with specific needs when students are on campus or off

campus.
● 100% of adults who become business or community partners will complete BCI/FBI background checks and meet

expectations to serve as a community partner in Akron Public Schools.
● 100% of adults in charge of facilities design will consider academy equipment and needs when determining changes to the

physical structure of a building.
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ACTIONS 
List one or more specific actions you will take to build the system and 
pursue the goal listed above. 
I. Action

a. Task
b. Task

TIMELINE FOR ACTIONS 
For each action, provide a 
timeline for completing the 
action (when) 

RESPONSIBLE PERSON 
For each action, list the 
person responsible for 
ensuring the action is 
complete (who) 

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS 
TOWARD GOAL 
Define what measurable 
evidence would indicate 
completion 

Transportation- Experiential Learning Opportunities 

Large Group Example: Field Trips 
● APS buses are first option but only available from

9:30-1:30
● Certified vendors are the second option as they have

the insurance necessary to transport students - 40
students per bus with an hourly rate which is $40 to $50
per bus

○ Need to explore funding for this
○ Define what General Fund will pay for
○ Explore college partnerships providing payment

for transportation

Small Group Example: Job Shadowing, Internships 
● Metro Bus - 1st option

○ If using the Metro for field trip, may need to
provide passes for staff who are chaperoning the
trip.

● APS assigning of vans - 2nd option
● APS Career Education vans - 3rd option
● Students may transport themselves if credentialed - 4th

option
○ New documentation to inform parents of

insurance and liability as well as consent
● Parent transport - 5th option

September  2017 

September  2017 

September  2017 

Rachel Tecca 

Ryan Pendleton 

Debra Foulk 
James Leonard 

80% of all students will 
participate in all 
experiential learning 
opportunities afforded to 
them during their high 
school years, that 
includes both workplace 
learning as well as 
college visits.  This will be 
measured by an 
experiential learning 
tracking system for each 
building and captured by 
the academy coach. 
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Student Specific Needs (orthopedic buses) 
● Identified in the request for transportation

Process to Secure Transportation 
● All information will be entered through Trip Tracker by

school then decisions by B. Andexler will be made
about type (metro, yellow bus, subcontracted, walking,
etc.)

Coordination of Experiential Learning 
● Creation of Google Calendar (or designee) to

coordinate across the district.

September 2017 

September 2017 

William Andexler 

William Andexler 
Academy coaches 
Principals 

CCAA district lead 

Student Health 

Providing Meals Off Campus 
● Provide bagged lunch for students who miss lunch

○ USDA guidelines state can only serve lunch
between 10:00 - 2:00.

● Meet with Laura Kepler to explain possible needs and
begin to plan for the activities

Chronic Health and Medications 
● Identify students who are diabetic and people with

Epi-pens - all people who are in contact must be trained
○ Determine training needs
○ Develop system to provide the support needed

for students with APS staff and include in the
RFP with health provider selected

○ Develop a system with the Akron Partnership for
Community Engagement about what each
business partner requires concerning medical

September 2017 

September 2017 

Laura Kepler 
Debra Foulk  
Rachel Tecca 

Debra Foulk 
James Leonard 

100% of students will 
have access to lunch and 
have their medical needs 
met while participating in 
all learning activities, both 
on campus and off 
campus.  This will be 
evidenced by child 
nutrition documentation 
and by health provider 
medication logs. 
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release documentation 
● Feeding needs of students with disabilities

○ Develop a system with Special Education
department to provide guidance for students to
fully participate in experiential learning
opportunities

● Medications needed during the school day
○ Develop a system with Special Education

department to provide guidance for students to
fully participate in experiential learning
opportunities

○ Develop a system with health provider in the
building to meet medication requirements for all
students

August 2017 

August 2017 

Rachel Tecca 
Tami Casalinova 
Angela Miller 

Rachel Tecca 
Tami Casalinova 
Angela Miller 

Safety and Security 

BCI and FBI Background Check 
● The Business Engagement broker tactical team will

develop a system to manage and ensure BCI/FBI 
background checks. 

Safety plans and Communication of Incidents 
● The Business Engagement broker will have business

owners provide safety plans/evacuation plans and look 
at addendums regarding communication plans (flow 
map) for students and businesses.  

● Any incident will be documented with the Akron Public
Schools accident report documentation. 

● The Akron Public Schools point of contact for

July  2017 

July 2017 

Beginning in August 2017 

Beginning in August 2017 

Debbie Walsh 
Ellen McWilliams- 
Woods 

Community Connector 

Academy coach 

District Lead for 
CCAA 

100% of all business 
partners will be vetted to 
ensure the safety of all 
students.  In the case of 
an accident, the district 
lead will be contacted and 
documentation of incident 
recorded. This will be 
evidenced by the 
confirmed list of business 
partners and accident 
documentation. 
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emergency situations will be the College and Career 
Academy district lead.The company will call the point of 
contact and that person then knows whom to call within 
the APS community.  

Facilities 
Actual Building 

● The physical/structural needs of the individual
academies at the building will be considered for all
future planning of new construction.

Structure within the Building 
● A checklist  will be created and then provided to each

academy (ex: bandwidth, computers, labs, hospital
rooms, career ed labs, etc.)

○ Establish funding sources for all academy needs

Questions/Ideas 
● Doug Romstadt provided Academy Proposal

Information Questionnaire he created.  Click to access
document here:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0DxsBSK0PkAQn
BzWnpzSEN5Nmk3TVRQUFNUQUQtYmxqQW9z

Beginning in July  2017 

Beginning in July 2017 

Doug Romstadt 
(Ken-Tool) 
APS architects 

Nate Ruyun 

The checklist will be 
created to meet the 
needs of each academy 
in the district.  The 
completed checklist will 
serve as evidence that 
100% of the facilities 
needs in each academy 
have been met. 
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COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 
TACTICAL PLAN: FAMILY ENGAGEMENT 

VISION To assure APS graduates are college or career ready 

GOAL OF TACTICAL TEAM: To ensure family engagement actions and strategies are included in all aspects for CCAA programming 

LIST APPLICABLE RESULTS & GOALS 

Student Performance Outcomes: (How will you know action steps are improving student achievement?)  Once the participating 
schools are identified, baseline data and goals will be established for the following outcomes:

● More students will graduate college and/or career ready.
● More students will meet requirements for passing to next grade level.

Adult Implementation Indicators: (What will adults say and do to implement this action plan?) 
● Adults will identify available resources to complete each action and task.
● Adults will integrate student and family-focused action steps into district and school-based plans.
● Adults will monitor progress toward goals and/or re-direct where necessary.
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ACTIONS 
List one or more specific actions you will take to build the system and 
pursue the goal listed above. 
I. Action

a. Task
b. Task

TIMELINE FOR 
ACTIONS 
For each action, 
provide a timeline for 
completing the 
action (when) 

RESPONSIBLE PERSON 
For each action, list the person 
responsible for ensuring the action 
is complete (who) 

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS 
TOWARD GOAL 
Define what measurable evidence 
would indicate completion 

Student Voice 
Focus groups will be created at each high school to 
determine new strategies to engage families.  
Tasks: 

● Identify point person at each high school to facilitate
focus groups (e.g., counselors)

● Select a wide range, diverse group of students for the
focus groups

● Questions will be generated by APS staff (make sure
to include a question about what natural supports
students have)

● An outside agency will be consulted  to ensure validity
and reliability of questions (SEI-Matt Deevers) 

● Create a calendar of dates by building
○ Create calendar of events for the entire school

year--”linear and cyclical” for sharing with
parents

○ Connect communications with mentors and
utilize a similar “linear and cyclical” cycle for
communicating with the mentors

○ Create a calendar/communication cycle similar
to what is utilized for sports or the arts to share
expectations. These may be needed by
pathway.  (What does the education advocate
need to know to help students achieve a
quality education over the course of the year?)

○ Create communication capabilities to account
for families with transportation issues or work

April 2017 

September 2017 

Rachel Tecca 
Yvonne Culver 
HS counselors 

Desiree Bolden 
Desiree Bolden 

Rachel Tecca 
Yvonne Culver 
Desiree Bolden 
Richelle Wardell 
Joan Hall 

100% of high schools will 
hold student focus groups to 
establish new strategies to 
engage families as 
measured by the focus 
group meeting summaries 
by October 1, 2017. 
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shifts that cause them to not be available at 
traditional times and places. 

○ Share
● Each focus group will have the same recorder to

capture ideas and comments
● A synthesis of the information will be compiled and

shared with communication team and other tactical
teams

Communication Plan 
Establish APS families as a constituency group that must be 
addressed in the 3-5 year communication plan.  The plan will 
include the following tasks: 
Tasks: 

● Have conversation with Family Liaisons to inquire
about strategies to communicate information about
CCAA

○ Family liaisons will identify family leaders in the
building to build a cohort

○ Cohort will participate and reach out to
establish a network to attend small learning
communities at each building

● Create timeline of events to engage parents with
information

● Have parents or other community members with
expertise to speak with parents about careers related
to academy pathways

● Create database of parents with expertise to support
above

● Work with parents/families to create email, telephone
trees, social media network to share information with
each other

March 2017 

February  2017 

May 2017 

May 25--CEO for 
family event 
(Yvonne Culver 
Morgan 
Schumacher 
Carla Sibley 
Mae Walker) 

Carla Sibley 
Rachel Tecca 
Annie Hanson 

100% of parents will have 
the opportunity to engage in 
a variety of communication 
opportunities to become 
educated and involved 
about CCAA as measured 
by parental surveys. 
Meetings held with family 
liaisons to inquire about 
strategies for 
communicating with parent/
guardian audience (2/15). 
R.Tecca

Community meetings for 
parents, partners, others 
scheduled in each cluster 
(Dates:  East (2/23); 
Kenmore 2/23; Ellet (3/2); 
Garfield (3/9); Specialty 
(3/14); Buchtel (3/16); North 
(3/21); Firestone (3/23)). R. 
Tecca/A.Hanson 
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● Build an APP
○ Communicate lessons of the week
○ Evaluate communications for “eduspeak.”  Be

sure to communicate in language and formats
relatable to parents and families.

○ Celebrate participation of families.
○ Consider utilizing other media (audio and

video) to communicate about participation
opportunities and to update families

○ Consider using text messaging to
communicate links to content

● Newsletters
● All Calls

○ Good News format - updates on events, etc.
○ Cohort Call systems - group students numbers

in an interest area and only call them with info.
important to their area

○ Reminder calls - report cards, interim, tutoring,
field trips, etc.

● Seek out recent grads to provide information about
careers and college (students may relate to someone
close to their age)

● Success Stories need shared
○ Publish stories in school and district

newsletters
○ Send press releases to local media
○ Post pictures and outcomes online to give

stakeholders real-life proof of involvement
power to improve schools and benefit
students.

○ Use Parent Groups (PTA example) to report
out. A template for describing partnership
successes and sharing with the community

Planning meetings 
underway for pilot event 
(May 25) for families to 
explore career clusters. 
Meetings held 3/2 and 
3/17. C.Sibley
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PTA Report to the Community Template 
○ Design opportunities to regularly showcase

students and their work - building and
districtwide

○ Host sessions that allow students to
demonstrate the work from their academy
choice. Maximize the interest of parents in
attending student “performance” type
programs.

Customer Experience 
Look to corporations with very strong customer service to 
borrow best practices for staff 
Tasks: 

● Gather data on what businesses and other districts
are doing to provide high quality service to families
and customers

● Compile list of organizations with similar support of
mission and collaborate on ideas/ways to engage
families, along multiple touch points (Pam Daly)

● Review information from Pam Daly to design training
effectively 

● Conduct customer service training to all staff at North
High School 

● Conduct customer service training to all high school
staff with regular review dates and updates

● Ensure awareness and appreciation of different
educational backgrounds

○ Conduct cultural competency/awareness
training for all staff

○ Schedule CCT for all North High School staff
○ Add date to CCT calendar
○ Secure APS training team members

January 2017 

May 2017 

June 2017 

August 2017 

Carla Sibley 
Richelle Wardell 

Rachel Tecca 

Carla Sibley 

Carla Sibley 

9 out of every 10 support 
staff in APS will deliver 
strong customer services to 
families and community 
partners as measured by 
parental and partner 
surveys.  

Customer Service trainings 
started for support staff 
(1/9 for secretaries; 2/3 for 
technology support staff) 
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Advocate Program 
Connect to students’ “other” natural supports and establish 
advocates (nominated by students or parents) to ensure ALL 
students have a connect to give students support beyond the 
school. 
Tasks: 

● Contact the APS legal department to identify proper
procedures for non-family “advocates” to have access
to students, their records and school communication
to help ensure student success.

● Ensure that student’s education advocates are kept
informed and there is continuity when students
change schools

● Create a database to track each student’s advocates
and all appropriate releases.

● Create surveys or telephone tree to ask
students/parents who “best” parent/guardian or
support contact would be for school communication

May 2017 

June 2017 

July 2017 

July 2017 

Rachel Tecca 
Carla Sibley 

Tom Ghinder 

Tom Ghinder 

Tom Ghinder 

100% of students will have 
an advocate, whether it is 
family or other natural 
support person, as 
measured by the data base 
established. 

Parent Education of College and Career Education 
Create small group learning communities with families 
Tasks: 

● Share learning targets to help families understand
where students are going

● Establish family support groups/networks for those
needing additional information

● Create tech camps for parents/families
● Offer learning labs for parents to experience the

lessons students are being taught
○ Differentiate labs to meet individual needs of

families.
● Host family conversations about career interests and

pathways

September 2020 
for all tasks 

Desiree Bolden 
Karen Moore 

100% of high schools will 
offer parent education 
opportunities about CCAA 
but also GED certificates, 
industry credential programs 
and postsecondary training 
as measured by programs 
offered.  
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● Create skill building opportunities (including online) for
parents, including opportunities to practice new skills
and model behaviors.

● Create a release process to allow students
participating in learning communities to have access
to experiences in the business world and be able to
participate in public events/commercials.

● Adult learning component provided at high school by
academies to provide job training and possibly
credentialing
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COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 
TACTICAL PLAN:  SHARED ACCOUNTABILITY 

VISION To assure APS graduates are college or career ready 

GOAL OF TACTICAL TEAM: The shared accountability tactical team will be responsible for developing data dashboards that will be used to 
monitor the progress and the effectiveness of the college and career academy transformation and shared with 
the Akron community.  

LIST APPLICABLE RESULTS & GOALS 

Student Performance Outcomes: (How will you know action steps are improving student achievement?) Once the participating 
schools are identified, baseline data and goals will be established for the following outcomes.

● More students graduating college and career ready (a score of 21 or higher on the ACT)
● More students having a plan post graduation
● More students completing the FAFSA

Adult Implementation Indicators: (What will adults say and do to implement this action plan?) 
● Using SEI’s Youth View™ Survey, adults will be aware of students needs and peer relationships, adult relationships, sense of

safety and academic motivation levels. They can act on that data or ask for help to assist students.
● Using Career Cruising career surveys, adults will be aware of students career interests and will advise students based on

those interests.
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ACTIONS 
List one or more specific actions you will take to build the system and 
pursue the goal listed above. 
I. Action

a. Task
b. Task

TIMELINE FOR ACTIONS 
For each action, provide a timeline for 
completing the action (when) 

RESPONSIBLE 
PERSON 
For each action, 
list the person 
responsible for 
ensuring the 
action is complete 
(who) 

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS 
TOWARD GOAL 
Define what measurable 
evidence would indicate 
completion 

Establish a team of professionals to determine data points 
necessary to monitor effectiveness of academies.  The 
team will consider the following data points: 

Strand 1 Indicators: Transforming Teaching and Learning 
● NWEA MAP Achievement Percentile
● NWEA MAP Growth Status
● ACT scores
● WorkKeys assessments
● OST Score/Points
● Credit acquisition
● NWEA MAP
● DAP
● Oral Reading Records
● Honors Diplomas
● Advanced placement courses, tests, passage rates
● Number of dual enrollment courses, passage rates
● Number of IB courses, passage rates
● Number of students entering postsecondary after

graduation
● Number of students earning industry credential
● Number of completers/concentrators

May 2017 - Team established 

July 2017 - Data Points selected 

August 2017 - Data dashboards 
will be created and shared with 
Steering Committee 2.0 

Rachel Tecca 
Annie Hanson 
Aimee Kirsch 

Team members will be 
selected and the first 
meeting held by May, 
2017.  The data 
dashboards will be 
developed and will be 
shared with the steering 
committee as evidenced by 
steering committee agenda 
and the data dashboards 
themselves. 
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● Number of student applications for each academy and
pathway

● Percentage of students with disabilities, percentage of
ELL, percentage of SES learners by school, academy
and pathway (compared to district)

● Scholarships

Strand 2 Indicators: Transforming the Secondary School 
Experience  

● PLC Data
● Report Card Grades
● Course enrollment
● Discipline/suspensions
● Daily attendance rates (as an indicator of student

engagement)
● Discipline rates (also a measure of engagement)
● Teacher attitudinal change (buy-in of the reform)
● Cost per student
● Enrollment
● NCAC status

Strand 3 Indicators: Transforming Business and Civic 
Engagement 

● Number of business partners per pathway
● Volunteer hours for each pathway, academy and

district
● In-kind and monetary donations by pathway, academy

and district
● Number of field trips, job shadows, internships (hours)
● Number of teachers completing externships
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A team of professionals will establish the baseline for the 
indicators selected  and the data dashboards will be 
populated with the baseline data. 

● Gather district-level data
● Populate data dashboard

July 2017 Aimee Kirsch 
Rachel Tecca 

100% of data points 
needed for the data 
dashboard will be 
populated and shared with 
all APS staff, the 
community at large as well 
as steering committee 2.0 
members as evidenced by 
data dashboards. 

Identify possible electronic systems that can be used for 
data dashboards 

● Recommend the use of existing reporting systems
through Akron Public Schools (Tableau) and SEI
(Caspio).

● Secure funding needed for operation, maintenance and
user licensing.

● Identify users needing access to CCAA monitoring
data.

○ APS staff
○ CCAA business partners
○ Members of the public

● Identify access levels based on user roles
○ Summary data
○ Student level data
○ CCAA business partner level

July 2017 Aimee Kirsch 
Rachel Tecca 
Annie Hanson 

An electronic system to 
display the data 
dashboards will be 
selected and funded. 
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COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 
TACTICAL PLAN:  AKRON PARTNERSHIP FOR COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

VISION To assure APS graduates are college or career ready 

GOAL OF TACTICAL TEAM: Create the roles, responsibilities and structure for a community-wide active network of businesses, 
universities, faith-based organizations and individuals engaged in supporting and enhancing the work of the 
Akron Public Schools CCAA and other schools in the district.  

LIST APPLICABLE RESULTS & GOALS 

Student Performance Outcomes: (How will you know action steps are improving student achievement?)
Once the CCAA schools are identified, baseline data and annual benchmarks will be identified for the following outcomes: 

● Increase the rate of college and career ready graduates
● Increase student awareness about specific careers and career pathways
● Increase student awareness and understanding about workplace expectations
● Build relationships between students and positive adult role models
● Increase rates of enrollment in college, enlisting in the military or employment right out of high school.

Adult Implementation Indicators: (What will adults say and do to implement this action plan?) 
● Recruit an adequate number of partners from business, higher education, civic organizations, government, professional

associations, faith-based organizations and others to meet the demand of student college and career experiences identified
by the CCAA Academy Coaches in each high school.
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ACTIONS 
List one or more specific actions you will take to build the system and 
pursue the goal listed above. 
I. Action

a. Task
b. Task

TIMELINE FOR ACTIONS 
For each action, provide a 
timeline for completing the 
action (when) 

RESPONSIBLE 
PERSON 
For each action, list 
the person 
responsible for 
ensuring the action is 
complete (who) 

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS TOWARD 
GOAL 
Define what measurable evidence 
would indicate completion 

Create a responsibility list for the Akron Partnership for 
Community Engagement function 

● Research other Ford NGL communities to identify the
various community assets and structures used to
recruit and secure partnerships

● Research PENCIL organization in Nashville as national
model.  Secure sample documents, attend their
information sessions during Study Visit and conduct
follow up phone calls

● First draft of responsibility list written

● Review draft with CCAA core team

● Share list via email with broader review team for their
feedback (Kirstin Toth, Bernett Williams, Michael
Gaffney, Jim Mullen, Terry Albanese, Dave Sattler)

● Share draft responsibility list with CCAA Steering
Committee

November 2016 

November 2016 

December 2016 

January 2017 

January 2017 

January 2017 

Ellen McWilliams- 
Woods  
Derran Wimer 
Annie Hanson 

Ellen McWilliams- 
Woods  
Derran Wimer 
Annie Hanson 

Derran Wimer 

Ellen McWilliams- 
Woods 

Ellen McWilliams- 
Woods 

Ellen McWilliams- 
Woods 
Derran Wimer 

Responsibility list created by 
deadline for Akron Partnership 
for Community Engagement after 
evidence of review and feedback 
from CCAA Core Team, Tactical 
Review Team and CCAA 
Steering Committee. 
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● Identify role of ConxusNEO once Akron Partnership for
Community Engagement is operating

● Receive final approval from APS Superintendent

January 2017 

February 2017 

Ellen McWilliams- 
Woods 
Sue Lacy 

Ellen McWilliams- 
Woods 
David James 

Determine whether the Akron Partnership for Community 
Engagement function will be a new separate organization, a 
function within the Akron Public Schools, or a function 
embedded within an existing organization in Akron 

● Review and research various options based on funding
sources, interest, and best mission fit

● Meet with interested organizations from Steering
Committee

● Provide recommendation to the CCAA Core Team and
Superintendent

● Announce selection of the organization who will provide
Akron Partnership for Community Engagement function

● Secure agreement with organization, including metrics
for effectiveness and gain Akron Board of Education

December 2016 

April 2017 

July 2017 

September 2017 

October 2017 

Ellen McWilliams- 
Woods 
Derran Wimer 

Ellen McWilliams- 
Woods and/or 
Derran Wimer 

Ellen McWilliams- 
Woods 
Derran Wimer 

David James 

David James 
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approval 

Provide training of selected organization and APS academy 
coaches to responsibilities of both the selected organization 
and APS 

● Arrange for training of selected organization by Akron
Partnership for Community Engagement

● Create and provide training on a handbook that outlines
the workflow expectations between the selected 
organization and APS Academy Coaches 

December 2017 

March 2018 

Rachel Tecca 

Annie Hanson 
Organization staff 
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COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 
 TACTICAL PLAN: BUSINESS ADVISORIES

VISION To assure APS graduates are college or career ready 

GOAL OF TACTICAL TEAM: To create guidelines, support new committees, and implement with fidelity building advisory committees 

LIST APPLICABLE RESULTS & GOALS 

Student Performance Outcomes: (How will you know action steps are improving student achievement?) 
The successful implementation of the Academy Advisory Boards will increase student achievement with the collaboration 
of business and industry, this will provide intrinsic motivation for student achievement.  100% of our academies will 
engage with advisory boards to discuss student achievement a minimum of twice a year. Evidence will be completed 
minutes and sign-in sheets. 

Adult Implementation Indicators: (What will adults say and do to implement this action plan?)  
The Industry Partnership Councils will execute the design of the Academy Advisory Boards using the suggested 
guidelines for support. The evidence of student success and advisory committee success will be the minutes, sign-in 
sheets, and Federal and State Perkins Audits results. 
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ACTIONS 
List one or more specific actions you will take to build the system and pursue 
the goal listed above. 
I. Action

a. Task
b. Task

TIMELINE FOR ACTIONS 
For each action, provide a 
timeline for completing 
the action (when) 

RESPONSIBLE 
PERSON 
For each action, list 
the person 
responsible for 
ensuring the action is 
complete (who) 

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS TOWARD 
GOAL 
Define what measurable evidence 
would indicate completion 

Creation of Guidelines 
● Bylaws
● Samples letters
● Suggestions

All information was taken from a document from the Ohio 
Department of Education on how to develop a local advisory 
committee.  

January 2017 Alison White 
Linda Dillon 
Susan Schutte 
Dave Stattler 

Enoch Damson 

100% of academies in Akron 
will use the proposed 
guidelines to assist in the 
creation of academy advisory 
boards as measured by 
completed guidelines submitted 
by each academy advisory 
board chair. 

Academy Advisory Boards 
● The first academy advisory board will vote on the

implementation of the bylaws, create a yearly building
calendar and nominate members for their building academy
advisory executive board.

● The academy coach will be responsible for setting the
meeting dates, time, location, and sending invitations with
the advice of the Academy Advisory Board Chair.

● Each member of the building academy advisory board will
be given a copy of the guidelines as approved by the
executive board.

● Subcommittees will be appointed by the building
academy advisory board chair or district administration
and a subcommittee will be formed for each
pathway/content area in the academy.

● The  makeup of the academy advisory board will need to
consistently match accreditation requirements for the Career
Technical programs and their particular needs.

August 2017 - for 
North 
August 2018 - for all 
other schools 

Academy coach 
Linda Dillon 

Academy coach 

Academy coach 

Co-chairs of the 
Academy 
Advisory Board 

Co-chairs of the 
Academy 

100% of academies will have 
established bylaws and a 
yearly calendar that includes 
meeting dates.  They will have 
academy advisory board 
members and a co-chair from 
business and a co-chair from 
the school.  This will be 
evidenced by a google folder 
shared among all academy 
advisory board members that 
houses all pertinent 
documents. 
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● The first building academy advisory board meeting will
complete an orientation for all members as described in
the guideline book.

● The academy advisory board will be established and will
operate a minimum of four times yearly with bylaws and
a yearly calendar.

Advisory Board 
Co-chairs of the 
Academy 
Advisory Board 

Co-chairs of the 
Academy 
Advisory Board 

Industry Partnership Councils 
● Establish the district-level teams that will look at industry

clusters to make up the industry partnership councils
○ Art, Media & Communication
○ Business, Marketing & IT
○ Engineering, Manufacturing & Trades (or Industrial

Technology)
○ Healthcare
○ Public Service

● Review ConxusNEO networks to support the industry
partnership councils in Akron

● Establish professionals to serve on the academy advisory
boards by nominating 6 people whose opinions are 
respected from the community. 

● Industry Partnership councils will:
○ Ensure equitable resources across academies
○ Ensure adequate resources across academies
○ Identify untapped resources in the community
○ Ensure workforce demands are met
○ Meet 4 times yearly and share successes and needs

with CEO champions

May 2017 

May 2017 

August 2017 - for 
North 
August 2018 - for all 
other schools 

May 2017 

Barbara Williams 
Annie Hanson 
Ron Boldry 
Rich Messenger 
Rachel Tecca 

The 5 industry partnership 
councils will work to ensure all 
academies have met or are 
making progress toward all 
accountability measures 
established by the shared 
accountability tactical team. 
This will be measured by 
meeting minutes and data 
dashboards results.  
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COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 
TACTICAL PLAN:  COMMUNICATIONS 

VISION To assure APS graduates are college or career ready 

GOAL OF TACTICAL TEAM: To communicate effectively with all constituency groups so that college and career academies are 
implemented effectively and uniquely throughout each cluster in the district. 

LIST APPLICABLE RESULTS & GOALS

Student Performance Outcomes: (How will you know action steps are improving student achievement?)
● 90% of students will be able to identify a) why the district is implementing academies, b) how they will be able to

choose a career interest area and academy, c) the major components of academies and d) the process the district
will use to design each high school’s academies.

● 100% of 9th-11th grade students will have the knowledge and skills needed to select an academy in February 2019
for the 2019-20 school year.

Adult Implementation Indicators: (What will adults say and do to implement this action plan?) 
● 90% of educators will be able to identify a) why the district is implementing academies, b) the major components of

academies and c) the process the district will use to design each high school’s academies.
● 80% of staff will be able to identify a) why the district is implementing academies, b) the major components of

academies and c) the process the district will use to design each high school’s academies.
● 80% of parents with secondary students in Akron Public Schools will be able to identify a) why the district is

implementing academies, b) the major components of academies and c) the process the district will use to design
each high school’s academies.
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ACTIONS 
List one or more specific actions you will take to build the system and 
pursue the goal listed above. 
I. Action

a. Task
b. Task

TIMELINE FOR ACTIONS 
For each action, provide a 
timeline for completing the 
action (when) 

RESPONSIBLE PERSON 
For each action, list the 
person responsible for 
ensuring the action is 
complete (who) 

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS 
TOWARD GOAL 
Define what measurable evidence 
would indicate completion 

Establish and reinforce a strong College and Career 
Academies brand for Akron Public Schools 

● Create a logo and brand standards
● Create CCAA collateral
● Create a CCAA website
● Create a CCAA Hub page
● Create a social media matrix
● Brand rollout event

December 2016 - May 
2017 

Rachel Tecca 
Annie Hanson 
Pam Daly 
Mark Williamson 
Communications 
Tactical Team 

College and Career 
Academies will have a 
brand and a marketing plan 
to increase communication 
and inform all constituency 
groups identified in the DK 
brand strategy plan. This 
action step will be 
evidenced by 
communication survey 
results gathered in the fall of 
2017. 

Create an informed culture of principals, teachers and 
support staff of the benefits of College and Career 
Academies 

Teachers/Counselors 
● Staff meetings at every high school
● Trainings at two Instructional Improvement Days
● Nashville Study Visits for leadership teams
● Engage and inform school counselors

○ Brand bag lunch
● Engage and inform middle school teachers and

administrators
○ High School Open house

January - March 2017 
January - May 2017 
Fall 2016 & Spring 2017 
April - May 2017 

February - June 2017 

Rachel Tecca 
Rachel Tecca 
Rachel Tecca 
Rachel Tecca 

Rachel Tecca  
Annie Hanson 

Akron Public Schools will 
have an informed culture 
that includes all 
constituency groups where 
all employees can articulate 
the benefits of College and 
Career Academies. This 
action step will be 
evidenced by a baseline 
communication survey that 
is included in the building 90 
Day Plan/II rubric.  The 
baseline will be established 
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● Launch CCAA professional development plan in
2017-18 school year

Principals 
● Principal updates at monthly principal meetings
● Nashville Study Visit for every principal
● Include in Ford NGL Designation Ceremony
● Cluster meetings for principals with Communications

leadership team to design CCAA communications
strategy unique to each cluster

Staff 
● Engage and inform front line staff

○ Front line Lunch and Learn
○ Opening training days
○ Virtual Front line tool kits

All Stakeholders 
● Provide support materials:

○ CCAA trifold brochure
○ Vertical banners of academies and pathways
○ CCAA business cards and brand promise cards
○ CCAA videos
○ CCAA awards and sweepstakes

November 2016 - June 
Fall 2016 & Spring 2017 
May 2017 
February 2017 

April - December 2017 

Rachel Tecca 
Rachel Tecca 
Annie Hanson 
Rachel Tecca  
Annie Hanson 
Pam Daly 

Rachel Tecca 
Annie Hanson 

in June 2017 and compared 
to the same survey results 
in June  2018. 

Create a plan to reach current and prospective students 
and families 

● See family engagement plan for more details
● Cluster family/community meetings
● Present to PTA meetings
● Provide informational packets & videos for principals

and staff to share at all family events

March - April 2017 
April - December 2017 
April 2017 

Rachel Tecca 
Annie Hanson 

Akron Public Schools will 
have an informed culture 
that includes all 
constituency groups where 
students and families can 
articulate the benefits of 
College and Career 
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● Train family liaison staff
● Student ambassador program
● 8th grade tours
● College and Career Academy Fair
● CCAA Open House
● Virtual Tours
● Marketing campaign - “I can”
● Presentations at student class meetings
● Presentations to student councils and other leadership

groups
● Produce videos to share in all English 7th-10th grade

classes
● Nashville Study Visit for student leaders from every high

school 

April 2017 
May 2017 
November 2017 
December 2017 
January 2018 
March 2018 
May 2018 
September - November 
2017 
September - November 
2017 

August 2017 

May 2017 

Rachel Tecca 
Mark Black/Yvonne 
Culver 
Rachel Tecca 
Ryan Rittenhouse 
Mark Williamson 
Rachel Tecca 
Rachel Tecca 

Ryan Rittenhouse 

Annie Hanson 

Academies. This action step 
will be evidenced by a 
baseline communication 
survey established in 
November 2017 and 
compared to the same 
survey results in November 
2018. 

Create a plan to increase involvement of post-secondary 
and business partners 

● Presentations to community groups and organizations
● Individual and small group information sessions with

regional businesses and organizations
● Partner Summit
● Partner Newsletter and Magazine
● New Partner Development Team
● Partner Welcome Packet
● Create Data Dashboards

December 2016 

December 2017 

June 2018 
June 2018 
June 2018 
August 2017 
June 2017 

Annie Hanson 
Ellen McWilliams- 
Woods 
David James 

Annie Hanson 
Annie Hanson 
Annie Hanson 
Annie Hanson 
Rachel Tecca 
Ellen McWilliams- 
Woods 
Aimee Kirsch 

All business and community 
partners will have all critical 
information to become a 
vested partner in college 
and career academies. This 
action step will be 
evidenced by feedback 
gathered from CCAA 
partners in preparation for 
and during the annual 
CCAA retreat. 
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Executive	Summary 

Akron Public Schools is undertaking a Brand Strategy Review Process for the College and 
Career Academy transformation.  Working with DK Brand Strategy, a cross-functional Brand 
Team and a High School Student task force, the team has collaborated to prepare and 
present a Brand Platform and corresponding Marketing and Communications 
recommendation to senior leadership for review and approval. 

In order to move out of the planning phase and into the implementation phase, the College 
and Career Academies of Akron must prepare and request approval and funding for a three-
year Marketing and Communications Plan based on sound Brand Strategy. Additionally, the 
brand platform requires Brand Architecture, Brand Standards and corresponding marks for all 
High School’s College and Career Academies. The Brand Team has established the following 
objectives for the Marketing Strategy: 

Marketing	Objectives	

Objective 1: Establish and reinforce a strong College and Career Academy brand for Akron Public 
Schools 

Objective 2: Create an informed culture of Principals, Teachers and Support Staff who understand 
the options for and the benefits of College and Career Academies in Akron 

Objective 3: Reach current and perspective students and parents in Akron with a message of 
choice and benefits for College and Career Academies  

Objective 4: Increase involvement of Post-Secondary and Business Partners 

Objective 5: Establish consistent metrics to measure student success and a reporting process to 
inform parents, students, business partners and community constituents 
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DISTRICT 
•  Road Shows 
•  CCAA Sweepstakes 
•  CCAA Annual Report 
•  Partner Welcome Packets 
•  Virtual Digital Dashboard 
•  CCAA Website Updates 
•  Hub Update 
•  Social Media Matrix 

NORTH HIGH SCHOOL 
•  Inserts for Brochure 
•  Brand Ambassador Blue Coat 

Event 
•  Flyers 
•  Banners 
•  Brand Promise Cards 
•  Promotional Items 
•  Lunch & Learn 
•  Brand Bag Lunch 
•  Virtual Tool Kits 
•  Open House 
•  Showcase 
•  Exploration Fair 
•  Video Tour 

Calendar 

March		-	June	
2017	

2017	–	2018	

DISTRICT 
•  Brand Strategy Development 
•  CCAA Architecture 
•  CCAA Brand Standards 
•  Ford NGL Designation Event 
•  District CCAA Brochures 
•  CCAA Animated Video 
•  CCAA Website Updates 
•  Hub Update 
•  Social Media Matrix 
•  North Recognition Event 
•  CCAA Annual Report 
•  Partner Welcome Packets 

DISTRICT 
•  CCAA Sweepstakes 
•  Annual Report 
•  Partner Welcome Packets 
•  College & Career Fair 
•  BA District Training 

ALL HIGH SCHOOLS 
•  Flyers 
•  Plexiglas Stands 
•  Inserts for Master Brochure 
•  Brand Promise Cards 
•  Vertical Banners 
•  Promotional Item of Choice 
•  Lunch & Learn 
•  Virtual Front Line Tool Kits 
•  Brand Bag Lunch 
•  Open House 
•  Brand Ambassadors 
•  Exploration Fair 
•  Showcase 
•  Video Tour 

2018	–	2019	 2019	–	2020	

DISTRICT 
•  Master CCAA Brochure Redesign 
•  CCAA Sweepstakes 
•  Annual Report 
•  Partner Welcome Packets 
•  College & Career Fair 
•  BA District Training 
•  Partner Summit 
•  Partner Newsletter and Magazine 

ALL HIGH SCHOOLS 
•  Flyers 
•  Plexiglas Stands 
•  Inserts for Master Brochure 
•  Brand Promise Cards 
•  Vertical Banners 
•  Promotional Item of Choice 
•  Lunch & Learn 
•  Virtual Front Line Tool Kits 
•  Brand Bag Lunch 
•  Open House 
•  Brand Ambassadors 
•  Exploration Fair 
•  Showcase 

Tactical Calendar 

The tactical calendar would begin with the Ford NGL Designation event and then continue 
with the roll out at North High School in the fall and then ongoing through the 2019-2020 
school calendar year. 

Investment 

The total investment requested is $181,186 over a three and one half year period. 
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Overview	
Career Academies are industry-specific, career-focused tracks within high schools that 
offer small learning communities, college-prep curricula and local partnerships with 
employers and institutions of higher education. In Akron, these programs have been 
branded as The College and Career Academies of Akron. 

College and career academies transform the traditional high school model to prepare 
all students for careers by linking academic subjects to career themes. Students and 
teachers use experiential learning to make lessons come alive. Different pathways 
designed and supported by community partners are created to introduce students to 
a variety of college and career options. 

The College and Career Academies of Akron prepare students for higher education, 
career and life by engaging students with a blend of: 

• Rigorous Academic Study
• Small Learning Communities
• Learning through a Career Lens
• Wrap-around Student Support
• Work-Based Learning Opportunities

Graduates of The College and Career Academies of Akron will be better prepared for 
life after high school and will be ready to succeed in their future endeavors. 

Akron is on the leading edge of a national trend in education reform.  Career 
Academies, while not a new concept, are now gaining tremendous traction on the 
national stage. The availability of state grants and other federal funding has opened 
the door for 3,000 new career academies and increased the number of students 
served by 50 percent. Nearly half a million more students will have access to 
programs that studies suggest can lead to higher earnings and better academic 
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outcomes. Now, pair this with the re-authorization of Perkins and it’s clear that Career 
Academies are positioned to become a major education reform movement in the 
country, supported by Federal funding.  

Situation	Analysis	

The Akron Public School System, located in Akron, Ohio, is the fifth largest district in 
Ohio with approximately 22,000 students enrolled. 
The district’s schools include: 

• Nine high schools (including three high school CLCs)
• Nine middle schools (including seven middle school CLCs)
• Twenty-eight elementary schools (including 23 elementary school CLCs)
• Two dedicated preschool buildings and nine preschool programs at various

elementary schools

Akron’s school population is diverse with 90% of students on a free or reduced lunch 
program.  Only 74% of students are graduating within 4 years while 84% are 
graduating within 5 years. Only 10% of our students meet the college readiness 
benchmarks on all four subtests on the ACT compared to 36% nationally. Only 15% 
of students completing high school in 2009 graduated college within 6 years.  2.7% 
of graduates in 2013 and 2014 completed industry-recognized credentials 

Akron Average ACT Scores Comparative 
APS State Nationally 

English 16.3 21.2 20.1 

Math 17.4 21.6 20.6 

Reading 17.9 22.5 21.3 

Science 17.7 22 20.8 

Composite 17.5 22 20.8 
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Students do not have clear potential career aspirations and do not see the relevance 
of their academic courses to these potential career aspirations. 

College	and	Career	Academies	in	Akron	

In 2011, Akron Public Schools Superintendent David James became aware of a 
significant transformation in Metro Nashville Public Schools. Although much larger 
than Akron, Nashville has a very similar student demographic make-up to Akron and 
was struggling with similar student performance issues.  MNPS was facing low 
graduation and attendance rates, low ACT scores, discipline issues and was facing a 
state takeover of the district.  Working together, the business community, convening 
organizations and non-profits made a commitment to explore transformative options 
in order to ensure that all MNPS Students have the opportunity to succeed in 
College, Career and Life.   

Based on research and outcomes, it was determined that a College and Career 
Academy structure could be the solution needed to turn the public schools around.  
Once this decision was made, MNPS implemented the Academies of Nashville in 
every high school including every student within an 18 month period.  Working with 
Ford Next Generation Learning, the district prepared a master plan to make sure that 
their graduates had skills and competencies needed to fill high demand, high wage 
positions in their community.  Ten years later, they have seen substantial growth in 
attendance rates, graduation rates, student engagement, and impact on the local 
economy.  

After visiting Nashville and seeing their transformation and success, Superintendent 
James was committed to bringing the same kind of energy to Akron. Since then we 
have also partnered with Ford Next Generation Learning, an educational group that 
is part of the Ford Motor Company, to help guide our exploration of College and 
Career Academies in Akron.   
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APS has also partnered with ConxusNEO to provide us with up-to-date workforce 
data and to help us understand employment trends and what skills companies are 
looking for in employees.  We aim to use this information to help guide decisions 
about academies and pathways for our students. 

We convened a steering committee of over 50 business and community leaders to 
envision what they would like to see from our APS graduates and to help us begin 
the implementation of College and Career Academies in Akron Public Schools. 

COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES OF AKRON 

Akron Public Schools College and Career Academies seek to improve school 
performance and college and career readiness for all students.   Academies will 
provide high school students with opportunities to pursue career interests and 
passions while completing academic requirements for graduation and post-secondary 
pursuits.  Currently, Akron Public Schools offers college and career academies 
through a pilot program at North High School as we explore the possibility of 
eventually transitioning to the college and career academy model in all APS high 
schools and CLCs.  

An academy is a school-within-a-school.  Students work in what we call small learning 
communities that focus on a college and career pathway of the student’s choice.  
Students are aligned and work with the same group of teachers throughout their high 
school experience.  This creates a more personalized and supportive learning 
environment while maintaining the diverse benefits of a large, comprehensive high 
school. 

Learning through a career lens 
Academies offer students a combination of academic and career-focused studies.  
Real world, industry-related problems are brought to life in the classroom.  This 
engages students and focuses their learning on a career theme that is interesting to 
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them and meets academic standards and goals.  APS believe this model effectively 
prepares students for life after high school.  

Business and community engagement 
Academies partner with local businesses to provide advisors for the teachers and 
mentors for the students.  These mentors, our partners, help create current and 
relevant curriculum, while students gain access to job fairs, career shadowing, 
internships and Capstone projects.  

How academies benefit students 
Students undergo career exploration in middle school and during their freshman year 
to help them choose a career academy and pathway.  This means lessons are more 
relevant because they link directly to what each student is interested in and wants to 
do after high school. This has been found to increase academic engagement, 
achievement, attendance and graduation rates.  

How academies benefit the community  
Academies help energize and increase the regional talent pipeline by preparing 
graduates to work in high-demand, sustainable fields.  Graduates immersed in 
relevant coursework will have developed modern, relevant skills that align college 
and career preparation to local workforce demands. 

Launch of North High School College and Career Academy  
We launched our pilot college and career academy at North High School in fall 2016.  
Throughout the year, all students participate in career exploration to guide them in 
their studies with a focus on post-secondary goals, whether career, military, 
apprenticeship or college.  They will choose their academy and pathway in winter 
2017, with full academy programming commencing at the start of the 2017-2018 
school year.  
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North High School offers two academies: 
Academy of Health and Human Services: 
● Allied Health
● Biomedical Science
● Early Childhood Education
● Healthcare Operations

Academy of Global Technology and Business: 
● Entrepreneurship and Marketing
● Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Technology (HVAC)
● Information Support and Services

In order to support the delivery and sustainability of high-quality Academy reform, in 
Akron, it is important that Akron Public Schools communicate the efficacy of 
College and Career Academies and their positive effects on student achievement.  
Akron’s Community Master Plan addresses this importance by delineating 
communication as an important objective in the Key Tactics Timeline.  

“College and career academies will transform the traditional high school model to 
prepare all students for careers, linking academic subjects to workforce themes. 
Students and teachers use experiential learning to make lessons come alive. Different 
pathways designed and supported by community partners are created to introduce 
students to a variety of college and career options and help build transferable skills 
and competencies. 

By leveraging a student’s personal interests, lessons become relevant and directly 
linked to a student’s post-secondary plan, increasing academic achievement, 
attendance and graduation rates.” 

David James, Superintendent Akron Public Schools 
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Akron has begun this process by retaining DK Brand Strategy and industry expert 
Pam Daly who has led the team through a strategic branding initiative, Brand Trek.  
The Brand Trek process resulted in months of research and constituent input that 
ultimately contributed to a Brand Strategy and Outreach recommendation for Akron 
Public Schools. 

The End Game 

The overarching goal for Akron Public Schools is that all students will have the 
opportunity to belong to a personalized, smaller learning community engaged 
around interests where relationships are valued. Instruction will be project-based, 
applied and integrated. Meaningful business engagement will be evident and post-
secondary institutions will be heavily engaged. College and Career Academies will be 
world-class and support college-and career-ready graduates in partnership with the 
community.  

Akron Public Schools will continue to emerge as a trendsetter in innovative practices 
where ALL students will have a choice to learn through the lens of a career connected 
academic program and be exposed to a multitude of careers and opportunities, 
industry skills, and potential employers by way of classroom speakers, site visits, job 
shadowing and internships.  These students will be prepared for college, career and 
life. 

SWOT	Analysis 

A SWOT analysis is a powerful technique for understanding your strengths and 
weaknesses and for identifying the opportunities and threats you face. Used in a 
business context, it helps you carve   a sustainable niche in your marketplace. 
By examining yourself and benchmarking your market position vs. competitors, you 
can craft a strategy that distinguishes you in the eyes of your constituents.  
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DK Brand Strategy on behalf of Akron Public Schools conducted a SWOT report and 
corresponding analysis.  The purpose of the survey was to determine the 
perceptional strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats facing APS at the 
High School level. 

This information is provided prior to developing a Brand Strategy and Strategic 
Marketing and Communication Plan that supports the acceptance, support and 
implementation of Career Academies in Akron Public Schools. 

Due to the limited public knowledge of the Career Academy reform initiative, many 
questions were asked of the broader perceptions of the High Schools in the district. 
In October 2016, approximately 888 constituents (identified by APS) were invited to 
take an online survey via email. In addition, a web link was created and additional 
constituents were given the information and asked to participate.   

Of the 888 invited via email, 72 responses were received, representing an 8% 
response rate.  Of those given the weblink, 32 responsed. 

Please	enter	your	role	as	a	constituent	of	Akron	Public	Schools.	

Answer	Options	 Response	
Percent	

Response	
Count	

Teacher	 50.0%	 51	
APS	School	Administration	 14.7%	 15	
Business	Partner	 8.8%	 9	
Parent	 6.9%	 7	
Non-Profit	Partner	 5.9%	 6	
Other	Employee	 3.9%	 4	
Government	 2.9%	 3	
Other	(please	specify)	

Instructional	Coach	
APS	Community	Relations	

Parent	&	Teacher	

2.9%	 3	

Instructional	Coach	
Board	Member	 2.0%	 2	
Student	 2.0%	 2	
Guidance	Counselor	 0.0%	 0	
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answered	question	 102	
skipped	question	 2	

While each categories response was complied separately, for the purposes of this 
report, the CUMMULATIVE responses are listed below.  The full survey results are 
available upon request. 

STRENGTHS	 WEAKNESSES	 OPPORTUNITIES	 THREATS	

• Options	32
• College	and	Career

Options	31
• Teachers	25
• Diversity	19
• Great	Ed	13
• In	School/After	School

Supports	11
• Neighborhood	Schools

10

• Discipline	36
• Student	Supports	19
• Marketing	13
• Teachers	11
• More	College	&	Career

Pathways	11
• Communication	6

• Career
Focus/Certificates	16

• Academies	16
• More	Community	&

Business	Partners	7
• More	Programs	for

Struggling	Kids	7
• More	Post-Secondary

Partners	6

• Student	Retention	17
• Charter	Schools	13
• Learning	Environment	11
• Declining	Population	10
• Testing	8
• Funding	8
• Inequity	7

FAMILIARITY 
WHAT IS YOUR LEVEL OF FAMILIARITY WITH COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES? 
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IF YOU WERE ASKED, "WHAT ARE COLLEGE AND CAREER ACADEMIES?” HOW WOULD YOU

RESPOND? 

Not quite sure  30 
College and Career Prep 28 
Career/Job Specific Ed  19 
Real Life Experiences Through Career Lens 8 
College Prep  5 
SLC 4 
Highly Effective Teaming 1 

Key Takeaways on Current Perceptions: 

STRENGTHS/OPPORTUNITIES 
Akron Public Schools generally have a good perception and are credited with many 
and varied programs for student choice.  This is a positive indicator that faculty, 
parents and students will be open to the College and Career Academy 
transformation.  Another high-ranking strength was the quality of the teachers.  
However, it should be noted that Teachers were the overwhelming majority of the 
respondents.  Also of note was the pride in the diversity of the school district and the 
importance of recognizing the “neighborhood school” feeling. 

The addition of more school partners, career focused studies and accreditation 
programs also bode well for the introduction of academies. 

WEAKNESESS/THREATS 
Discipline was the top perceptional weakness followed by student supports.  Also of 
mention is the perception that marketing and communication in general was weak.  
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Major threats mentioned were student attrition and the declining population in 
Akron.  Charter Schools were named as a top competitor. 

While perception is reality, it is possible to change negative perceptions and 
reinforce positive perceptions in a school district environment.  By focusing on the 
benefits of College and Career Academies, and not just the definition of College 
and Career Academies, Akron can build momentum and positive perception of the 
implementation of the reform. 

Competition	
It is important to note that public school systems are operating in a competitive 
environment.  School choice from suburban districts to vouchers, religious institutions 
to magnets, parents and students have more options than ever; and based on the 
current political climate, charters may indeed become the biggest competitor of all.  
Although the evidence of student success in a charter school program is less than 
stellar, it is likely that funding for charter school programs will increase with the 
current administration and more money will be allocated from school districts to 
support these programs. Due to the proliferation of school choices, public school 
systems can no longer sit back and assume that enrollment will be maintained over 
time.   

College and Career Academy programs have the ability to be an important and 
valuable differentiator with proven success and benefits not only the student but to 
the economic development in a given community.  
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Brand	Strategy 
Inform-Engage-Report 

Brand vs. Branding 

A Brand is the sum of the perceptions that are held about you, your company or 
your products. This includes perceptions held by both external and internal 
audiences and stakeholders. 

A brand is a person’s emotional response -a gut feeling about an organization, a 
product, or a service. In essence, your customers own your brand, you do not. You 
don’t have direct control of the perceptions held by customers. 

Branding is the universe of activities you undertake effecting those 
perceptions. In order to build a positive brand perception, you must engage in both 
internal and external activities aligned to deliver a consistent impression of who you 
are. 

Branding is not about stamping a logo on everything, but guiding and managing 
relationships with your customers. Realize that you only have partial control of the 
perceptions with your branding activities. 

Branding and Education 

Why is developing a BRAND STRATEGY important for a school district?  The most 
obvious reason is to assist in maintaining a competitive advantage and ensuring 
consistent and growing enrollment.  However, there are many other reasons that 
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school districts engaging in Career, Pathway and CTE programs can utilize brand 
strategy for their benefit. 

ENGAGEMENT 

• More engaged parents MEAN MORE SUPPORTIVE PARENTS
• Support and involvement of the BUSINESS COMMUNITY both in and out of

the classroom

OWNERSHIP 

• Increases TEACHER ownership and engagement

LEVERAGE 

• Communicating the positive results of career connected education means
more leverage to:

• Combat student attrition
• Engage post-secondary partners
• Find sustainable funding sources

RECRUITMENT 

• Showcasing ourselves to local, regional and national audiences increases our
visibility and helps with teacher recruiting
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BrandTrek™	

BrandTrek™ is a proprietary 8-
step approach to building 
brand strategy and developing 
effective and efficient 
communications and marketing 
platforms.  It helps clients 
establish value propositions 
that deliver functional and 
emotional benefits and build 
strong brands.  By guiding 
school districts through this 
process, they gain the 
knowledge and experience to 
continue to maintain and 
sustain their brand on an 
ongoing basis. 

Brand	Promise	

One of the most critical elements of good brand strategy, the Brand Promise is a 
statement of internal purpose from the student’s point of view that guides all 
decisions regarding Academy/Pathway/CTE Programs.  Brand Promises go beyond 
stating the functional benefits of your product or service and connects to the 
emotional reasons that are important your end users.  It is the emotional benefits that 
create strong and meaningful connections to your brand.  The most effective brand 
promises today also touch on the positive – and emotionally based – personal, 
societal and ecological outcomes the brand experience may create. 
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To assist in the Brand Trek™ process, Akron Public Schools convened a cross-
functional and multi-sector Brand Task Force to assist in the development of our 
brand promise.   

Branding	Task	Force	

Eric Mathews 
Marketing Ed Teacher from North/Marketing at Goodyear 
National CTE Teacher of the year 

Dejanae Holmes 
Marketing Student at North 

Mark Wil l iamson  
Director of Communication 

Joe Walder  
Web Master Technology Support Specialist 

Susie Graham  
Director of Downtown Akron Partnership 
Mom/Community Organizer 

Jenafer Crabtree  
Marketing at Goodyear 

Lindsey Reidinger 
Communications Consultant for SEI (Conexen Partner) 

Becky Guzy  
Director of Communication Chamber of Commerce 

Tina  Boyes 
Vice President, Marketing & Communications 
Akron Community Foundation 

Rachel Tecca 
Principal North High School 
District Lead-College and Career Academies 

Annie Hanson 
ConxusNEO 

Javon Banks 
North Student 

Jade Houston 
North Student 

Angel Freski 
North Student 

Le'Airr Evans 
North Student 

Tom Ghinder 
Community Volunteer 
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Working with Annie Hanson and Rachel Tecca, this team established the most 
important FUNCTIONAL and EMOTIONAL benefits of College and Career 
Academies and then developed the brand promise by utilizing these attributes.  The 
Brand Promise was then vetted and revised based on student focus groups.  The 
results are below. 

Functional/Emotional	Benefits	
FUNCTIONAL EMOTIONAL 
Hands On Diversity 

Relevant Safe to learn 

Open to everyone Connections 

Skills for Career and Life Supported 

Opportunity Confidence in my future 

Belonging 

Akron	College	and	Career	Brand	Promise	

My Academy offers every student opportunities to explore hands on 
experiences in and out of the classroom.  I feel supported by a broad 

community of educators who help me build relevant skills, make 
connections and give me confidence in my future 
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People today are attracted to, engaged with, and loyal to brands that build a strong 
emotional connection.  A brand promise is the compass that an organization uses to 
build these connections. By embracing your brand promise, meaningful change 
happens by clearly defining your purpose from your customer’s perspective.  Strong 
Brand promises drive new attitudes and behaviors across your team. It drives your 
marketing and advertising messages, inspires new product development and 
ultimately more prospects and recruits to your brand. It will also make you a more 
attractive partner for other popular purpose-driven brands.  

“Operating deep within your company, your brand promise finds its way into the 
hearts and minds of your customers and prospects by giving them deeper reasons to 
love, and be attracted to, your brand.” Jerry Holtaway, Brand Promise Strategist. 

Brand	Purpose	Statement:	

The Brand promise is an INTERNAL statement of external purpose.  Once a strong 
brand promise is crafted, it should be used to help prepare a simple, easy to 
remember PURPOSE STATEMENT that can be used by your staff to talk about why 
your brand is special.  Using the Brand Promise as a guide, the team crafted the 
following Purpose Statement for Akron College and Career Academies 

CCA gives all students confidence in their future by building a 
sense of belonging through common interests, shared experiences 

and a supportive community that offers real- world, hands-on 
learning both in and out of the classroom.  
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What	Now?	

At this juncture, Akron Public Schools has reached the ARCHITECTURE and WALK & 
TALK positions in the BrandTrek™ compass.  In order to move forward, out of 
planning and into implementation, we need senior administrative approval and 
support. 

Architecture	

Good Brand Architecture has a definitive strategy.  Based on industry standard best 
practice a good logo design (or mark) should have the following elements: 

• The Brand Name
o Based on competitive point of difference

• Graphic Representation with icon
o Clean, simple, memorable

• Byline
o Defines the business the brand is in

• Tagline
o Positioning/advertising statement

• Brand story and messages
o Tells a unique story

Here is an example of a good mark: 

BRAND NAME 

BYLINE 
Every day, Care. 

TAG LINE 

GRAPHIC 
REPRESENTATION 

ICON 

1939	Whirlpool	
Wringer	Washer 
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Currently, Akron Public Schools utilizes a stylized “A” as the primary logo and mark.  
Recently developed, this mark is representative of the choices available to students at 
APS and is visually appealing. 

The Brand Team was convened to discuss both the brand name as well as the 
architecture for Career Academies in Akron.  The team, with the approval of district 
administration chose The College and Career Academies of Akron as an appropriate 
brand name.  It was imperative that the word College was emphasized in order to 
combat any “vo-tech” perceptions of the initiative.  

Additionally, a list of mandatory requirements for the development of a logo was 
discussed and determined.  Those mandatory requirements were: 

• Be reflective of the Brand Promise
• Have an icon
• Have a Bi-Line
• Tell a story
• A primary logo and color pallet for the overarching Career/Theme Academy

brand
• Secondary logos for each high school and academy that will include:

– Name of Academy or Pathway
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– Must include school name and school colors
– Room for sponsors/partners

• Must appeal to both parents and students
• Work with current Akron Public Schools Brand

A similar strategy was applied in Nashville where each of the 12 comprehensive high 
schools has multiple academies.  This was the result: 

Architecture	Recommendation	

Many logo versions were prepared reflective of the mandatory elements.  Of these, 
several revisions were conducted and then sent to the Brand Team for review and 
recommendation.  The logos were also vetted with Akron High School Students.  The 
overwhelming choice was one that very directly used the APS Logo as the main 
architectural element but allowed for the individual schools, academies and pathways 
to be delineated. 
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Here is the result: 

This Master Logo utilizes the APS primary logo as its icon, adding the Brand Name 
“College and Career Academies” which also serve as the byline.   

Each High School will use a variation of this master that also includes the name of the 
school and the school colors.  Here is North High Schools College and Career 
Academy logo: 
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Here is an example of North High Schools Academy of Health and Human Services: 

Deceptively simple, this mark reinforces the APS Brand and clearly represents 
College and Career Academies as an embedded and important benefit.  By using the 
school’s color pallet, it allows for individuality but with consistency district wide.  The 
symmetry of the mark with the “A” positioned above the Brand Name appeals to 
adults, while the offset school name was very appealing to students.  	

Icon 

School Colors 

School Name 

Sponsor Name 

Name of Academy 
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College & Career Academies
AKRON

EAST ELLET FIRESTONE GARFIELD

KENMORE NORTH EARLY COLLEGE

AAA BUCHTEL

NIHF STEM

The district’s marks for College and Career Academies are then: 

Marketing	Strategy	-	Differentiation	

Differentiation strategy calls for a company (or entity) to provide a product or service 
with distinctive qualities valued by customers. You gain customers because you set 
yourself apart from the competition. To succeed at this strategy, your business should 
have access to leading scientific research (or perform this research); a highly skilled 
and creative product development team; strong sales and marketing team; and a 
reputation for quality and innovation.  (Porter) 
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Marketing	Objectives	

Objective 1: Establish and reinforce a strong College and Career Academy Brand for Akron Public 
Schools 

Objective 2: Create an informed culture of Principals, Teachers and Support Staff who understand 
the options for and the benefits of College and Career Academies 

Objective 3: Reach current and perspective students and parents in Akron with a message of 
choice and benefits of the College and Career Academy transformation both 
universally as well as by individual high school cluster   

Objective 4: Increase involvement of Post-Secondary and Business Partners 

Objective 5: Establish consistent metrics to measure student success and a reporting process to 
inform parents, students, business partners and community constituents 

Marketing	Constituent	Groups	&	Schedules	

In order to achieve the Marketing Objectives utilizing a differentiation approach, the 
list of important constituents were identified and then prioritized into cluster groups. 
Once Akron Public Schools Senior Administration reviews and approves the 
proposed Brand Strategy, the plan will be implemented in the order of identified 
group importance. The tables below represent the prioritized target groups as well as 
what we would like each group to think, feel and for what business purpose.  
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Constituents Prioritized – Public Relations 

Group 1 
Media 

Group 2 
Elected Officials/Gov 

Group 3 
Community Agencies 
Faith Based Organizations 

Group 4 
Foundations 

Group 4 
Tax Payer/Gen Community 

Group 5 
National Audience 

GROUP 1 
Admin Central Office 

GROUP 2 
Business Partners and Business Community 
Post Secondary 

Group 3 
North High School Teachers & Principals 
North Counselors 

GROUP 4 
North High School Front Line Staff  
and Support Staff 

GROUP 5 
North Students 
North Parents 
North Perspective Parents 

GROUP 6 
North Middle and Elementary Feeder  
Teachers and Staff 

GROUP 7 
North Middle and Elementary Feeder 
Students & Parents 

GROUP 8 
All High School Teachers and Principals 
All High School Councilors 

GROUP 9 
All High School Front Line Staff  
and Support Staff 

GROUP 10 
All High School Students 
All High School Parents 
All Perspective High School Parents 

GROUP 11 
All Middle and Elementary Teachers and 
Admin 

GROUP 12 
All Middle and Elementary School Students & 
Parents 

Constituents Prioritized - Marketing 
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Team	Assignment	#2	
Cons0tuent	 Value	Proposi0on	 Feel/Believe	 Business	Purpose	

Admin	at	Central	Office	 •  Progressive	
•  Direct	impact	on	student	achievement	
•  Grad	Rates	
•  Posi0ve	community	percep0on	

•  That	we	are	on	the	cuEng	edge	
of	educa0onal	reform	
•  We	are	making	a	real	difference	
•  I	am	building	an	exper0se	in	HS	
reform/Financial	resources	are	
well	spent	
•  Accountability

• Accountability	
• Higher	academic	achievement	
• Efficiency	
• Consistency	

Business	Partners	
Business	Community	

•  Workforce	development	
•  Economic		Recovery	
•  PR	&	Recogni0on	
•  Making	a	difference	
•  Access	to	students	as	resources	
•  Brand	awareness	
•  Civic	Engagement	
•  Jump	start-training/saves	money	
•  A	proven	plan	and	vision		for	increasing	high	school	
performance	

•  Cri0cal	to	success	
•  Necessary	
•  Valued	
•  Making	measurable	impact	
•  Schools	are	worth	the	
investment	
•  Ownership	stake	
•  Econ	growth	

• Enhance	curriculum	
• Workforce	with	cuEng	edge	–	
knowledge	
• Externship	and	Internship	
• Real	world	experience	
• Improved	community	percep0on	
• Demonstrate	employable	skill	set	
• Develop	college	and	career	
connec0ons	
• Lends	credibility	

Post	Secondary	 •  College	ready	students	
•  Target	captured	audience	
•  Developing	a	pipeline	
•  Increase	in	grad	rates	

•  Prepared	students	
•  Revenue	genera0on	

• Gradua0on	rates	
• Accelerated	op0ons	for	students	
Credibility	
• Pres0ge	

North	High	School	Teachers	
&	Principals	
North	Counselors	

•  Student	success	and	reflec0on	on	them	
•  Ownership	
•  Allows	for	true	counseling	ac0vi0es	(0me)
•  Engaged	student/Focused	students/Team	teaching	
approach/Teacher	accountability/Small	group	
rela0onship	building	

•  Valued	
•  Empowered	
•  Appreciated	
•  Belong	to	important	team	
•  Making	a	difference	
•  Successful	
•  Focused	

• BeZer	educated	workforce	
• Reten0on	
• Higher	grad	rates	low	dropout	
• Reduce	load	on	community	
services	to	care	for	uneducated	
• Ready	to	enlist,	enroll	or	employed

North	High	School	Front	
Line	Staff	&	Support	
Staff	

• Part	of	team/Pride	
• Informed/Knowledgeable	
• Safe	and	posi0ve	work	environment

•  Valued/	
•  Appreciated	
•  Important

• Reten0on	
• Increased	produc0vity	
• Percep0on	changer	

3	

Team	Assignment	#2	
Cons0tuent	 Value	Proposi0on	 Feel/Believe	 Business	Purpose	

North	Students	 •  Success	
•  Collegiate	
•  Something	that	you	can’t	get	anywhere	else	
•  Real-world/diverse	
•  Choice

•  Part	of	something	successful	
•  Belong/Engaged	
•  Safe	
•  Opportunity	

•  Higher	grad	rates	
•  Employment	
•  Enlistment	
•  Enrollment

North	Parents	
North	Prospec0ve	Parents	

•  Successful	kids	
•  Student	preparedness	
•  More	opportuni0es	for	life/Child	has	informed	
choices,	focused
•  Choice	of	program	
•  All	students	have	a	place	here	
•  Safe	
•  Financial	benefit	

•  This	is	the	best	educa0on	you	
can	get	
•  Kids	are	safe	and	cared	about	
•  Private	school	culture	
•  I	am	doing	the	right/best	thing	
for	my	kid	
•  School	and	teachers	are	
accessible/students	have	
compe00ve	advantage	

•  World	of	mouth	
•  Maintaining	or	increasing	
enrollment	
•  Funding	
•  Engaged	parents	
•  Academic	achievement	
•  Educated	community

North	Feeder	Elementary	&	
Middle	School	Teachers	&	
Staff	

•  Student	success	and	reflec0on	on	them	
•  Ownership	
•  Part	of	something	bigger	

•  Valued	
•  Empowered	
•  Appreciated	
•  Belong	to	important	team	
•  Making	a	difference	
•  Successful	
•  Focused

•  BeSer	Prepared	Students	
•  Reten0on	
•  Higher	grad	rates	low	dropout	
•  Reduce	load	on	community	
services	to	care	for	uneducated	

North	Middle	and	Elementary	
Feeder	Students	&	Parents	

•  I	get	to	explore	different	academy	op0ons	and	kinds	
of	jobs	
•  It	is	engaging	
•  My	role	models	go	to	an	academy	
•  I	will	be	prepared	for	high	school	and	beyond	
•  Successful	
•  Awareness	of	kinds	of	jobs	
•  Safe	place	
•  My	role	models	are	in	an	academy	

•  Cool	
•  Fun	
•  Interes0ng	
•  Engaging	
•  My	high	school	is	awesome	

•  Pipeline	
•  Ready	for	high	school	
•  Higher	grad	rates	
•  Higher	academic	achievement	
•  BeSer	test	scores	

4	
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Cons%tuent	 Value	Proposi%on	 Feel/Believe	 Business	Purpose	

North	Feeder	Middle	&	Elementary	
School	Students	&	Parents	

•  I	get	to	explore	different	academy	op=ons	and	
kinds	of	jobs	
•  It	is	engaging	
•  My	role	models	go	to	an	academy	
•  I	will	be	prepared	for	high	school	and	beyond	
•  Successful	
•  Awareness	of	kinds	of	jobs	
•  Safe	place	
•  My	role	models	are	in	an	academy	

•  Cool	
•  Fun	
•  Interes=ng	
•  Engaging	
•  My	high	school	is	awesome	

• Pipeline	
• Ready	for	high	school	
• Higher	grad	rates	
• Higher	academic	achievement	
• BeIer	test	scores	

All	High	School	Teachers	&	Principals	
All	High	School	Councilors	

•  Student	success	and	reflec=on	on	them	
•  Ownership	
•  Allows	for	true	counseling	ac=vi=es	(=me)
•  Engaged	student/Focused	students/Team	teaching	

approach/Teacher	accountability/Small	group	
rela=onship	building	

• Valued	
•  Empowered	
•  Appreciated	
•  Belong	to	important	team	
•  Making	a	difference	
•  Successful	
•  Focused

•  BeIer	educated	workforce	
• Reten=on	
•  Higher	grad	rates	low	dropout	
•  Reduce	load	on	community	

services	to	care	for	
uneducated	
•  Ready	to	enlist,	enroll	or	

employed	

All	High	School	Front	Line	Staff	
&	Support	Staff	

•  Part	of	team/Pride	
•  Informed/Knowledgeable	
•  Safe	and	posi=ve	work	environment

•  Valued/	
•  Appreciated	
•  Important

• Reten=on	
• Increased	produc=vity	
• Percep=on	changer	

All	High	School	Students	 • Success	
• Collegiate	
• Something	that	you	can’t	get	anywhere	else	
• Real-world/diverse	
• Choice	

• Part	of	something	successful	
• Belong/Engaged	
• Safe	
• Opportunity	

• Higher	grad	rates	
• Employment	
• Enlistment	
• Enrollment	

5	

Cons%tuent	 Value	Proposi%on	 Feel/Believe	 Business	Purpose	

All	High	School	Parents	
Prospec3ve	High	School		Parents	

•  Successful	kids	
•  Student	preparedness	
•  More	opportuni3es	for	life/Child	has	informed	

choices,	focused
•  Choice	of	program	
•  All	students	have	a	place	here	
•  Safe	
•  Financial	benefit	

•  This	is	the	best	educa3on	you	
can	get	
•  Kids	are	safe	and	cared	about	
•  Private	school	culture	
•  I	am	doing	the	right/best	

thing	for	my	kid	
•  School	and	teachers	are	

accessible/students	have	
compe33ve	advantage	

•  World	of	mouth	
•  Maintaining	or	increasing	

enrollment	
•  Funding	
•  Engaged	parents	
•  Academic	achievement	
•  Educated	community	

All	Feeder		School	Teachers		&	Admin	 •  Student	success	and	reflec3on	on	them	
•  Ownership	
•  Part	of	something	bigger	

•  Valued	
•  Empowered	
•  Appreciated	
•  Belong	to	important	team	
•  Making	a	difference	
•  Successful	
•  Focused

•  BeNer	Prepared	Students	
•  Reten3on	
•  Higher	grad	rates	low	dropout	
•  Reduce	load	on	community	

services	to	care	for	
uneducated	

All	Feeder	School	Support	Staff	 •  Part	of	team/Pride	
•  Informed/Knowledgeable	
•  Safe	and	posi3ve	work	environment	

• Valued/	
• Appreciated	
• Important	

•  Reten3on	
•  Increased	produc3vity	
•  Percep3on	changer	

All	Feeder	School	Students	 •  I	get	to	explore	different	academy	op3ons	and	
kinds	of	jobs	
•  It	is	engaging	
•  My	role	models	go	to	an	academy	
•  I	will	be	prepared	for	high	school	and	beyond	
•  Successful	
•  Awareness	of	kinds	of	jobs	
•  Safe	place	
•  My	role	models	are	in	an	academy	

•  Cool	
•  Fun	
•  Interes3ng	
•  Engaging	
•  My	high	school	is	awesome	

•  Pipeline	
•  Ready	for	high	school	
•  Higher	grad	rates	
•  Higher	academic	achievement	
•  BeNer	test	scores	

All	Feeder	School	Parents	 •  Successful	kids	
•  Student	preparedness	
•  More	opportuni3es	for	life/Child	has	informed	

choices,	focused
•  Choice	of	program	
•  All	students	have	a	place	here	
•  Safe	
•  Financial	benefit	

•  This	is	the	best	educa3on	you	
can	get	
•  Kids	are	safe	and	cared	about	
•  Private	school	culture	
•  I	am	doing	the	right/best	

thing	for	my	kid	
•  School	and	teachers	are	

accessible/students	have	
compe33ve	advantage	

•  World	of	mouth	
•  Maintaining	or	increasing	

enrollment	
•  Funding	
•  Engaged	parents	
•  Academic	achievement	
•  Educated	community	

6	
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These groups will be targeted based on a rolling calendar beginning with the start of 
the 2017 – 2018 school calendar year and then moving forward over a three-year 
period and then ongoing.  

Cons%tuent	 Value	Proposi%on	 Feel/Believe	 Business	Purpose	

Media	
Local	&	Na-onal	

•  Relevance
•  Quality	
•  Innova-ve	

•  Ownership
•  Part	of	success	
•  This	can	make	a	difference	

•  Shape	percep-on	

Elected	Officials/Gov	 • Seen	as	educa-on	friendly	
• Current	&	aware	of	new	educa-on	issues	
• Get	in	-ght	with	voters	who	buy-in	to	educa-on	
• Poli-cal	support		&	alignment	with	key	
cons-tuencies	
• Economic	reform	

• This	is	low	risk	&		it	works	
• Tied	to	successful	econ	development	
• Reduces	funding	needed	for	services	like	
welfare	etc	
• Most	effec-ve	HS	reform	ever	in		Akron	
• Na-onal	leadership	posi-on	

• Re-elec-on	
• Legisla-on	

Community	Agencies		
Faith	Based	Orgs	

• Access	to	targeted	popula-on	
• Leveraged	efforts	
• Integrated	into	school	culture
•  Recogni-on	for	work		&	greater	chance	for	
funding	if	aligned	with	schools	
•  Provide	clientele	

•  Less	isolated,	part	of	a	structured	
community	
•  Two-way	partnership	

• Valuable	services	at	liQle	or	no	
cost	
• Increased	specializa-on	–	
school	doesn’t	have	to	deal	
with	all	the	issues	

Founda-ons	 •  Provides	ROI	
•  A	proven	plan	for	increasing	high	school	

performance	levels	
•  Sustainability	
•  Alignment	of	resources	

Good	investment	in	the	community	 • Funding	
• Word	of	mouth	

Tax	Payers		
General	Community	

• Educated	community	
• Low	unemployment	
• Bigger	tax	base	

• Safer/less	crime	
• Investment	that	pays	off	
• Proud

• Legisla-on	support	
• Ini-a-ves	
• Advocacy	
• Volunteerism	
• Worth	of	mouth	

Na-onal	Audience	 • High	school	reform	that	is	data-based	
• Model	of	best	prac-ce	
• Research	ground	

• We	are	experts	
• Successful	program	
• CuVng	edge	

• Recogni-on	
• Valida-on	
• Funding	
• Showcasing	
• Credibility	 8	
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Target	Markets	and	Message-North	and	Beyond	

The College and Career Academy transformation has begun at North High School, 
where all students will self select and then be placed in an academy and pathway by 
Fall 2017.  As North will be the training ground for implementation of the Career 
Academy Structure, they will also serve as a pilot for effective and efficient marketing 
and communications strategy and implementation.  The Marketing and 
Communication Strategy and Implementation will therefore begin at North and then 
role out to North’s constituents over the 2017 – 2018 school year.  What we learn 
from North will be replicated and rolled out district-wide as other High Schools 
convert in 2018 and beyond. 

The	Importance	of	the	High	School	Cluster	

As part of the exploratory process, Pam Daly of DK Brand Strategy along with Annie 
Hanson, ConxusNEO and Rachel Tecca, District Lead for College and Career 
Academies in Akron, met with representatives of each high school cluster in the 
District.  What was evident, and supported by the SWOT Survey results, was the 
importance residents, students and faculty in each cluster attributed to their High 
School’s history and culture.  In fact, constituents identify more with their High School 
Cluster than with the District itself.  When asked where they go to school, 
constituents identified with their NEIGHBORHOOD, i.e. North, Firestone, Ellet etc.  
So while we will develop “master” or “universal materials” to communicate to all of 
our constituents, it will be important to include thought-leaders, staff, students and 
parents from each cluster when developing Cluster Specific Materials.  We expect 
this process to begin in the fall of 2017. 

Notes from these Cluster Meetings are available upon request. 
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CONSTITUENT	GROUPS	

Administration	at	District	Office	

Although many leaders at the District Office have heard the name College and 
Career Academies or Career Academies, unless they have been on the front line of 
implementation, they may not completely understand why the district is moving in 
that direction.  Many may be able to generally indicate it’s “a good thing”, but it is 
important that every senior administrator, from Finance to Human Resources be able 
to verbalize the benefits of this reform.  Principals, teachers and all of our school 
district staff look to leadership to set the tone and the pace, so we owe it to our 
leadership to make sure they fully understand the districts move to College and 
Career Academies. 	

Key Message:  
Akron Public Schools are on the cutting edge of educational reform with the 
transformation of our High Schools to College and Career Academies.  This reform 
will have a direct impact on student achievement, increasing graduation rates and 
test scores, but more importantly preparing all graduates for College, Career and 
Life.  

Post	Secondary	Schools	&	Businesses	

By 2020, 37% of the 54.8 m projected new jobs—many of them in healthcare, 
education, and information technology—will require “at least some college.”  A 
general high school degree is no longer enough to remain a competitive member of 
the workforce. Career Academies and Pathway Programs coupled with CTE classes 
can help fill in the gaps and provide a solution for industries that need qualified 
employees. This economic development component of the College and Career 
Academies of Akron is an important benefit for both employers and the community.  
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Additionally, it is imperative to the success of College and Career Academies to have 
integrated relationships with both businesses and post-secondary partners.  As we 
develop advisory groups we need to recruit representatives from the local employer 
community, local colleges or universities to join academy faculty and administrators 
from the school and district. Advisory group members give advice on curriculum, 
appear as guest speakers in classes, host field trips, supervise student internships, 
provide financial or in-kind support, and some serve as mentors for individual 
students.  

Key Message: 

The College and Career Academies of Akron will play a vital role in helping close the 
skills gap, preparing your future students and employees for college, career and life. 
By partnering with Akron Public Schools, you can reach students before they reach 
college, develop strong relationships and pipelines and help prepare the next 
generation of highly qualified employees 

North	High	School	Principals/Teachers	

As the standard bearer for College and Career Academies in Akron, North High 
School has begun the implementation to wall-to-wall academies, so that every 
student will choose an academy and pathway by fall of 2017.  While Rachel Tecca, 
North High School Principal has done an admirable job of managing and 
implementing the transformation process, her additional role as District Program 
Lead has required her to be working outside of her High School, impeding on the 
time she has to spend with teachers and staff explaining and reinforcing the benefits 
of Career Academies.    It is imperative that all North High School Administration and 
Staff become fluent in the language of Career Academies so that they can begin their 
important role as ambassadors for not only their feeder schools but also other high 
schools in the district.    
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Key Message 

North has the great opportunity to set the bar for College and Career Academy 
implantation in Akron Public Schools.  Principals and teachers at North will be 
empowered to implement this important and effective reform, changing the lives of 
their students by better preparing them for college, career and life.  Principals and 
teachers will also play an important role as facilitators as the rest of the district moves 
to this structure, providing an example of best practice implementation 

North	Front	Line	Staff/Support	Staff/Counselors	

The sheer size of large suburban school districts sometimes hampers the ability to 
communicate effectively with all internal stakeholders. The first point of contact for 
parents is often the school office and the staff that manages the front desk.  They are 
the gatekeepers to vital information and should be considered as an important 
ambassador for the district. 

Also on the “front line” are the school counselors who are expected to be trusted 
advisors that guide their students toward appropriate programs and services.  It is 
imperative that we give these important stakeholders the tools they need to 
accurately and confidently provide information on the choices their students have in 
selecting Academies and Pathways at North. 

We must also ensure that we create a common vernacular that all School staff uses to 
convey the changes occurring within their buildings as well as the benefits to the 
students.  By informing the Principals, Teachers and staff of the key benefits of the 
Career Academy experience, they can serve as ambassadors for the program.  Word 
of mouth from a trusted source is the most efficient and effective marketing tactic of 
all. 
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Key Message 
The success of the Career Academy Model in Akron is dependent upon 
implemention with fidelity at your school.  You are an important ambassador for 
North and parents and students count on you for information and advice.  We want 
to make sure that you all have the information you need to understand and explain 
the benefits of College and Career Academies at North High School. 

North	Students	

North students need to understand their choices. The students at North have 
selected an Academy Program and Pathway and will start Freshman Academies in the 
Fall of 2017.  It is fair to say that some students are more familiar than others with 
why this change is occurring and how it will affect their experience as a student.  
However, once classes begin in the fall, our students will begin to see first hand the 
benefits of learning in an environment themed around a career interest.  Some 
students may be disinterested in school generally and often do not understand the 
connection between what they are being taught and how it will benefit them in the 
future. These programs can help them. 
As our students begin to feel passionate about their “family” of students and 
teachers and their career connected classes, we will harness this passion allowing the 
kids to tell the story of College and Career Academies and their benefits vs. a more 
traditional learning model.  

Key Message 

My Academy offers every student opportunities to explore hands on experiences in 
and out of the classroom.  I feel supported by a broad community of educators who 
help me build relevant skills, make connections and give me confidence in my future. 
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North	Parents	

Parents with high school aged children living in the North community may be 
unfamiliar with the choices available to them and their children within the High 
School.  Parents at North have had many opportunities to attend meetings and 
information sessions, but transportation issues, work schedules and even language 
barriers make it difficult to reach parents at North.  It is imperative that we utilize our 
most important asset, our students as a key point of communication for North 
Parents. Due to the barriers that exist, parents may feel as though communication 
from the district and their individual schools about programs and academic offerings 
is complicated and is inadequate in assisting them to make an informed enrollment 
decision. 

Key Message: 

North High School is offering unique programs for my child that lets them explore 
careers while learning the skills they need to be college and career ready.  

North	Elementary	&	Middle	Feeder	Staff	

Articulation of The College and Career Academies of Akron is vitally important to the 
sustainability of the program.  Beginning in Elementary School and through Middle 
School, principal’s teachers and staff need a basic understanding of what we are 
offering and the benefits to students.  In fact, many parents look to their elementary 
and especially their Middle School educators for advice and opinions regarding the 
High School in their cluster.  By involving and informing staff in elementary and 
middle school, we ensure that these educators feel a pat of the program and 
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involved in the bigger district initiatives.  There may also be a point in time when 
both Middle and Elementary schools will explore career connected programs and we 
need to develop advocates for these programs.  An informed staff member is an 
involved staff member.   

Key Message:  
College and Career Academies support college and career ready graduates by 
providing students with opportunities to explore careers they are interested in. North 
High School will offer every student the opportunity to be a part of a Career 
Academy of their choice.  This transformation is on the cutting edge of education 
reform.  Akron will be the first district in the state of Ohio and the 22nd nationally to 
be designated a FORD Next Generation Learning Community in recognition of its 
support for career academies and pathways.  This will put APS on the national stage.  
By becoming a center for best practice we will realize continued growth in enrollment 
and have a superior competitive advantage in recruiting educators to our community.  

North	Elementary	&	Middle	School	Feeders	Parents	and	Students	

It is also important to inform students and parents in the North Community that 
something special is happening. We can combat the effects of declining student 
retention and families moving to surrounding suburbs with a message of benefit for 
the College and Career Academies of Akron.  Parents want their children to be 
successful in a relevant, measurable way.  By communicating the benefit that CCAA 
will have on student’s ability to go to college or start a career with a l iving wage in 
the Akron region, we successfully differentiate ourselves from other districts. 

Key Message 
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North High School is offering unique programs for my child that lets them explore 
careers while learning the skills they need to be college and career ready. This means 
that my child can go to college or start a good job in Akron as soon as they graduate 
form North High School. 

Marketing	Tactics	

Objective	1	
Establish and reinforce a strong College and Career Academy brand for 
Akron Public Schools 

Strategy 1 
Establish a consistent look-tone-feel for al l  College and Career Academies and 
Pathway Programs in order to achieve a clear brand message. 

Tactic 1 
Create a College and Career Academies of Akron Logo and Brand 
Standards 

Act on the recommendations from the Brand Task Force and Student 
Task Force to develop a Masterbrand for The College and Career 
Academies of Akron as well as corresponding marks for each school’s 
Academies. This will transform the current clutter of logos and program 
names into an effective marketing tool and achieve renewed brand 
impact and strong growth. 

Tactic 2 
Create collateral for master College and Career Academy Brand 

In the coming months, APS will be ramping up efforts to create 
additional exposure for the implementation of the College and Career 
Academies community-wide as well as developing opportunities to 
engage and encourage involvement from businesses, post-secondary 
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and other community partners.  It is important that the administrative 
office have professional looking collateral to help establish the brand 
and corresponding perceptions to be used for presentations, school 
tours, speaking engagements and outreach efforts.  

The following are recommended: 

• Master College and Career Academy Brochure
• College and Career Academy Informational Inserts for North High School
• College and Career Academy Video (animated)
• College and Career Academy Banners
• Master PowerPoint Presentation
• Branded Business Cards with Brand Promise/Purpose Statement

Tactic 3 
College and Career Academies Website 

Continue to update and maintain the CCAA google web site as a single 
source of information for all things CCAA. Assure that all information for 
North is redirected to the master web site.   

Tactic 4 
The Hub – College and Career Academy Information 

Prepare a plan to update and maintain information for all internal APS 
stakeholders on The Hub.  This will become the official point of 
information for CCAA and any internal communication will redirect to 
this site. 

Tactic 5 
Social Media Matrix 

Create a social media calendar utilizing Instagram, Facebook, Twitter 
and a potential student blog that utilizes a mix of general Career 
Academy Content as well as content specific to North High School.  Use 
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a Social Media Integrator such as “Hootsuite” to manage and schedule 
a full school calendar year of content posts.   

Strategy 2 
Create a media event to surrounding the FORD NGL Designation Ceremony, 
which wil l  also include the CCAA Brand Logo Reveal.  

Tactic 1 
Brand Roll Out Event 

The Ford NGL Designation Ceremony is a great opportunity to roll out 
the CCAA Brand. By engaging stakeholders from the beginning, APS 
has been very strategic in setting the stage for buy-in and acceptance.  
Now, these stakeholders are expecting and even anticipating the 
release of their hard work and contribution to the Brand Strategy for 
The College and Career Academes. This event will also be a jumping-
off point that provides a glimpse into what the future holds for the 
CCAAs in Akron.  

This event is scheduled for May 16th, 2017 from Noon – 1:30 in the 
Great Hall at Stem.  500 invitations will be sent out with an estimated 
attendance of 150 – 200. 

Elements for the Brand Roll Out: 
• Save the Date email blast
• Printed Invitations
• Press release/press kits
• Facebook Live with Students
• Brochures (from above)
• Video (from above)
• Ambassador at Large Lapel Pins/Business Cards for Constituents
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Objective	2	
Create an informed culture of Principals, Teachers and Support Staff who understand 
the options for and the benefits of College and Career Academies in Akron 

Strategy 1 
Empower and engage North High School Principals/Asst. Principals 

Tactic 1 
Morning Meeting Recognition Event 

During the Morning Meeting at North, Principals, teachers, staff and 
students will be recognized for their role in jump starting the College 
and Career Academies for APS.  The school will be presented with a 
recognition plaque for display.  A CCAA branded lanyard will be 
distributed. 

Tactic 2 
Road Show 

This is an opportunity for North’s administration to begin the mentoring 
process for other schools by sharing both the successes and challenges 
they are facing with implementation and student/parent acceptance.  A 
series of five (5) Road Show Events will be scheduled quarterly and be 
held at each high school during scheduled Admin Days: 

• March 29, 2017 – High School Only
• August 17, 2017
• Nov 17, 2017
• Feb 18, 2018
• April 18, 2018
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Topics will focus on the three components of an academy, Design and 
Development of individual schools Academies and Pathways as well as 
sharing ideas that have most excited those who have been on a Hub 
Visit to Nashville. 

Beginning in August, there will branded pieces that will be distributed 
at each Road Show. 

Tactic 3 
Provide support materials for North to include: 

• CCAA Brochure and inserts specific to each of North’s College
and Career Academy and Pathways Program

• 8.5 x 11 Info Piece for each Academy and Plexi Document
Counter Stand

• Vertical Banners for each Academy and Pathway Program
• CCAA Business Cards and Brand Promise Cards
• CCAA Video Assets (from above)

Strategy 2 
Engage and inform North High School teachers. 

Tactic 1 
The College and Career Academy Awards 

Recognizing people for their work and accomplishments in a school 
setting is not only motivating but also necessary.  Teachers and 
principal’s efforts often go unrecognized and, this is even more present 
in the hard work North is undertaking as our first College and Career 
Career Academy High School.  By developing an Awards Program, we 
have the opportunity to recognize and share outstanding efforts and 
accomplishments at North, but also to other High Schools as they 
convert to the Academy Model.  
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Categories for Awards could include: 
• Academy Educator of the Year
• Academy/Pathway of the Year
• Counselor of the Year
• Partnership of the Year
• Principal of the Year (as awards go district wide)

Nominations will be made by North Staff as well as District 
Administration via the website. A committee will be established to 
review the nominations and select the winners.  An evening event will 
be held at North and will feature hors d’oeuvres and drinks. The 
program will follow an “Academy Awards” format including videos of 
nominees, presenters and a master of ceremony.   

This press worthy event will not only provide an opportunity for 
recognition and celebration, but will also provide North with an 
opportunity to showcase their school and their students. 

Target date is May 18, 2017 

Tactic 2 
CCAA Sweepstakes 

Teachers and principals are busy…Very busy.  In order to assure that all 
of our academic staff has an understanding and appreciation of CCAA, 
we need to grab their attention, all without being able to bring the 
entire employee base together in one location. Sweepstakes 
promotions are often used in retail to consumer settings for just this 
purpose…But would very unique for a school district. 

The CCAA Sweepstakes would be delivered by internal E-Mail to all 
academic staff.  Once a week over a six-week promotional period, 
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educators in Akron will receive an informational email on CCAA with a 
redirect to the CCAA Hub Website.  Once on the CCAA Hub, they will 
be able to enter to win prizes.  These prizes will be career-themed and 
will be solicited from current and potential business and community 
partners.  Of all the entries, two Grand Prize winners will be selected at 
the end of the sweepstakes to receive an I-Pad, loaded with CCAA 
information.  Even better, a day off with pay could be the grand prize! 

This “promotion” would begin January, 2018 for four (4) weeks.  

Strategy 3 
Engage and inform “front l ine” staff in every high school 

Tactic 1 
Academies 101 Distr ict Wide 

Often the first point of contact for high school students and parents, 
school staff members serve a vital role in disseminating information.  By 
engaging this constituent group, we can assure that they feel 
empowered and possess the information and resources they need to be 
able to answer any questions regarding their school’s CCAA programs.  

The CCAA team (Rachel, Annie and Pam) will schedule a series of 
Academy 101 session for all district front line staff May 2, 3 and 4.  We 
will inform staff about the programs and the benefits to students and 
also conduct focus groups to determine what kind of information they 
would like to have at their fingertips.  

Tactic 2 
North High School Lunch and Learn 
In order to reinforce the CCAA message and assure buy in and 
understanding at North, we will hold a Lunch and Learn with all Front 
Line Staff August 17, just prior to the start of the school year.   Each 
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attendee will receive lunch, a CCAA Static Cling Sticker and a Meteor 
Phone Wallet with business card size Brand Promise and Purpose 
Statement inserts.  This PVC wallet attaches to the back of a smart 
phone (or smart phone case) with strong 3M adhesive that won’t leave 
marks if removed. The business cards will have a redirect to the CCAA 
Hub website with a QR Code and link. 

This technique will continue to be used at other High Schools as they 
convert to the College and Career Academy Model. 

Tactic 3 
Virtual Front Line Tool Kits 

Once the Lunch and Learns have occurred, the input from this group 
will be used to develop any additional recommended informational 
materials.  These items will be produced and uploaded to the CCAA 
Hub website for easy reference, downloading and printing. 
These virtual Front Line Tool Kits will include information that can be 
printed off regarding North’s Career Academy and Pathway Programs 
as well as the entire CCAA program.  We anticipate some of the items 
to be: 

§ Executive Summary of Master Plan
§ CCAA North High School Chart
§ CCAA Benefits Summary Sheet
§ Brand Standards Manual with Logos for all Academies
§ Brand Promise and Purpose Statement Poster Layout
§ Other as determined by focus groups.
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Strategy 4 
Engage and inform school counselors. 

Tactic 1 
Brand Bag Lunch 

Counselors are another important information source for students and 
parents.  Assuring that all of our counseling staff has the most current 
information about CCAA programs will allow them the opportunity to 
provide informed guidance to students and their families. 

A 1-hr. meeting will be scheduled for North’s counselors. Utilizing the 
same presentation materials developed for the Lunch and Learn, each 
group will be provided with an update on the Brand Strategy for CCAA 
and on all the current programs available.  

Each counselor will receive a CCAA Logo Lunch Bag as well as the 
phone wallet and wallet cards. 

Strategy 5 
Engage and inform Middle School teachers and administrators 

Tactic 1 
High School Open House  

Middle school teachers and staff can play an important roll in making 
sure that students and parents are aware of College and Career 
Academies before their child enrolls in high school.  By assuring that 
North has at least one mandatory and scheduled event specifically for 
their middle school peers annually, we can lay foundational knowledge 
for CCAA programs available in the high school.  

The CCAA administrative office (Pam, Annie and Rachel) will work with 
the school to schedule this 1-hour open house.  Elements that will be 
provided to support the school in this effort will be: 
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• E Mail Invitations for staff at feeder middle school
• PowerPoint presentation on the schools programs
• Event “run of show” with recommendations on activities that can

be scheduled during the open house
• Brand Ambassadors will lead the program
• Brochure with inserts (from above)
• CCAA logo’s pens and sticky notes for participants

Target Date January – February, 2018 during Instructional Day 

Objective	3	
Reach current and perspective students and parents l iving in the North cluster with a 
message of choice and benefit of College and Career Academies and Pathways  

Strategy 1 
Engage current CCAA Students to tel l  the story of their experiences at North. 

Tactic 1 
Student Brand Ambassador Program 

There is no better way to spread a message than through word of 
mouth. In fact, we know that having a sibling or friend in an academy is 
a primary reason that students are ready to engage once they hit High 
School. By harnessing the passion these students have for these 
programs, Student Brand Ambassadors can serve the school by raising 
awareness of the various career academies among businesses, other 
outside organizations, parents, and incoming academy students.			

The Brand Ambassador Program will be administered through the 
CCAA Administrative Office and supported in the schools by either the 
Academy Coaches or Counselors.  Specifics of this program will include: 
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Each career academy/pathway will have two ambassadors – a junior and 
a senior.  Juniors will serve for two years if they continue to meet the 
eligibility criteria.   

The duties of the Academy Ambassador include:  

• Attend Ambassador Training

• Conduct Visitor Tours to their High School and Academy/Pathway

Programs

• Attend District Events as Requested

• Serve as Host for Open House Events at their school

• Prepare outreach plans and activities for their feeder Middle Schools

• Serve in Other Leadership Capacities as Requested

Eligibil ity for the Program:   

To be eligible to serve as an Ambassador, a student must: 

• Have a passing grade in all classes from the previous grading period

• Be a rising 11th grader (or 12th grader if there is a 12th grade opening for an

Ambassador)

• Have good communication skills (and a willingness to learn and improve)

• Have good interpersonal skills (and a willingness to learn and improve)

• Have a completed and signed application

• Be committed to attending after hour events as requested

Uniform: 

Each Ambassador will be provided a logoed Blazer to be worn for 
official functions.  
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Training:  

New Ambassadors will be required to attend customer service training 
and learn how to conduct tours as part of their orientation each fall of 
their Ambassadorship. 

By far, the Ambassador Program has proven to be the best way to 
engage students and marketing the programs benefits to the 
community. 

Tactic 2  
Blue Coat Ceremony 

Once a class of Brand Ambassadors are named, the school will conduct 
a Blue Coat Ceremony to announce the Brand Ambassadors, explain 
their role and present them with their official Brand Ambassador Blue 
Jacket.  Target for North High School is September, 2017. 

Strategy 2  
Inform middle school students and their famil ies of the College and Career 
Academies and Pathways available at North high school 

Tactic 1 
8th & 9th grade Exploration Day  

This tour of the high school will target students who are at an critical 
point in their education decision. Many of the students we lose to 
private, charter and suburban schools occur during the transition to high 
school. If we can reach the 8th grade students and educate them on 
their choices and the environment their zoned high school has, then we 
have a chance of reducing attrition as well as providing them with the 
information they need to make informed decisions.   
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Tours should be scheduled during the school day so that these students 
can see their high school “in-action”.  Student Brand Ambassadors will 
lead the planning on these tours as part of their outreach plan.   

By scheduling the tours in November, we will ensure that we are in line 
with the private school tour schedule. Each child will receive a CCAA 
branded item such as locker clips 

Tactic 2 
College and Career Academy Fair 

Events like career fairs give both parents and students an opportunity 
for an up close look at what these programs can provide.  By adding in 
PBL demonstrations and business and community partners, Career Fair 
Events make Academies real for prospective students and their families. 
As APS begins to roll out Academies District –wide, an annual 
combined High School Career Fair is an excellent way to provide this up 
close and personal look while also engaging and recognizing the real 
businesses that are involved. 

All district 7th and 8th grade students will be encouraged to attend with 
their parents/guardians nd agiven an passport that can be stamped as 
they visit booths representing Academies and Pathways at the 
exposition.  Based on the number of stamps they receive, students will 
be eligible for logo’d items like pencils, pens, lanyards, locker clips, 
water bottles etc. 

Students will also be given prior instruction on how to “interview” both 
High School Students and Business Partners and then prepare a “Map 
my Future” document that they can use to help make their decisions for 
their High School Experience. 
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Target for the first event will be 2019. 

Tactic 3 
Showcase 

Annually, each school (NORTH TO START) will hold a CCAA Showcase 
targeted at eighth and 9th  graders and their parents.  This Open House 
would be scheduled after the Career Fair event so that both the 
students and parents have a baseline of familiarity with their school 
offerings.  This will get us to the “Magic 3” which is the best practice of 
reaching your target audience three times before an expected action 
can occur. 

Each school will have the opportunity to request support materials 
through the CCAA Administration Office.  These items will include: 

• PowerPoint Template
• Business Partner List
• Call Out Script
• Marquee Suggestions
• Yard Signs
• Banners
• Academy Flyers Template
• Showcase Flyer Template
• Email Template
• Talking Points
• Thought Starters for raffles to garner visitation info
• Promo Item for attendees
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Showcases must be scheduled during a pre-determined window for 
schools to take advantage of ordering these customized materials. 

Tactic 4 
Video Tours 

A Video Tour of North’s Academy and Pathway programs are a great 
way to allow students and parents to explore their school and options 
on-line.  Initially, video will be produced for North, but will also be part 
of the roll out plan as more High Schools come on Board. 
Tours will feature real students and Brand Ambassadors, who will take 
the lead in preparing the key messaging for the videos. 

Strategy 3 
Develop an Akron Marketing Campaign for College and Career Connected 
Education. 

Tactic 1 
The “I Can” Campaign 

First produced with the help of FORD NGL for Nashville’s Academies, 
the “I Can” Campaign features student statements that reflect what 
they can do because of their College and Career Academy. Designed 
by world-renowned ad agency J. Walter Thompson, this campaign 
includes pre-designed art for collateral as well as television and internet 
advertising.  FORD NGL will be making this campaign available for use 
for all FORD NGL Communities.   

For Akron, the elements of this campaign that could be deployed 
include: 

• Spadia Wrap for Local and Regional Newspapers
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• In-theater ads (movie theaters)
• Posters for schools
• Direct Mail and Email Collateral
• Bus Bench Ads
• Marquee Ads
• Bus Wraps

Business partners, community partners and post-secondary partners will 
be asked to help offset the costs of this campaign in exchange for 
exposure on all elements. 
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Objective	4	
Increase involvement of Post-Secondary and Business Partners 

Strategy 1 
Uti l ize current business and post secondary partners as ambassadors for 
engagement 

Tactic 1 
Partner Summit 

Partner summits are opportunities to share ideas and reflect on what 
has worked and what improvements can be made.  It is also a great 
opportunity to share and then include partners in the master plan for 
College and Career Academies in Akron.  The more informed our 
partners, the better they can be utilized.  We suggest that Partner 
Summits be implemented annually. 

Partners can help with planning internships, teacher externships and 
classroom integration of real world learning.  In addition, partners can 
act as ambassadors and help us recruit others to work with us. 

Implementation would include: 
• One day off sight meeting (at partner location)
• Master plan presentation
• Breakout sessions addressing specific topics like internships, list of

potential new partners etc.
• Distribution of brochures with inserts (from above)

Target Date is 2019 
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Tactic 2 
Partner Newsletter and Magazine 

Keeping partners up to date during the year can sometimes be difficult.  
By developing a quarterly Partner Newsletter and then annual Partner 
Magazine, we can keep them connect with student stories, partner 
spotlights, positive statistics, and more.  This newsletter can be 
delivered electronically and also printed, so that partners can distribute 
them at their workplace and leave in their lobbies for added exposure. 

Target Date 2019 

Strategy 2 
Solicit new business and post secondary partners based on need. 

Tactic 1 
Akron Partnership for Community Engagement 

To Be Determined. 

Tactic 2 
Partner Welcome Packet 

Just as the virtual front line tool kits provide information for front line 
staff, it is essential we provide information to new business partners. A 
welcome packet can help us do that.  This virtual packet should include 
a thank you letter from the Superintendent, Chief Academic Officer and 
other key district administration. Information on education terminology, 
school demographics and statistics, and a Partner logo with brand 
standards that can be used on business partner’s websites or 
publications will also included in each packet. 
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Objective	5	
Establish consistent metrics to measure student success and a reporting process to 
inform parents, students, business partners and community constituents. 

Strategy 1 
Develop a platform to communicate al l  relevant data on an annual basis that is 
anticipated and respected.    

Tactic 1
CCAA Annual Report 

An annual report is a comprehensive report on a company's activities 
throughout the preceding year. Annual reports are intended to give 
shareholders and other interested people information about the 
company's activities and financial performance. We can use this same 
technique to create a College and Career Academies of Akron Annual 
Report that highlight our performance from the previous year and make 
forward-looking statements about the following year.   This report can 
highlight good news stories, partnerships, and specific information on 
the activities of each Academy and Pathway program along with 
reporting on specific metrics to gauge success.  Metric will include: 

• GRAD RATES
• ATTENDENCE
• CTE SEQUENCE COMPLETERS
• EARLY COLLEGE CREDITS
• TOTAL NUMBER OF CERTIFICATIONS
• STUDENTS WORK BASED LEARNING (INTERNSHIPS)
• PRE APPRENTISHIP

Tactic 2
Virtual Data Dashboard 

Access to information regarding the efficacy of any program is 
extremely important in building both credibility and trust with your 
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constituents.  By creating a virtual data dashboard, CCAA Constituents 
can access current information on results of the CCAA reform in Akron.  
This dashboard would be built as a separate site that can be accessed 
from the CCAA Website.  The design would allow constituents to search 
for information based on their interests and needs. 

Flighting	of	Message	and	Marketing	Initiatives	

The strategy overall is to start implementing these Marketing and Communication 
activities at North High School and then, based on evidence of success against 
identifiable and measurable goals, roll out the programs to other High Schools as 
they convert to College and Career Academies.  Some of these recommendations 
would be best served after Akron Public Schools have gone wall-to-wall, the “I Can” 
Campaign as an example.   

It is also imperative that we utilize the information we collected at the High School 
Cluster Meetings that respect the nuances of each High Schools perceptions and that 
we include teams of constituents by High School to vet and then produce and 
implement marketing and communications plans. 
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All proposed activities would be planned and deployed over a three-year period.  
Based on garnering approvals of the marketing and communications plan, budget, 
and finalizing the architecture by MAY 1, 2017, we will start implementation in 
earnest at North in September of 2017 and will continue thereafter. 

Once a tactic has been implemented, it will continue to occur annually. 

Next	Steps	

1. Board Committee Review of Draft Plan
2. Revisions and finalization of Strategy, Tactics and Budget
3. ROMI Matrix
4. Final Administrative Approval
5. Board Approval
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